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ABSTRACT 
World Trade Organisation (W.T.O.) is the Global International 
Organisation dealing with the rules of trade between nations. The 
W.T.O. agreements are negotiated and signed by most of the world's 
trading nations and ratified in their parliament. 
The rules of trade between nations were the outcome of the 
1986-94 Uruguay Round Negotiations, which were revised later by 
General Agreement on Tarrifs and Trade (GATT). Principal rules for 
Trade in goods are governed by GATT. Uruguay Round Negotiations 
amended several rules for dealing with trade in services, trade policy, 
aspects of Intellectual Property and Dispute Settlement. 
World Trade Organisation members through these agreements 
are bound to operate a non-discriminatory Trading System. Also 
through these agreements, each country receives guarantees that its 
exports will be treated fairly and consistently in other countries market. 
World Trade Organisation provides some flexibility to the developing 
countries in implementing their commitments. India is also a signatory 
member of World Trade Organization. 
One of the Peculiarity of WTO is that it also deals in services 
trade. GATS is the creation of Uruguay round of GATT in which 
member countries, after a long deliberations, decided to have a 
regulatory body to deal in services trade. GATS is the first set of legally 
enforceable disciplines and rules ever negotiated and agreed at the 
world level to cover international trade in services. 
The main objectives of the GATS are the expansion of trade in 
services, progressive liberalization of such trade though negotiations, 
transparency of rules and regulations, and increasing participation of 
developing countries. In present time services occupy a vital and 
growing role in the global economy. Increased trade in services also 
offers the potential for wide economic benefits in all countries. Many 
studies project that developing countries stand to gain the most from 
liberalisation of trade in services. 
India's service sector is presently contributing more than 50% to 
the country's GDP. The share of service sector in GDP is on the line of 
Industrialised countries, namely, U.S.A., Australia, Japan etc whose 
service sector contribution to GDP of their respective countries is 
above 60%. 
In view of the growing services sector. It has become necessary to 
pay more attention to this sector. Present study is an attempt to 
provide a perspective on India's service sector in the context of past 
experience and future prospects of globalisation of services. Besides 
analyzing recent trends in a number of major services sectors with 
trade potential for India, the study aims to provide an overview of 
developments in these sectors in the context of the GATS and the 
WTO. It also analyze the implication of these developments for India's 
trade prospects in services and for its future negotiating stance in the 
WTO discussions on services. 
Various studies pertaining to various aspects of WTO have been 
reviewed. The aspects broadly covered are intellectual property 
Rights, Foreign Direct Investment, General Agreement on Trade in 
services (GATS) and others related to multilateral Trading system, 
since the emphasis in present study is on service sector trade, 
therefore most of the articles pertaining to GATS were reviewed some 
are in favour of liberalization of trade in services while other expressed 
reservations on various points such as fear about sovereignty of the 
country. 
About Trade and developing countries the main focus has been 
on the developing countries trade under W.T.O. regime. This is 
highlighted and discussed at length whether Developing Countries can 
trade better under multilateral trading system as compared to bilateral 
trade between countries. Regarding Intellectual property Rights, 
Developed countries pressed for its inclusion in GATT negotiations 
during 1980s. Developed Countries demand was re-inforced as many 
countries especially in the developing world did not have either IP laws 
that were comparable to those in developed world or they had such 
laws but were lax in enforcing them. As a result W.T.O. now includes 
along side the GATT and GATS, a TRIPS agreement on intellectual 
property. 
As parts of TRIPS agreement India is required to increase the 
term of patent protection to 20 years from the date of filing in all 
categories and is expected to provide both product and process 
patents. Due to its developing country status, India has five years from 
the entry into effect of the agreement to implement these changes. In 
the case of Pharmaceuticals and agricultural chemical technologies 
India has a maximum period of ten years in which to implement 
agreement. On copy right, India amended its legislation in 1994 in 
compliance with the requirements of the trips agreement, with regard 
to trade marks, industrial designs, geographical indications and 
protection for plant varieties, India plans to make use of the transitional 
period before making the required amendments. 
Regarding protecting new plant varieties, India has drafted a 
plant variety protection and Farmers Rights Act giving rights to 
breeders as well as farmers. Sahai (1999) notes that in this regard sui 
generis legislation based on the Union for the protection of new plant 
verities (UPOV), a European/American forum which regulates plant 
breeders rights in the developed countries, may not be suitable for 
developing countries because it has no concept of farmers rights and 
is geared to an agricultural system different from those of developing 
countries with no concerns about. It is whemented that India should 
oppose the use of UPOV as a model of Sui genersi and propose a 
more developing countries oriented platform like convention of 
Farmers and Breeders (COFaB) as an alternative and mobilize the 
support of other developing countries for supporting their proposal. 
Customs Valuation 
The WTO includes explicit rules on custome valuation to reduce 
the discretion used by custom officers as well as traders in valuing at 
the border. The correct valuation of goods and honest trading is 
warranted at the custom borders. India's legislation on customs 
valuation, the custom valuation Rules 1998, has been amended since 
the completion of the Uruguay Round to bring it into conformity with 
the provisions of the WTO Agreements on implementation of Article VII 
of GATT 1994, the custom valuation Agreement (Amended by 
notification No 26/95, 24 April, 1995). However India invoked the 
special provisions for developing countries under the Agreement 
relating to computed value and unit price of the imported goods. 
Under Indian legislation transaction value is the basis for custom 
valuation. 
Regarding Product Regulations, two sets of constraints are 
mentioned one on Technical Regulations and standards and another 
on sanitary and Phytosanitary measures, but both have essentially the 
same purpose the main objectives of India's standards and 
certification procedures are to ensure that products are safe, of high 
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quality and conform to the relevant Indian standards. In general. All 
product sold in India are required to carry a label indicating country or 
countries of origin. 
Anti Dumping 
Dumping is an act generally adopted by Developed countries. 
Dumping basically means supplying any product to a country at a price 
much lower them the normal price. Nothing in WTO prohibits dumping 
itself, Rather W.T.O. only addresses how importing countries may 
respond to dumping. WTO rules permit importing countries to levy Ant 
dumping (AD) import duties equal to the dumping margin. The 
difference between the Actual and the "fair market price". Since mid 
1997, India has initiated 21 anti dumping cases and 45 between 1993 
and 1998, covering 18 products with definitive duties imposed on 11 
cases (WTO secretariat and information provided by the Indian 
authorities to the WTO secretariat). Regarding dumping it is also 
stated in theoretical perspective that economic theory suggest that 
measures to prevent predatory pricing (i.e. pricing below marginal cost 
with an intention to drive out actual or potential competitors and secure 
a monopoly position in a market) can improve welfare. 
There is a case for reviewing the WTO agreement on Anti 
Dumping to stop its misuse by countries. Despite the discussion at 
WTO General Council, it was found that a lot remained to be done to 
actually rectify the weakness of the agreement to prevent its abuse. 
Countervailing Duties (CVDs) 
CVDs are being permitted in response to "actionable" subsidies. 
When an importer establishes that domestic producers have been 
injured by imports that have benefited from a government subsidy 
abroad, and when the nature of that subsidy satisfies certain 
requirements like that they are not available to other Industries, then 
the importing country is permitted to levy a CVD equal in size to the 
subsidy. 
About the safeguard clause of WTO It is stated that It permits 
members to partially and temporarily backout of their agreements if 
they prove too costly. Preferential Trading Arrangements (PTAs) PTAs 
are permitted by WTO so long as they reduce all of Tariffs to zero 
among the participants. There has been proliferation of PTAs from mid 
1980s especially after the formation of NAFTA and expansion of EU. 
India receives and grants Tariff preferences under (I) The Bangkok 
Agreement (II) The South Asian Preferential Trading Agreement 
(SAPTA) and (III) The Global system of Trade Preferences (GSTP). 
The preferential margins vary substantially among the products 
covered but are the same for all participants, except for least 
developed countries, which generally receive larger margins of tariff 
preferences. 
Dispute Settlement in the WTO 
One of the peculiar things in WTO is its dispute settlement 
mechanism. The same was not very effective under GATT. The 
extended dispute settlement provisions are the main institutional 
innovations of the Uruguay Round. India was involved in one dispute 
with Poland and requested consultations under article XXI 1:1 of GATT 
1947, concerning a modification of Poland's tariff structure on motor 
car imports from countries outside European Economic Community, to 
this a mutually agreed solution was notified in September 1996. 
Electronic Commerce is another area of interest. It accounts for 
a small but rapidly growing proportion of world trade in goods and 
services regarding electronic commerce the area of main concern is 
about it's classification. Question is raised whether certain 
electronically delivered product should be classified as services or 
goods like the contents of book, audio CDs, films, computer software 
etc., and whether GATT or GATS principle will apply. 
GATS provide the basic rules for services trade among the 
countries. The term international trade in services in construed broadly 
in the manual of the WTO. It covers trade in services in the 
conventional sense of transactions between residents and non-
residents. Four modes of delivery of services are also identified, 
namely; 
• Cross border supply 
• Consumption Abroad 
• Commercial Presence 
• Movement of Natural persons 
The term services cover a heterogeneous range of intangible 
products and activities that are difficult to describe by a simple 
definition. Services are also often difficult to separate from goods with 
which they may be associated in varying degrees. In fact, "services are 
not separate entities over which ownership rights can be established. 
They can not be traded separately from their production. Services are 
heterogeneous outputs produced to order and typically consists of 
changes in the condition of the consuming units realized by the 
activities of the producers of the demand of the customers. By the time 
their production is completed they must have been provided to the 
consumers". 
Multilateral services trade in global perspective highlights the 
development of internet and electronic commerce and also states that 
globalization, has fuelled in steady growth of international investment 
and trade in goods and services. It is estimated that the services are 
the largest recipients of international investment flows, accounting for 
just over half of global outflows in 1999. 17 services comprised about 
one fifth of worldwide trade in balance of payments terms. An 
important response of the international community to the globalization 
of trade has been the creation or world Trade organization (WTO). The 
two principal WTO agreements are the General Agreement on Trade 
in Services (GATS) and the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of 
Intellectual Property Rights. (TRIPs). GATS is the first set of legally 
enforceable disciplines and rules ever negotiated and agreed at the 
world level to cover international trade in services. Working of GATS is 
also explained at length under the head structure and guiding 
Principles of GATS, in which the Principle of Most Favoured Nation 
(MFN) treatment is highlighted, which forbids any form of 
discrimination between services and service suppliers originating in 
different countries. Another general obligation (Transparency) requires 
WTO members to publish all trade related measures and establish 
national enquiry points to respond to other members information 
requests. Beside, there are some specific commitments, relating to 
market access, national treatment and any additional undertakings 
specified and bound in national schedules as a result of negotiations, 
under the head services sectoral classification list-GNSA/V/120, The 
services are classified into 12 major categories. 
Focus now shifts to India's growing services sector. As various 
studies show that services sector in the country is gaining strength, it is 
also evident by its' contribution to G.D.P. (above 50%). India's services 
sector opened up recently i.e. in 2003 and that too partially. Only few 
services namely, Professional, Health, Financial, Computer related. 
Architecture, tourism. Accounting, audit and book-keeping are initially 
effered for WTO -member countries. During recent years India's 
services export share has also increased. Services export share was 
1.3% of the world services export in year 2002 as compared to 0.57% 
in the year 1999. During this period Industrial sector has also grown 
steadily and surpassed the growth rate of GDP. Thus the service 
sector has grown at a higher rate than industry. The rise of service 
sector therefore does not distort the economy, rather marks a 
watershed in the evolution of the Indian economy. 
Growth in Foreign Trade 
During this period of globalization, there has been gigantic 
growth in foreign trade and services. From 17% of GDP in 1991 it has 
risen to roughly 25% of GDP in 1998. in absolute terms foreign trade 
has risen from $ 37 billion in 1991/92 to $ 95 billion in 2000/01. Trade 
in services (tourism, transport, IT, etc) has also shown a marked 
increase in this decade. 
Nature of Export & Import 
Nature of exports continues to be same as existed at the 
beginning of 1990s the main reason for this low rate of export is the 
continuance of export of traditional item that have low value added. 
Such as Agriculture, ores, leather, textiles, handicrafts and gems on 
Import front also the situation is more or less same as earlier. 
Trade Deficit & BOP 
The trade deficit has increased from a mere Rs. 6,860 crores 
($2.8billion) in 1991/92 to a whopping Rs. 73,530 crores ($17.1 billion) 
in 1999/2000 The gap has been widening due to growing gap between 
imports and exports, and this entire deficit has to be paid in foreign 
exchange. Nearly $ lOto $12 billion each year is being sent into our 
country by Indian workers working abroad and because of this the 
situation is some what controlled. 
Bilateral Agreements and the Phaseout of MFA 
The multifibre Agreement, which was established in 1974, set 
the rules for international trade in textiles and garments made from 
cotton, wool and synthetic fibre. It was a framework of bilateral 
agreements to be phasedout within 10 years of the inception of 
Agreement on textile and clothing (ATC) under WTO. 
One of the main objectives of the governments of many 
developing countries in the Uruguay Round had been to achieve 
improved terms of trade in areas of their most important exports-
including textile and garments. The MFA had largely kept this area 
outside the scope of the normal rules of multilateral trading system. 
The MFA was basically designed to safeguard developed 
Countries industries and was not of much favour for developing 
countries. 
World Trade in 2002 and 2003 
In 2002 Worid Trade recovered from its steep decline in 2001. 
The average annual rate of merchandise trade expansion in 2002 was 
limited to 3% in real terms, Trade recovery was due to strong import 
demand in developing Asia, The transition economies and the United 
States. 
In April 2003, the WTO secretariat published in a press release 
(Press 337) its first account of trade developments in 2002. According 
to this, the US experienced the trade and current account deficit, the 
latter equivalent to 5% of its GDP. China's trade growth was three 
times faster than global trade and between 2000 and 2002 its exports 
and imports rose by 30%. 
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WTO and GATS 
According to the WTO, "The GATS is the first multilateral 
agreement to provide fully enforceable rights to trade in all services. It 
has built-in commitment to continuous liberalization through periodic 
negotiations. It is also worlds' first multilateral agreement on 
investment, since it covers not just cross-border trade but every 
possible means of supplying a service, including the right to set up a 
commercial presence in the export market". GATS has two 
components: 
(i) The Frame work agreement containing 29 articles, 
(ii) A number of Annexes, ministerial decisions etc, as v\/eil as 
the schedules of commitments by each member government, 
which bind them to allow market access, and / or remove 
existing restrictions to market access, this agreement covers 
all services. 
Education and GATS 
About education it is stated that this service falls with in the 
domain of GATS since some (nominal) fees are charged and private 
operators also provide this service in the country. 
Services: Rules for growth and investment 
Negotiated in the Uruguay Round, GATS was developed in 
response to the huge growth of the services over the past 30 years, 
services represent the fastest growing sector of the global economy 
and account for 60% of the global output 30% of the global 
employment and nearly 20% of global trade. 
The agreement that was developed allows a high degree of 
flexibility, both with in the frame work of rules and also in terms of the 
market access commitments. GATS has three elements. 
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The main text: Containing general obligations and disciplines. 
Annexes: Dealing with rules for specific sectors Individual 
Countries Specific Commitments to Provide access 
to their markets. 
Negotiations: Negotiation to further liberalize international trade in 
services started in early 2000 as mandated by 
GATS (Article 9). The first phase of negotiation 
ended successfully in March 2001. 
India has submitted proposals seeking easier market access for 
professionals in the health sector as parts of its drive for liberalization 
in "movement of natural persons" this is the area where India wants 
reciprocal facilities from developed countries which have been seeking 
greater presence of their financial and banking services here. 
Focus is now turned to the performance of the country under 
WTO. At the time of conclusion of a review of India's trade policy 
conducted by WTO at Geneva on June 19-21, 2003, WTO 
congratulated India for its reform process that had led to an annualized 
6% economic growth during last decade, but at the same time 
expressed use of anti-dumping measures. But India, reiterating its 
support for WTO and Doha Work Programme, said the anti-dumping 
investigations were being conducted strictly on the basis of anti-
dumping rules that were fully in accordance with WTO trade 
agreement. 
Impact of WTO rules on some crucial sectors in India: 
Agricul ture: Regarding the impact of WTO on Agriculture it is 
observed that favourable impact is likely, the WTO agreement on 
agriculture provides for: Reduction of domestic and export subsidies, 
Tariff reduction, and binding to provide market access. Despite the 
12 
concern of the farmers, many believe the WTO rules will not adversely 
affect the Indian Agriculture. Developed nations have committed to the 
WTO that they would reduce subsidies and tariff. So then better 
overseas markets will be available for Indian agricultural products. 
Another advantage for India is that subsidy reduction requirement 
under WTO is not applicable to the country. As per the WTO rules, 
countries having less than $1000 per capita income annually do not 
fall under the subsidy reduction requirement. 
Information Technology: Under the Information Technology 
Agreement signed under the WTO, Indian hardware and software 
companies can become major players in the value-added arena. 
Availability of high-skilled of IT personnel and low cost of labour and 
operation will allow India to compete in international market. 
Textile and clothing: 
According to Agreement of Textile and Clothing (ATO), the 
multifibre agreement (MFA) will eventually be eliminated. Exporting 
countries like India are a part to the MFA, the phasing out of MFA will 
boost textile exports from India. It will also increase investment in 
textiles and joint ventures. 
Services sector: 
As per the WTO rules, two obligations apply to all services. They 
are most favoured nation (MFN) treatment and transparency by way of 
publication of all laws and regulations. Areas like banking, insurance, 
investment banking, health and many other professional services that 
are opened up will be bound by the WTO commitments. India will have 
to open up its services sector to other WTO member countries and as 
a result many overseas service providers will enter into the services 
sectors in the country, thereby reducing the chances of domestic 
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enterprises. But experts believe that India need not be frightened of 
the WTO rules on services because the country at present has a 
distinct competitive advantage in many areas that include health, 
engineering, construction, computer software and other professional 
services. 
CONCLUSION: 
It is then concluded that further liberalization of services will 
benefit India, as it is evident from experience of IT which is providing 
services in different countries and India's software is in demand world 
over. The availability of skilled work force in this sector is a good sign 
as it helps in promoting the service trade. Since the service sector was 
recently open up for other WTO members much effects are not 
observed. In the light of various GATS provisions it can be stated that 
if India opens up its other services also, which have so far not been 
touched upon, can gain a lot particularly in education. 
14 
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PREFACE 
World Trade Organization (WTO) is the global International 
organization dealing with the rules of trade between nations. WTO is 
the outcome of the 1986-94 Uruguay Round Negotiations. It contains a 
framework of rules and procedures for the conduct of international 
trade relations and provides an effective mechanism for the settlement 
of disputes. It has fostered considerable liberalization of trade in goods 
as well as services, as the GATT had done for goods in earlier period. 
One of the outcomes of Uruguay Round is GATS, General 
Agreement on trade in services. It is the first multilateral agreement to 
provide legally enforceable rights to trade in all services. It covers 
about 12 service sectors and 155 subsectors. GATS recognises four 
modes of delivery of services, namely cross-border supply, 
consumption abroad, commercial presence, and movement of natural 
persons. 
Traditionally higher share of manufacturing sector was reckoned 
as an indicator of degree of industrialization or development of a 
country. In modern world the higher share of services is an indicator of 
level of economic development of a country. India's service sector is 
also progressing well on the line of developed countries. Presently the 
share of India's service sector is more than 50% of the GDP. 
In view of the growing importance of service sector, present 
study is an attempt to analyse the impact of WTO on services trade. 
The study is divided into six chapters. Chapter 1 is the introduction in 
which emergence of World Trade Organisation is explained. It is also 
explained that how was WTO discussed in many rounds of GATT 
(Tokyo Round, Uruguay Round) before it took the final shape and 
came into effect from January 1995. WTO is the propagator of 
multilateral trading system, which also deals in services trade. 
Chapter II is about the Review of Literature, various studies 
pertaining to various aspects of WTO have been reviewed. The 
aspects broadly covered are Intellectual Property Rights, Foreign 
Direct Investment, General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) 
and others related to multilateral trading system. According to some, 
liberalization of service sector is favourable for developing countries 
while some others expressed reservation on various points. 
Chapter III is about trade and developing countries. The main 
focus has been on the developing countries trade under WTO regime. 
This is highlighted and discussed at length whether developing 
countries can trade better under multilateral trading system as 
compared to bilateral trade between countries. The other issues 
highlighted in this chapter are Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual 
Property Rights (TRIPs), custom valuations, PTAs and Antidumping. 
Dispute settlement is another topic of importance discussed in this 
chapter. 
Focus is then shifted to the services trade. The two chapters IV 
& V are devoted to this aspect of the study. In chapter IV the basic 
procedure regarding services trade is highlighted. Four modes of 
delivery of services are identified. Beside this an attempt is also made 
to define services. 
India's service sector is taken up at length in chapter V in which 
various aspects are covered such as Growth in Foreign Trade, Nature 
of Export and Import, Bilateral Agreement and the phaseout of MFA, 
after that world trade position in 2002 and 2003 is discussed. Impact of 
GATS on some crucial services sectors has also been discussed. The 
attention in this chapter is also given to Health and Education services 
in the light of GATS. 
Chapter VI is about the conclusion based on the present study 
and it is concluded that further liberalization of services will most likely 
benefit India. It is evident from the experience of IT which is providing 
services in different countries and India's software, which is in demand 
wodd over. In this light it is suggested that India should actively 
participate in further negotiations on services trade liberalization in the 
next round of GATS scheduled to start in 2005. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
World Trade Organisation (WTO) is the Global international 
Organisation dealing with the rules of trade between nations. The WTO 
agreements are negotiated and signed by most of the world's trading nations 
and ratified in their parliaments. 
The rules of trade between nations were the outcome of the 1986-94 
Uruguay Round Negotiations, which were revised later by General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). Principal rules for Trade in goods 
are governed by GATT. Uruguay Round Negotiations amended several rules 
for dealing with trade in services, trade policy, aspects of Intellectual 
Property and Dispute Settlement. 
World Trade Organisation members through these agreements are 
bound to operate a non-discriminatory Trading System. Also through these 
agreements, each country receives guarantees that its exports will be 
treated fairly and consistently in other countries market. World Trade 
Organisation provides some flexibility to the developing countries in 
implementing their commitments. India is also a signatory member of World 
Trade Organisation. 
Three main purposes 
The system's overriding purpose is to help trade flow as freely as 
possible — so long as there are no undesirable side-effects. That partly 
means removing obstacles. It also means ensuring that individuals, 
companies and governments know what the trade rules are around the 
world, and giving them the confidence that there will be no sudden changes 
of policy. In other words, the rules have to be "transparent" and predictable. 
Because the agreements are drafted and signed by the community of trading 
nations, often after considerable debate and controversy, one of the WTO's 
most important functions is to serve as a forum for trade negotiations. 
Another important side to the WTO's work is dispute settlement. Trade 
relations often involve conflicting interests. Contracts and agreements, 
including those painstakingly negotiated in the WTO system, often need 
interpreting. The most harmonious way to settle these differences is through 
some neutral procedure based on an agreed legal foundation. That is the 
purpose behind the dispute settlement process written into the WTO 
agreements. 
The WTO began life on 1 January 1995, but its trading system is half 
a century older. Since 1948, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 
(GATT) had provided the rules for the system. The second ministerial 
meeting, held in Geneva in May 1998, included a celebration of the 50th 
anniversary of the system. It did not take long for the General Agreement to 
give birth to an unofficial, de facto international organization, also known 
informally as GATT. Over the years GATT evolved through several rounds of 
negotiations. The latest and largest round, was the Uruguay Round which 
lasted from 1986 to 1994 and led to the WTO's creation. Whereas GATT had 
mainly dealt with trade in goods, the WTO and its agreements now cover 
trade in services, and in traded inventions, creations and designs 
(intellectual property). 
Principles of the trading system 
The WTO agreements are lengthy and complex because they are 
legal texts covering a wide range of activities. They deal with: agriculture, 
textiles and clothing, banking, telecommunications, government purchases, 
industrial standards, food sanitation regulations, intellectual property, and 
much more. But a number of simple, fundamental principles run throughout 
all of these documents. These principles are the foundation of the 
multilateral trading system. 
Promoting fair competition 
The WTO is sometimes described as a "free trade" institution, but that 
is not entirely accurate. The system does allow tariffs and, in limited 
circumstances, other forms of protection. More accurately, it is a system of 
rules dedicated to open, fair and undistorted competition. The rules on non-
discrimination — MFN and national treatment — are designed to secure fair 
conditions of trade. So too are those on dumping (exporting at below cost to 
gain market share) and subsidies. The issues are complex, and the rules try 
to establish what is fair or unfair, and how governments can respond, in 
particular by charging additional import duties calculated to compensate for 
damage caused by unfair trade. Many of the other WTO agreements aim to 
support fair competition: in agriculture, intellectual property, services, for 
example. The agreement on government procurement (a "plurilateral" 
agreement because it is signed by only a few WTO members) extends 
competition rules to purchases by thousands of "government" entities in 
many countries. 
Encouraging development and economic reform 
It is widely recognized by economists and trade experts that the WTO 
system contributes to development. It is also recognized that the 
leastdeveloped countries need flexibility in the time they take to implement 
the agreements. And the agreements themselves inherit the eariier 
provisions of GATT that allow for special assistance and trade concessions 
for developing countries. Over three quarters of WTO members are 
developing countries and countries in transition to market economies. During 
the seven and a half years of the Uruguay Round, over 60 of these countries 
implemented trade liberalization programmes autonomously. At the same 
time, developing countries and transition economies were much more active 
and influential in the Uruguay Round negotiations than in any previous 
round. 
This trend effectively killed the notion that the trading system existed 
only for industrialized countries. It also changed the previous emphasis on 
exempting developing countries from certain GATT provisions and 
agreements. 
At the end of the Uruguay Round, developing countries were 
prepared to take on most of the obligations that are required of developed 
countries. But the agreements did give them transition periods to adjust to 
the more unfamiliar and, perhaps, difficult WTO provisions — particularly so 
for the poorest, "least-developed" countries. A ministerial decision adopted at 
the end of the round gives least developed countries extra flexibility in 
implementing WTO agreements. It says better-off countries should 
accelerate implementing market access commitments on goods exported by 
the least-developed countries, and it seeks increased technical assistance 
for them. 
The case for open trade 
The economic case for an open trading system based upon 
multilaterally agreed rules is simple enough and rests largely on commercial 
common sense. But it is also supported by evidence: the experience of world 
trade and economic growth since the Second World War. Tariffs on industrial 
products have fallen steeply and are now close to 4% on average in 
industrial countries by 1 January 1999. During the first two decades after the 
war, world economic growth averaged about 5% per year, a high rate that 
was partly the result of lower trade barriers. World trade grew even faster, 
averaging about 8% during the period. 
The data show a definite statistical link between freer trade and 
economic growth. Economic theory points to strong reasons for the link. All 
countries, including the poorest, have assets — human, industrial, natural, 
financial — which they can employ to produce goods and services for their 
domestic markets or to compete overseas. Economics tells us that we can 
benefit when these goods and services are traded. Simply put, the principle 
of "comparative advantage" says that countries prosper first by taking 
advantage of their assets in order to concentrate on what they can produce 
best, and then by trading these products for products that other countries 
produce best. 
Firms do exactly that quite naturally on the domestic market. But what 
about the international market? Most firms recognize that the bigger the 
market the greater their potential — they can expand until they are at their 
most efficient size, and they can have access to large numbers of 
customers. In other words, liberal trade policies — policies that allow the 
unrestricted flow of goods and services — multiply the rewards that result 
from producing the best products, with the best design, at the best price. But 
success in trade is not static. The ability to compete well in particular 
products can shift.from company to company when the market changes or 
new technologies make cheaper and better products possible. Experience 
shows that competitiveness can also shift between countries. A country that 
may have enjoyed an advantage because of lower labour costs or because it 
had good supplies of some natural resources, could also become un 
competitive in some goods or services as its economy develops. However, 
with the stimulus of an open economy, the country can move on to become 
competitive in some other goods or services. This is normally a gradual 
process. 
When the trading system is allowed to operate without the constraints 
of protectionism, firms are encouraged to adapt gradually and in a relatively 
painless way. They can focus on new products, find a new "niche" in their 
current area or expand into new areas. The alternative is protection against 
competition from imports, and perpetual government subsidies. Thai leads to 
bloated, inefficient companies supplying consumers with outdated, 
unattractive products. Ultimately, factories close and jobs are lost despite the 
protection and subsidies. 
If other governments around the world pursue the same policies, 
markets contract and world economic activity is reduced. One of the 
objectives of the WTO is to prevent such a self-defeating and destructive 
drift into protectionism. 
Roots: from Havana to Marrakesh 
The WTO's creation on 1 January 1995 marked the biggest reform of 
international trade since after the Second World War. It also brought to 
reality — in an updated form — the failed attempt to create an International 
Trade 
Organization in 1948. Up to 1994, the trading system came under 
GATT, salvaged from the aborted attempt to create the ITO. GATT helped 
establish a strong and prosperous multilateral trading system that became 
more and more liberal through rounds of trade negotiations. But by the 
1980s the system needed a thorough overhaul. This led to the Uruguay 
Round, and ultimately to the WTO. 
GATT: 'provisional' for almost half a century 
From 1948 to 1994, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 
(GATT) provided the rules for much of world trade and presided over periods 
that saw some of the highest grov\/th rates in international commerce. It 
seemed well-established, but throughout those 47 years, it was a provisional 
agreement and organization. The original intention was to create a third 
institution handling international economic cooperation, to join the "Bretton 
Woods" institutions now known as the World Bank and the International 
Monetary Fund. The complete plan, as envisaged by over 50 countries, was 
to create an International Trade Organization (ITO) as a specialized agency 
of the United Nations. The draft ITO Charter was ambitious. It extended 
beyond world trade disciplines, to include rules on employment, commodity 
agreements, restrictive business practices, international investment, and 
services. 
Even before the charter was finally approved, 23 of the 50 participants 
decided in 1946 to negotiate to reduce and bind customs tariffs. With the 
Second World War only recently ended, they wanted to give an early boost 
to trade liberalization, and to begin to correct the large legacy of protectionist 
measures which remained in place from the early 1930s. This first round of 
negotiations resulted in 45,000 tariff concessions affecting $10 billion of 
trade, about one fifth of the world's total. The 23 also agreed that they 
should accept some of the trade rules of the draft ITO Charter. This, they 
believed, should be done swiftly and "provisionally" in order to protect the 
value of the tariff concessions they had negotiated. The combined package 
of trade rules and tariff concessions became known as the General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, (t entered into force in January 1948, while 
the ITO Charter was still being negotiated. The 23 became founding GATT 
members (officially, "contracting parties"). 
Although the ITO Charter was finally agreed at a UN Conference on 
Trade and Employment in Havana in March 1948, ratification in some 
national legislatures proved impossible. The most serious opposition was in 
the US Congress, even though the US government had been one of the 
driving forces. In 1950, the United States' government announced that it 
would not seek Congressional ratification of the Havana Charter, and the 
ITO was effectively dead. Even though it was provisional, the GATT 
remained the only multilateral instrument governing international trade from 
1948 until the WTO was established in 1995. 
For almost half a century, the GATT's basic legal text remained much 
as it was in 1948. There were additions in the form of "plurilateral" 
agreements (i.e. with voluntary membership), and efforts to reduce tariffs 
further continued. Much of this was achieved through a series of multilateral 
negotiations known as "trade rounds" — the biggest leaps forward in 
international trade liberalization have come through these rounds which were 
held under GATT's auspices. 
In the early years, the GATT trade rounds concentrated on further 
reducing tariffs. Then, the Kennedy Round in the mid-sixties brought about a 
GATT Anti-Dumping Agreement. The Tokyo Round during the seventies was 
the first major attempt to tackle trade barriers that do not take the form of 
tariffs, and to improve the system. The eighth, the Uruguay Round of 1986-
94, was the latest and most extensive of all. It led to the WTO and a new set 
of agreements. 
The Tokyo Round: a first try to reform the system 
The Tokyo Round lasted from 1973 to 1979, with 102 countries 
participating. It continued GATT's efforts to progressively reduce tariffs. The 
results included an average one-third cut in customs duties in the world's 
nine major industrial markets, bringing the average tariff on industrial 
products down to 4.7%. The tariff reductions, phased in over a period of 
eight years, involved an element of "harmonization" — the higher the tariff, 
the larger the cut, proportionally. 
In other issues, the Tokyo Round had mixed results. It failed to come 
to grips with the fundamental problems affecting farm trade and also stopped 
short of providing a new agreement on "safeguards" (emergency import 
measures). 
Nevertheless, a series of agreements on nontariff barriers did emerge 
from the negotiations. In some cases interpreting existing GATT rules, in 
others breaking entirely new ground. In most cases, only a relatively small 
number of (mainly industrialized) GATT members subscribed to these 
agreements and arrangements. Because they were not accepted by the full 
GATT membership, they were often informally called "codes". They were not 
multilateral, but they were a beginning. Several codes were eventually 
amended in the Uruguay Round and turned into multilateral commitments 
accepted by all WTO members. 
They are often lengthy — the Uruguay Round took seven and a half 
years — but trade rounds can have an advantage. They offer a package 
approach to trade negotiations that can sometimes be more fruitful than 
negotiations on a single issue. 
• The size of the package can mean more benefits because 
participants can seek and secure advantages across a wide range of 
issues. 
• In a package, the ability to trade-off different issues can make 
agreement easier to reach because somewhere in the package there 
is something for everyone. 
This has political as well as economic implications. Concessions 
(perhaps in one sector) which are necessary but would otherwise be difficult 
to defend in domestic political terms, can be made more easily in the context 
of a package because the package also contains politically and economically 
attractive benefits (in other sectors). As a result, reform in politically-sensitive 
sectors of world trade can be more feasible in the context of a global 
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package — reform of agricultural trade was a good example in the Uruguay 
Round. 
Developing countries and other less powerful participants have a 
greater chance of influencing the multilateral system in a trade round than in 
bilateral relationships with major trading nations. 
But the wide range of issues that a trade round covers can be both a 
strength and a weakness, leading to a debate on the effectiveness of multi-
sector rounds versus single-sector negotiations. Recent history is 
ambiguous. At some stages, the Uruguay Round seemed so cumbersome 
that agreement in every subject by all participating countries appeared 
impossible. Then the round did end successfully in 1993-94, and this was 
followed by two years of failure to reach any major agreement in separate, 
single-sector talks on maritime transport, basic telecommunications and 
financial services. 
Did this mean that trade rounds were the only route to success? No. 
In 1997, single sector talks were concluded successfully in basic 
telecommunications, information technology equipment and financial 
services. The debate continues. Whatever the answer, the reasons are not 
straightforward. Perhaps success depends on using the right type of 
negotiation for the particular time and context. 
Did GAIT succeed 
GATT was provisional with a limited field of action, but its success 
over 47 years in promoting and securing the liberalization of much of world 
trade is incontestable. Continual reductions in tariffs alone helped spur very 
high rates of world trade growth during the 1950s and 1960s — around 8% a 
year on average. And the momentum of trade liberalization helped ensure 
that trade growth consistently out-paced production growth throughout the 
GATT era, a measure of countries' increasing ability to trade with each other 
and to reap the benefits of trade. The rush of new members during the 
Uruguay Round demonstrated that the multilateral trading system was 
recognized as an anchor for development and an instrument of economic 
and trade reform. But as time passed new problems arose. The Tokyo 
Round was an attempt to tackle some of these but its achievements were 
limited. This was a sign of difficult times to come. GATT's success in 
reducing tariffs to such a low level, combined with a series of economic 
recessions in the 1970s and early 1980s, drove governments to devise other 
forms of protection for sectors facing increased foreign competition. 
High rates of unemployment and constant factory closures led 
governments in Western Europe and North America to seek bilateral market-
sharing arrangements with competitors and to embark on a subsidies race to 
maintain their holds on agricultural trade. Both these changes undermined 
GATT's credibility and effectiveness. The problem was not just a 
deteriorating trade policy environment. By the early 1980s the General 
Agreement was clearly no longer as relevant to the realities of world trade as 
it had been in the 1940s. For a start, world trade had become far more 
complex and important than 40 years before: the globalization of the world 
economy was underway, trade in services — not covered by GATT rules — 
was of major interest to more and more countries, and international 
investment had expanded. The expansion of services trade was also closely 
tied to further increases in world merchandise trade. In other respects, GATT 
had been found wanting. For instance, in agriculture, loopholes in the 
multilateral system were heavily exploited, and efforts at liberalizing 
agricultural trade met with little success. 
In the textiles and clothing sector, an exception to GATT's normal 
disciplines was negotiated in the 1960s and early 1970s, leading to the 
Multifibre Arrangement. Even GATT's institutional structure and its dispute 
settlement system were giving cause for concern. These and other factors 
convinced GATT members that a new effort to reinforce and extend the 
multilateral system should be attempted. That effort resulted in the Uruguay 
Round, the Marrakesh Declaration, and the creation of the WTO. 
The Uruguay Round 
it took seven and a half years, almost twice the original schedule. By 
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the end, 123 countries were taking part. It covered almost all trade, from 
toothbrushes to pleasure boats, from banking to telecommunications, from 
the genes of wild rice to AIDS treatments. It was quite simply the largest 
trade negotiation ever, and most probably the largest negotiation of any kind 
in history. 
At times it seemed doomed to fail. But in the end, the Uruguay Round 
brought about the biggest reform of the world's trading system since GATT 
was created at the end of the Second World War. And yet, despite its 
troubled progress, the Uruguay Round did see some early results. Within 
only two years, participants had agreed on a package of cuts in import duties 
on tropical products — which are mainly exported by developing countries. 
They had also revised the rules for settling disputes, with some measures 
implemented on the spot. And they called for regular reports on GATT 
members' trade policies, a move considered important for making trade 
regimes transparent around the world. 
The seeds of the Uruguay Round were sown in November 1982 at a 
ministerial meeting of GATT members in Geneva. Although the ministers 
intended to launch a major new negotiation, the conference stalled on the 
issue of agriculture and was widely regarded as a failure. In fact, the work 
programme that the ministers agreed formed the basis for what was to 
become the Uruguay Round negotiating agenda. Nevertheless, it took four 
more years of exploring, clarifying issues and painstaking consensus-
building, before ministers agreed to launch the new round. They did so in 
September 1986, in Punta del Este, Uruguay. They eventually accepted a 
negotiating agenda which covered virtually every outstanding trade policy 
issue. The talks were going to extend the trading system into several new 
areas, notably trade in services and intellectual property, and to reform trade 
in the sensitive sectors of agriculture and textiles. 
All the original GATT articles were up for review. It was the biggest 
negotiating mandate on trade ever agreed, and the ministers gave 
themselves four years to complete it. Two years later, in December 1988, 
ministers met again in Montreal, Canada for what was supposed to be an 
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assessment of progress at the round's half-way point. The purpose was to 
clarify the agenda for the rennaining two years, but the talks ended in a 
deadlock that was not resolved until officials met more quietly in Geneva the 
following April. Despite the difficulty, during the Montreal meeting, ministers 
did agree a package of early results. These included some concessions on 
market access for tropical products — aimed at assisting developing 
countries — as well as a streamlined dispute settlement system, and the 
Trade Policy Review Mechanism which provided for the first comprehensive, 
systematic and regular reviews of national trade policies and practices of 
GATT members. The round was supposed to end when ministers met once 
more in Brussels, in December 1990. But they disagreed on how to reform 
agricultural trade and decided to extend the talks. The Uruguay Round 
entered its bleakest period. Despite the poor political outlook, a considerable 
amount of technical work continued, leading to the first draft of a final legal 
agreement. This draft "Final Act" was compiled by the then GATT director 
general, Mr Arthur Dunkel, who chaired the negotiations at officials' level. 
The Uruguay Round - Key dates 
Sep 86 Punta del Este: launch 
Dec 88 Montreal: ministerial mid-term review 
Apr 89 Geneva: mid-term review completed 
Dec 90 Brussels: "closing" ministerial meeting ends in deadlock 
Dec 91 Geneva: first draft of Final Act completed 
Nov 92 Washington: US and EC achieve "Blair House" breakthrough on 
agriculture 
Jul 93 Tokyo: Quad achieve market access breakthrough at G7 summit 
Dec 93 Geneva: most negotiations end (some market access talks remain) 
Apr 94 Marrakesh: agreements signed 
Jan 95 Geneva: WTO created, agreements take effect 
Source: Compiled from wvw.wto.org. 
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WTO and GATT 
It is probably best to be clear from the start that the General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) was two things: (1) an international 
agreement, i.e. a document setting out the rules for conducting international 
trade, and (2) an international organization created later to support the 
agreement. The text of the agreement could be compared to law, the 
organization was like parliament and the courts combined in a single body. 
As its history shows, the attempt to create a fully fledged international 
trade agency in the 1940s failed. But GATT's drafters agreed that they 
wanted to use the new rules and disciplines, if only provisionally. Then 
government officials needed to meet to discuss issues related to the 
agreement, and to hold trade negotiations. These needed secretarial 
support, leading to the creation of an ad hoc organization — that continued 
to exist for almost half a century. 
GATT, the international agency, no longer exists. It has now been 
replaced by the World Trade Organization. GATT, the agreement, does still 
exist, but it is no longer the main set of rules for international trade. And it 
has been updated. 
What happened? When GATT was created after the Second World 
War, international commerce was dominated by trade in goods. Since then, 
trade in services — transport, travel, banking, insurance, 
telecommunications, consultancy and so on — has become much more 
important. So has trade in ideas — inventions and designs, and goods and 
services incorporating this "intellectual property". The General Agreement on 
Tariffs and Trade always dealt with trade in goods, and it still does. It has 
been amended and incorporated into the new WTO agreements. The 
updated GATT lives alongside the new General Agreement on Trade in 
Services (GATS) and Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual 
Property Rights (TRIPS). The WTO brings the three together within a single 
organization, a single set of rules and a single system for resolving disputes. 
In short, the WTO is not a simple extension of GATT. It is much more. 
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While GATT no longer exists as an international organization, the GATT 
agreement lives on. The old text is now called "GATT 1947". The updated 
version is called "GATT 1994". Moreover, GATT's key principles have been 
adopted by the agreements on services and intellectual property. These 
Include non-discrimination, transparency and predictability. 
The WTO Agreements cover goods, services and Intellectual 
property. They spell out the principles of liberalization, and the permitted 
exceptions. They include individual countries' commitments to lower customs 
tariffs and other trade barriers, and to open and keep open services markets. 
They set procedures for settling disputes. 
They prescribe special treatment for developing countries. They 
require governments to make their trade policies transparent by notifying the 
WTO about laws in force and measures adopted, and through regular 
reports by the secretariat on countries' trade policies. Negotiations after the 
Uruguay Round have focused largely on market access commitments: 
financial services, basic telecommunications, and maritime transportation 
(under GATS), and information technology (under GATT). 
Tariff cuts 
Developed countries' tariff cuts are for the most part being phased in 
over five years from 1 January 1995. The result will be a 40% cut in their 
tariffs on industrial products, from an average of 6.3% to 3.8%. The value of 
imported industrial products that receive duty-free treatment in developed 
countries will jump from 20% to 44%. There will also be fewer products 
charged high duty rates. The proportion of imports into developed countries 
from all sources facing tariffs rates of more than 15% will decline from 7% to 
5%. The proportion of developing country exports facing tariffs above 15% in 
industrial countries will fall from 9% to 5%. 
The Uruguay Round package has now been improved. On 26 March 
1997, 40 countries accounting for more than 92% of worid trade in 
information technology products, agreed to eliminate import duties and other 
charges on these products by 2000 (by 2005 in a handful of cases). As with 
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other tariff commitments, eacii participating country is applying its 
commitments equally to exports from all WTO members (i.e. on a most-
favoured-nation basis), even from members that did not make commitments. 
Agriculture: fairer markets for farmers 
The original GATT did apply to agricultural trade, but it contained 
loopholes. For example, it allov\/ed countries to use some non-tariff 
measures such as import quotas, and to subsidize. Agricultural trade 
became highly distorted, especially with the use of export subsidies which 
would not normally have been allowed for industrial products. The Uruguay 
Round agreement is a significant first step towards order, fair competition 
and a less distorted sector. It Is being implemented over a six year period 
(10 years for developing countries), that began in 1995. 1 January 1995 to 
31 December 2000. Participants have agreed to initiate negotiations for 
continuing the reform process one year before the end of the implennentation 
period. 
The objective of the Agriculture Agreement is to reform trade in the 
sector and to make policies more market-oriented. This would improve 
predictability and security for importing and exporting countries alike. 
The new rules and commitments apply to: 
• market access — various trade restrictions confronting imports 
• domestic support — subsidies and other programmes, including those 
that raise or guarantee farmgate prices and farmers' incomes 
• export subsidies and other methods used to make exports artificially 
competitive. 
The agreement does allow governments to support their rural 
economies, but preferably through policies that cause less distortion to trade. 
It also allows some flexibility in the way commitments are implemented. 
Developing countries do not have to cut their subsidies or lower their tariffs 
as much as developed countries, and they are given extra time to complete 
their obligations. 
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Special provisions deal with the interests of countries that rely on 
Imports for their food supplies, and the least developed economies. 
Export subsidies: limits on spending and quantities 
The Agriculture Agreement prohibits export subsidies on agricultural 
products unless the subsidies are specified in a member's lists of 
commitments. 
Where they are listed, the agreement requires WTO members to cut 
both the amount of money they spend on export subsidies and the quantities 
of exports that receive subsidies. Taking averages for 1986-90 as the base 
level, developed countries have agreed to cut the value of export subsidies 
by 36% over the six years starting in 1995 (24% over 10 years for 
developing countries). Developed countries have also agreed to reduce the 
quantities of subsidized exports by 21% over the six years (14% over 10 
years for developing countries). Least developed countries do not need to 
make any cuts. During the six-year implementation period, developing 
countries are allowed under certain conditions to use subsidies to reduce the 
costs of marketing and transporting exports. 
Textiles: back in the mainstream 
Textiles, like agriculture, is one of the hardest-fought issues in the 
WTO, as it was in the former GATT system. It is now going through 
fundamental change under a 10-year schedule agreed in the Uruguay 
Round. The system of import quotas that has dominated the trade since the 
early 1960s is being phased out. From 1974 until the end of the Uruguay 
Round, the trade was governed by the Multifibre Arrangement (MFA) a 
framework for bilateral agreements or unilateral actions that established 
quotas limiting imports into countries whose domestic industries were facing 
serious damage from rapidly increasing imports. 
The quotas were the most visible feature. They conflicted with GATT's 
general preference for customs tariffs instead of measures that restrict 
quantities. They were also exceptions to the GATT principle of treating all 
trading partners equally because they specified how much the importing 
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country was going to accept from individual exporting countries. Since 1995, 
the WTO's Agreement on Textiles and Clothing (ATC) has taken over from 
the Mulltifibre Arrangement. By 2005, the sector is to be fully integrated into 
normal GATT rules. In particular, the quotas will come to an end, and 
importing countries will no longer be able to discriminate between exporters. 
The Agreement on Textiles and Clothing will itself no longer exist: It is the 
only WTO agreement that has self destruction built in. 
Services: rules for growth and investment 
The General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) is the first ever 
set of multilateral, legally enforceable rules covering international trade in 
services. It was negotiated in the Uruguay Round. Like the agreements on 
goods, GATS operates on three levels: the main text containing general 
principles and obligations; annexes dealing with rules for specific sectors; 
and individual countries' specific commitments to provide access to their 
markets. Unlike in goods, GATS has a fourth special element: lists showing 
where countries are temporarily not applying the "most-favoured-nation" 
principle of non-discrimination. These commitments — like tariff schedules 
under GATT — are an integral part of the agreement. So are the temporary 
withdrawals of most-favoured-nation treatment. A WTO Council for Trade in 
Services oversees the operation of the agreement. Negotiations on 
commitments in four topics have taken place after the Uruguay Round. 
The framework: the GATS articles 
GATS's 29 articles cover all services sectors. They contain the 
general obligations that all members have to apply. The agreement covers 
all internationallytraded services. This includes all the different ways of 
providing an international service — GATS defines four-
Basic principles 
• All services are covered by GATS 
• Most-favoured-nation treatment applies to all services, except the 
one-off temporary exemptions 
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• National treatment applies in the areas where commitments are made 
• Transparency in regulations, inquiry points 
• Regulations have to be objective and reasonable 
• International payments: normally unrestricted 
• Individual countries' commitments: negotiated and bound 
• Progressive liberalization: through further negotiations 
• Services supplied from one country to another (e.g. international 
telephone calls), officially known as "cross-border supply" 
• Consumers or firms making use of a service in another country (e.g. 
tourism), officially known as "consumption abroad" 
• A foreign company setting up subsidiaries or branches to provide 
services in another country (e.g. foreign banks setting up operations 
in a country), officially "commercial presence" 
• Individuals travelling from their own country to supply services in 
another (e.g. fashion models or consultants), officially "presence of 
natural persons". 
The annexes: services are not all the same 
International trade in goods is a relatively simple idea to grasp: a 
product is transported from one country to another. Trade in services is 
much more diverse. Telephone companies, banks, airlines and accountancy 
firms provide their services in quite different ways. The GATS annexes 
reflect some of the diversity. 
Movement of natural persons: 
This annex deals with negotiations on individuals' rights to stay 
temporarily in a country for the purpose of providing a service. It specifies 
that the agreement does not apply to people seeking permanent 
employment or to conditions for obtaining citizenship, permanent residence 
or permanent employment. Regulations: objective and reasonable Since 
domestic regulations are the most significant means of exercising influence 
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or control over services trade, the agreement says governments should 
regulate services reasonably, objectively and impartially. When a 
government makes an administrative decision that affects a service, it should 
also provide an impartial means for reviewing the decision (for example a 
tribunal). 
Recognition: When two (or more) governments have agreements 
recognizing each other's qualifications (for example, the licensing or 
certification of service suppliers), GATS says other members must also be 
given a chance to negotiate comparable pacts. The recognition of other 
countries' qualifications must not be discriminatory, and it must not amount 
to protectionism in disguise. These recognition agreements have to be 
notified to the WTO. 
Financial services 
Instability in the banking system affects the whole economy. The 
financial services annex says governments have the right to take prudential 
measures, such as those for the protection of investors, depositors and 
insurance policy holders, and to ensure the integrity and stability of the 
financial system. It also excludes from the agreement services provided 
when a government exercising its authority over the financial system, for 
example central banks' services. Negotiations on specific commitments in 
financial services continued after the end of the Uruguay Round. They 
ended in late 1997. 
Telecommunications 
The telecommunications sector has a dual role: it is a distinct sector 
of economic activity; and it is an underiying means of supplying other 
economic activities (for example electronic money transfers). The annex 
says governments must ensure that foreign service suppliers are given 
access to the public telecommunications networks without discrimination. 
Negotiations on specific commitments in telecommunications resumed after 
the end of the Uruguay Round. This led to a new liberalization package 
agreed in February 1997. 
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Air transport services 
Under this annex, traffic rights and directly related activities are 
excluded from GATS's coverage. They are handled by other bilateral 
agreements. However, the annex establishes that the GATS will apply to 
aircraft repair and maintenance services, marketing of air transport services 
and computer-reservation services. 
Intellectual property: protection and enforcement 
Ideas and knowledge are an increasingly important part of trade. Most 
of the value of new medicines and other high technology products lies in the 
amount of invention, innovation, research, design and testing involved. 
Films, music recordings, books, computer software and on-line sen/ices are 
bought and sold because of the information and creativity they contain, not 
usually because of the plastic, metal or paper used to make them. Many 
products that used to be traded as low-technology goods or commodities 
now contain a higher proportion of invention and design in their value — for 
example brand named clothing or new varieties of plants. Creators can be 
given the right to prevent others from using their inventions, designs or other 
creations. These rights are known as "intellectual property rights". They take 
a number of forms. For example books, paintings and films come under 
copyright; inventions can be patented; brand names and product logos can 
be registered as trademarks; and so on. 
Types of intellectual property 
The areas covered by the TRIPS agreement 
Copyright and related rights 
Trademarks, including service marks 
Geographical indications 
Industrial designs 
Patents 
Layout-designs (topographies) of integrated circuits 
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Undisclosed information, including trade secrets 
Origins: into the rule-based trade system 
The extent of protection and enforcement of these rights varied widely 
around the world; and as intellectual property became more important in 
trade, these differences became a source of tension in international 
economic relations. New internationally-agreed trade rules for intellectual 
property rights were seen as a way to introduce more order and 
predictability, and for disputes to be settled more systematically. The 1986-
94 Uruguay Round achieved that. The WTO's Agreement on Trade-Related 
Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) is an attempt to narrow the 
gaps in the way these rights are protected around the world, and to bring 
them under common international rules. When there are trade disputes over 
intellectual property rights, the WTO's dispute settlement system is now 
available. 
The agreement covers five broad issues: 
• how basic principles of the trading system and other international 
intellectual property agreements should be applied 
• how to give adequate protection to intellectual property rights 
• how countries should enforce those rights adequately in their own 
territories 
• how to settle disputes on intellectual property between members of 
the WTO 
• special transitional arrangements during the period when the new 
system is being introduced. 
How to protect intellectual property: common ground-rules 
The second part of the TRIPS agreement looks at different kinds of 
intellectual property rights and how to protect them. The purpose is to ensure 
that adequate standards of protection exist in all member countries. Here the 
starting point is the obligations of the main international agreements of the 
World Intellectual Property Organization (WlPO) that already existed before 
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the WTO was created: 
• the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property (patents, 
industrial designs, etc) 
• the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works 
(copyright). 
Some areas are not covered by these conventions. In some cases, 
the standards of protection prescribed were thought inadequate. So the 
TRIPS agreement adds a significant number of new or higher standards. 
Copyright: 
The TRIPS agreement ensures that computer programmes will be 
protected as literary works under the Berne Convention and outlines how 
databases should be protected. It also expands international copyright rules 
to cover rental rights. Authors of computer programmes and producers of 
sound recordings must have the right to prohibit the commercial rental of 
their works to the public. A similar exclusive right applies to films where 
commercial rental has led to widespread copying, affecting copyright-
owners' potential earnings from their films. The agreement says performers 
must also have the right to prevent unauthorized recording, reproduction and 
broadcast of live performances (bootlegging) for no less than 50 years. 
Producers of sound recordings must have the right to prejvent the 
unauthorized reproduction of recordings for a period of 50 years. 
Trademarks: 
The agreement defines what types of signs must be eligible for 
protection as trademarks, and what the minimum rights conferred on their 
owners must be. It says that service marks must be protected in the same 
way as trademarks used for goods. Marks that have become wellknown in a 
particular country enjoy additional protection. 
Geographical indications: 
Place names are sometimes used to identify a product. Well-known 
examples include "Champagne", "Scotch", "Tequila", and "Roquefort" 
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cheese. Wine and spints makers are particularly concerned about the use of 
placenames to identify products, and the TRIPS agreement contains special 
provisions for these products. But the issue is also important for other types 
of goods. 
Basic principles: national treatment, MFN, and technology transfer 
As in GATT and GATS, the starting point of the intellectual property 
agreement is basic principles. And as in the two other agreements, 
nondiscrimination features prominently: national treatment (treating one's 
own nationals and foreigners equally), and most-favoured-nation treatment 
(equal treatment for nationals of all trading partners in the WTO). National 
treatment is also a key principle in other intellectual property agreements 
outside the WTO. When an inventor or creator is granted patent or copyright 
protection, he obtains the right to stop other people making unauthorized 
copies. Society at large sees this temporary intellectual property protection 
as an incentive to encourage the development of new technology and 
creations which will eventually be available to all. The TRIPS Agreement 
recognizes the need to strike a balance. It says intellectual property 
protection should contribute to technical innovation and the transfer of 
technology. Both producers and users should benefit, and economic and 
social welfare should be enhanced, the agreement says. 
The use of a place name to describe a product in this way — a 
"geographical indication" — usually identifies both its geographical origin and 
its characteristics. Therefore, using the place name when the product was 
made elsewhere or when it does not have the usual characteristics can 
mislead consumers, and it can lead to unfair competition. The TRIPS 
agreement says countries have to prevent the misuse of place names. For 
wines and spirits, the agreement provides higher levels of protection, i.e. 
even where there is no danger of the public being misled. Some exceptions 
are allowed, for example if the name is already protected as a trademark or if 
it has become a generic term. For example, "cheddar" now refers to a 
particular type of cheese not necessarily made in Cheddar. But any country 
wanting to make an exception for these reasons must be willing to negotiate 
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with the country which wants to protect the geographical indication in 
question. The agreement provides for further negotiations in the WTO to 
establish a multilateral system of notification and registration of geographical 
indications for wines. Industrial designs Under the TRIPS agreement, 
industrial designs must be protected for at least 10 years. Owners of 
protected designs must be able to prevent the manufacture, sale or 
importation of articles bearing or embodying a design which is a copy of the 
protected design. 
Patents 
The agreement says patent protection must be available for 
inventions for at least 20 years. Patent protection must be available for both 
products and processes, in almost all fields of technology. Governments can 
refuse to issue a patent for an invention if its commercial exploitation is 
prohibited for reasons of public order or morality. They can also exclude 
diagnostic, therapeutic and surgical methods, plants and animals (other than 
microorganisms), and biological processes for the production of plants or 
animals (other than microbiological processes). Plant varieties, however, 
must be protectable by patents or by a special system (such as the breeder's 
rights provided in the conventions of UPOV — the International Union for the 
Protection of New Varieties of Plants). The agreement describes the 
minimum rights that a patent owner must enjoy. But it also allows certain 
exceptions. A patent-owner could abuse his rights, for example by failing to 
supply the product on the market. To deal with that possibility, the 
agreement says governments can issue "compulsory licences", allowing a 
competitor to produce the product or use the process under licence. But this 
can only be done under certain conditions aimed at safeguarding the 
legitimate interests of the patent-holder. If a patent is issued for a production 
process, then the rights must extend to the product directly obtained from the 
process. Under certain conditions alleged infringers may be ordered by a 
court to prove that they have not used the patented process. 
Obviously, copyrights, patents, trademarks, etc apply to different 
types of creations or inventions. They are also treated differently. Patents, 
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industrial designs, integrated circuit designs, geographical indications and 
trademarks have to be registered in order to receive protection. The 
registration includes a description of what is being protected — the invention, 
design, brandname, logo, etc — and this description is public information. 
Copyright and trade secrets are protected automatically according to 
specified conditions. They do not have to be registered, and therefore there 
is no need to disclose, for example, how copyrighted computer software is 
constructed. Other conditions may also differ, for example the length of time 
that each type of protection remains in force. 
Integrated circuits layout designs: 
The basis for protecting integrated circuit designs ("topographies") in 
the TRIPS agreement is the Washington Treaty on Intellectual Property in 
Respect of Integrated Circuits, which comes under the World Intellectual 
Property Organization. This was adopted in 1989 but has not yet entered 
into force. The TRIPS agreement adds a number of provisions: for example, 
protection must be available for at least 10 years. Undisclosed information 
and trade secrets Trade secrets and other types of "undisclosed information" 
which have commercial value must be protected against breach of 
confidence and other acts contrary to honest commercial practiices. But 
reasonable steps must have been taken to keep the information secret. Test 
data submitted to governments In order to obtain marketing approval for new 
pharmaceutical or agricultural chemicals must also be protected against 
unfair commercial use. 
Transition arrangements: 1, 5 or 11 years to fall into line 
When the WTO agreements took effect on 1 Januairy 1995, 
developed countries were given one year to ensure that their laws and 
practices conform with the TRIPS agreement. Developing countries and 
(under certain conditions) transition economies are given five years. Least 
developed countries have 11 years. If a developing country did not provide 
product patent protection in a particular area of technology when the TRIPS 
Agreement came into force (1 January 1995), it has up to 10 years to 
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introduce the protection. But for piiarmaceutical and agricultural chemical 
products, the country must accept the filing of patent applications from the 
beginning of the transitional period, though the patent need not be granted 
until the end of this period. If the government allows the relevant 
pharmaceutical or agricultural chemical to be marketed during the transition 
period, it must — subject to certain conditions — provide an exclusive 
marketing right for the product for five years, or until a product patent is 
granted, whichever is shorter. 
Subject to certain exceptions, the general rule is that obligations in the 
agreement apply to intellectual property rights that existed at the end of a 
country's transition period as well as to new ones. A Council for Trade-
Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights monitors the working of the 
agreement and governments' compliance with it. 
Rules for the valuation of goods at customs 
For importers, the process of estimating the value of a product at 
customs presents problems that can be just as serious as the actual duty 
rate charged. The WTO agreement on customs valuation aims for a fair, 
uniform and neutral system for the valuation of goods for customs purposes 
— a system that conforms to commercial realities, and which outlaws the 
use of arbitrary or fictitious customs values. The agreement provides a set of 
valuation rules, expanding and giving greater precision to the provisions on 
customs valuation in the original GATT. A related Uruguay Round ministerial 
decision gives customs administrations the right to request further 
information in cases where they have reason to doubt the accuracy of the 
declared value of imported goods. If the administration maintains a 
reasonable doubt, despite any additional information, it may be deemed that 
the customs value of the imported goods cannot be determined on the basis 
of the declared value. 
Preshipment inspection is the practice of employing specialized 
private companies (or "independent entities") to check shipment details — 
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essentially price, quantity and quality — of goods ordered overseas. Used by 
governments of developing countries, the purpose is to safeguard national 
financial interests (prevention of capital flight and commercial fraud as well 
as customs duty evasion, for instance) and to compensate for inadequacies 
in administrative infrastructures. The agreement recognizes that GATT 
principles and obligations apply to the activities of preshipment inspection 
agencies mandated by governments. The obligations placed on 
governments which use preshipment inspections include non-discrimination, 
transparency, protection of confidential business information, avoidance of 
unreasonable delay, the use of specific guidelines for conducting price 
verification and the avoidance of conflicts of interest by the inspection 
agencies. The obligations of exporting members towards countries using 
preshipment 
Investment measures: reducing trade distortions 
The Agreement on Trade-Related Investment Measures (TRIMS) 
applies only to measures that affect trade in goods. It recognizes that certain 
measures can restrict and distort trade, and states that no memiber shall 
apply any measure that discriminates against foreigners or foreign products 
(i.e. violates "national treatment" principles in GATT). It also outlaws 
investment measures that lead to restrictions in quantities (violating another 
principle in GATT). An illustrative list of TRIMS agreed to be inconsistent 
with these GATT articles is appended to the agreement. The list includes 
measures which require particular levels of local procurement by an 
enterprise ("local content requirements"). It also discourages measures 
which limit a company's imports or set targets for the company to export 
("trade balancing requirements"). Under the agreement, countries must 
inform the WTO and fellow-members of all investment measures that do not 
conform with the agreement. Developed countries have to eliminate these in 
two years (by the end of 1996); developing countries in five years (i.e. by 
1999); and least developed countries in seven years (i.e. upto 2001). 
The agreement establishes a Committee on TRIMS to monitor the 
implementation of these commitments. The agreement also says that WTO 
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members should consider, by 1 January 2000, whether there should also be 
provisions on investment policy and competition policy. 
The WTO's 'most individual contribution' 
Without a means of settling disputes, the rules-based system would 
be worthless because the rules could not be enforced. The WTO's 
procedure underscores the rule of law, and it makes the trading system more 
secure and predictable. The system is based on clearly-defined rules, with 
timetables for completing a case. First rulings are made by a panel and 
endorsed (or rejected) by the WTO's full membership. Appeals based on 
points qf law are possible. However, the point is not to make rulings. The 
priority is to settle disputes, through consultations if possible. By miid-March 
2001, 38 out of 228 cases had been settled "out of court", without going 
through the full panel process. 
WTO members have agreed that if they believe fellow-members are 
violating trade rules, they will use the multilateral system of settling disputes 
instead of taking action unilaterally. That means abiding by the agreed 
procedures, and respecting judgements. Typically, a dispute arises when 
one country adopts a trade policy measure or takes some action that one or 
more fellow-WTO members considers to be breaking the WTO agreements, 
or to be a failure to live up to obligations. A third group of countries can 
declare that they have an interest in the case and enjoy some rights. A 
procedure for settling disputes existed under the old GATT, but it had no 
fixed timetables, rulings were easier to block, and many cases dragged on 
for a long time inconclusively. The Uruguay Round agreement introduced a 
more structured process with more clearly defined stages in the procedure. It 
introduced greater discipline for the length of time a case should take to be 
settled, with flexible deadlines set in various stages of the procedure. The 
agreement emphasizes that prompt settlement is essential if the V\/TO is to 
function effectively. It sets out in considerable detail the procedures and the 
timetable to be followed in resolving disputes. If a case runs its full course to 
a first ruling, it should not normally take more than about one year — 15 
months if the case is appealed. The agreed time limits are flexible, and if the 
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case is considered urgent (e.g. if perishable goods are involved), then the 
case should take three months less. 
Case study: the timetable in practice 
On 23 January 1995, Venezuela complained to the Dispute 
Settlement Body that the United States was applying rules that discriminated 
against gasoline imports, and formally requested consultations with the 
United States. Just over a year later (on 29 January 1996) the dispute panel 
completed its final report. (By then, Brazil had joined the case, lodging its 
own complaint in April 1996. The same panel considered both complaints.) 
The United States appealed. The Appellate Body completed its report, and 
the Dispute Settlement Body adopted the report on 20 May 1996, one year 
and four months after the complaint was first lodged. 
The United States and Venezuela then took six and a half months to 
agree on what the United States should do. The agreed period for 
implementing the solution was 15 months from the date the appeal was 
concluded (20 May 1996 to 20 August 1997). The Dispute Settlement Body 
has been monitoring progress — the United States submitted "status 
reports" on 9 January and 13 February 1997, for example. The case arose 
because the United States applied stricter rules on the chemical 
characteristics of imported gasoline than it did for domestically- refined 
gasoline. Venezuela (and later Brazil) said this was unfair because US 
gasoline did not have to meet the same standards — it violated the "national 
treatment" principle and could not be justified under exceptions to normal 
WTO rules for health and environmental conservation measures. The 
dispute panel agreed with Venezuela and Brazil. The appeal report upheld 
the panel's conclusions (making some changes to the panel's legal 
interpretation. The United States agreed with Venezuela that it would amend 
its regulations within 15 months and on 26 August 1997 it reported to the 
Dispute Settlement Body that a new regulation had been signed on 19 
August. 
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The WTO Plan 
1995 
• WTO created, new agreements come into force (1 January 1995) 
• Movement of natural persons: end of negotiations (by 28 July 1995) 
1996 
• Government Procurement Agreement comes into force (1 January 
1996) 
• Subsidies: review of use of provisions on R&D subsidies (by 1 July 
1996) 
• Maritime services: market access negotiations end (30 June 1996, 
suspended to 2000) 
• Net food importing countries: Singapore ministerial meeting reviews 
possible negative effect of farm trade reform on least developed 
countries and net food importers (December 1996) 
• Services and environment: deadline for working party report on 
modifications of GATS article 14 (on general exceptions) (ministerial 
conference, December 1996) 
• Intellectual property: first review of application of provisions on 
geographical indications (by end of 1996) 
• Preshipment inspection: first of three-yearly reviews (by the ministerial 
conference) of the operation and implementation of the agreement (by 
end of 1996) 
• Government procurement of services: negotiations start (by end of 
1996) 
1997 
• Basic telecoms: negotiations end (15 February, postponed from 1996) 
• Financial services: negotiations end (30 December, postponed from 
1996) 
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1998 
1999 
Technical barriers to trade: first of three-yearly reviews of the 
operation and implementation of the agreement (by end of 1997) 
Intellectual property: negotiations on creating a multilateral system of 
notification and registration of geographical indications for wines (start 
in 1997) 
Textiles and clothing: Goods Council to review implementation of the 
agreement (by end of 1997, new phase begins 1 January 1998. 
Textiles Monitoring Body to report to Goods Council by end of July 
1997) 
Services (emergency safeguards): results of negotiations on 
emergency safeguards to take effect (by 1 January 1998) 
Anti-dumping: examine standard of review, consider application to 
countervail cases (1 January 1998 or after) 
Rules of Origin: Work programme on harmonization of rules of origin 
to be completed (20 July 1998) 
Sanitary and phytosanitary measures: first review of the operation and 
implementation of the agreement (in 1998) 
Government procurement: further negotiations start, for improving 
rules and procedures (by end of 1998) 
Dispute settlement: full review of rules and procedures (by end of 
1998) 
Intellectual property: review of certain exceptions to patentability and 
protection of plant varieties (1 January 1999 or after) 
Intellectual property: examination of scope and methods for 
complaints where action has been taken that has not violated 
agreements but could still impair the rights of the complaining country 
("non-violation") (by end of 1999) 
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2000 
Agriculture: negotiations initiated (one year before end of six-year 
implementation period)) 
Services: new round of negotiations start (by 1 January 2000) 
Services MFN exemptions: first review (by 1 January 2000) 
Trade Policy Review Body: appraisal of operation of the? review 
mechanism (by 1 January 2000) 
Trade-related investment measures: review of the operation of the 
agreement and discussion on whether provisions on investment policy 
and competition policy should be included in the agreement (by 1 
January 2000, but working parties set up 1997) 
Tariff bindings: review of definition of "principle supplier" having 
negotiating rights under GATT Art 28 on modifying bindings (1 
January 2000) 
Intellectual property: first of two-yearly reviews of the implementation 
of the agreement (1 January 2000 or after) 
2001 
2004 
Textiles and clothing: Goods Council to review implementation of the 
agreement (by end of 2001, new phase begins 1 January 2002. 
Textiles Monitoring Body to report to Goods Council by end of July 
2001) 
Textiles and clothing: Goods Council to review implementation of the 
agreement (by end of 2004, full integration into GATT and agreement 
expires 1 January 2005. Textiles Monitoring Body to report to Goods 
Council by end of July 2004) 
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Electronic commerce 
A new area of trade involves goods crossing borders electronically. 
Broadly speaking, this is the production, advertising, sale and distribution of 
products via telecommunications networks. The most obvious examples of 
products distributed electronically are books, music and videos transmitted 
down telephone lines or through the Internet. At the 1998 ministerial meeting 
in Geneva, WTO members agreed to study trade issues arising from global 
electronic commerce. The work will take into account the economic, 
financial, and development needs of developing countries, and recognizes 
that work is also being undertaken in other international bodies. A report, 
possibly with recommendations, will be submitted to the third ministerial 
meeting, which is scheduled to be held in the United States in 1999. In the 
meantime, WTO members also agreed to continue their current practice of 
not imposing customs duties on electronic transmissions. 
Least-developed countries: special focus 
The least-developed countries receive extra attention in the WTO. 
When the Uruguay Round ended in Marrakesh in 1994, ministers suggested 
that the lower tariffs and lower non-tariff barriers committed on products of 
interest to this group of countries could be introduced ahead of schedule. 
They recognized concern that some of the commitments could have a 
negative impact on some least-developed countries — for example reducing 
agricultural export subsidies could raise the prices of some foods that these 
countries import. The ministers therefore issued a "decision" (which also 
applies to any developing country that is a net importer of food) stating that 
the situation should be monitored in the Agriculture Committee. The decision 
also states that these are eligible for aid to help them adjust, from other 
WTO members and from international financial institutions such as the World 
Bank and International Monetary Fund. Two years later at their first 
ministerial conference in Singapore in 1996, WTO members agreed on a 
Plan of Action for Least-Developed Countries. This envisages special efforts 
to assist the world's poorest countries, including help to improve their ability 
to participate in the multilateral system. Developed countries promised to 
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examine how they could improve access to their markets for imports from 
the least-developed countries, including the possibility of removing tariffs 
completely. 
In addition, a least-developed country involved in a dispute can ask 
the WTO director general or the chairman of the Dispute Settlement Body to 
help settle the dispute through conciliation, mediation or other means (known 
as providing "good offices"). This route to settling a dispute is available in all 
cases, but normally both sides have to agree. But if a least developed 
country makes the request after the first stage (i.e. the stage of consultations 
between the two sides) has failed to produce a solution then the director 
general or Dispute Settlement Body chairman have to offer their services to 
try to help settle the dispute before a request for a panel is made. 
One result of the action plan has been a ministerial meeting of least-
developed countries held in Geneva in October 1997. The WTO organized 
the meeting jointly with the UN Conference on Trade and Development 
(UNCTAD) and the International Trade Centre (ITC). Also participating were 
a number of international economic and financial institutions such as the 
World Bank, International Monetary Fund and UN Development Programme. 
The meeting developed a common, integrated approach for assisting these 
countries make more effective use of the trading system. It also provided an 
opportunity for more developed countries to improve least-developed 
countries' access to their markets. 
The WTO's official business takes place mainly in Geneva. So do the 
unofficial contacts that can be equally important. But having a permanent 
office of representatives in Geneva can be expensive. Only about one-third 
of the 30 or so least-developed countries in the WTO have permanent 
offices in Geneva, and they cover all United Nations activities as well as the 
WTO. As a result of the negotiations to locate the WTO head quarters in 
Geneva, the Swiss government has agreed to provide free office space for 
delegations from least-developed countries. Eventually this will take the form 
of a "Maison Universelle" (universal house), but before that is completed the 
Swiss government is already making rent-free space available. A number of 
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WTO members also provided financial support for ministers and 
accompanying officials from least-developed countries to help them attend 
the ministerial conferences in Singapore (1996) and Geneva (1998). 
Technical cooperation is an area of WTO 
Work that is devoted entirely to helping developing countries (and 
countries in transition from centrally-planned economies) operate 
successfully in the multilateral trading system. The objective is to help build 
the necessary institutions and to train officials. The subjects covered deal 
both with trade policies and with effective negotiation. The WTO holds 
regular training sessions on trade policy in Geneva. In addition, until early 
1999, the WTO organized almost 300 technical cooperation activities, 
including seminars and workshops in various countries and courses in 
Geneva. Targeted are developing countries and countries in transition from 
former socialist or communist systems, with a special emphasis on African 
countries. Seminars have also been organised in Asia, Latin America, the 
Caribbean, Middle East and Pacific. 
The WTO agreements, which were the outcome of the 1986-94 
Uruguay Round of trade negotiations, provide numerous opportunities for 
developing countries to make gains. But a number of problems will remain. 
Among the gains are export opportunities. 
They include: 
• fundamental reforms in agricultural trade 
• the decision to phase out quotas on developing countries' exports of 
textiles and clothing 
• reductions in customs duties on industrial products 
• expanding the number of products whose customs duty rates are 
"bound" under the WTO, making the rates difficult to raise 
• phasing out bilateral agreements to restrict traded quantities of certain 
goods — these "grey area" measures are not really recognized under 
GATT-WTO. 
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In addition, the Uruguay Round agreements will boost global GDP 
and stimulate world demand for developing countries' exports. The market 
access (reduced tariffs) part of the Uruguay Round agreements for goods 
alone is estimated to give a lift to world GDP of $120 billion to $315 billion 
(measured in 1992 dollars) by the time the agreements are fully 
implemented. Part of this increase will be spent on goods and services 
exported by developing countries. But concern has been expressed about 
exceptionally high tariffs on selected products ("tariff peaks") in important 
markets will continue to obstruct exports "of critical interest to" developing 
countries. Examples include tariff peaks on textiles, clothing, and fish and 
fish products. The result is that on average industrial countries made slightly 
smaller reductions in their tariffs on products which are mainly exported by 
developing countries (37%), than on imports from all countries (40%). At the 
same time, the potential for developing countries to trade with each other is 
also hampered by the fact that the highest tariffs are sometimes in 
developing countries themselves. But the increased proportion of trade 
covered by "bindings" (committed ceilings that are difficult to remove) will 
add security to developing country exports. 
A related issue is "tariff escalation", where an importing country 
protects its processing or manufacturing industry by setting lower duties on 
materials imports and higher duties on finished products. The situation is 
improving. Tariff escalation remains after the Uruguay Round, but it is less 
severe, with a number of developed countries eliminating escalation on 
selected products. 
The Uruguay Round (1986-94) saw a shift in North-South politics in 
the GATT-WTO system. Previously, developed and developing countries 
had tended to be in opposite groups, although even then there were 
exceptions. In the run up to the Uruguay Round, the line between the two 
became less rigid, and during the round different alliances developed, 
depending on the issues. In some issues, the divide still appears clear — in 
textiles and clothing, and some of the newer issues debated in the WTO, for 
example. In many others, the developing countries do not necessarily share 
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common interests and they may not adopt common positions. 
Around the world, the issues are hotly debated: this is a summary of 
some of the issues discussed. "... In many Instances translating these 
multilateral trade rights into concrete trade advantages requires action by 
governments with active support of the business community. Many 
developing countries and countries in transition have found themselves 
poorly equipped in terms of institutions and human and financial resources 
dedicated to this objective." UNCTAD/WTO At the same time, developing 
countries are increasing their contribution to the multilateral trading system. 
The UNCTAD/WTO report notes a dramatic increase in the binding of 
developing country tariffs from 13% to 61% of industrial product imports, 
offering the potential for developing countries to increase their exports to 
each other, particulariy in Asia. 
Can developing countries benefit from the changes? Yes, but only if 
their economies are capable of responding. This depends on a combination 
of actions: from improving policy-making and macroeconomic management, 
to boosting training and investment. The least developed countries are worst 
placed to make the adjustments because of lack of human and physical 
capital, pooriy developed infrastructures, poorly functioning institutions, and 
political instability. 
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
This chapter attempts to review the theoretical work already done 
regarding the impact of WTO on Indias Foreign Trade in general and on 
services in particular. It is helpful to develop an improved, updated and more 
realistic methodology as well as new dimensions for future research. 
Therefore the research work already conducted relating to the present study, 
have been critically, to accomplish this, reviewed. 
"An Indian Perspective on WTO Rules on Foreign Direct 
Investment," Satya P. Das describes India's official stance at the WTO on 
the issue of FDI and examines what India's stance ought to be. He begins 
with provisions on FDI that are already encoded in existing WTO 
agreements, namely, in the GATS and in the Agreement on Trade-related 
Investment Measures (TRIMs). Das also summarizes the views of various 
member countries, including India, toward FDI provisions in the WTO, as 
expressed in documents submitted to the WTO December 1999 (Seattle) 
and November 2001 (Doha) meetings. 
Das reviews India's FDI policies since its independence from British 
rule in 1947, with an emphasis on recent policy changes. He documents 
data on FDI flows into India relative to other Southeast Asian countries, 
noting that FDI into India entered a phase of absolute decline from 1997 to 
2000. The only other country that witnessed a decline in FDI in his sample 
countries is Malaysia. Malaysia, however, was hit by currency crises 
whereas India was not. Thus this phase of India's inward FDI should worry 
policymakers. India's FDI reforms are obviously not sufficient to attract 
foreign firms in increasing numbers. Das outlines the welfare gains from FDI 
inflows as well as the gains from technology transfer gains from FDI and the 
possible losses in terms of adverse effects on domestic entrepreneurship, 
the environment, and so forth. He briefly reviews the empirical evidence on 
the effects of FDI on a host country and on India in particular. After weighing 
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the benefits and costs of FDI and the history of policy discretion by Indian 
policy-makers, Das concludes that India should be forthcoming toward 
multilateral rules on FDI. This is very different from-indeed opposite of-the 
official position of India toward the WTO and FDI. 
In "India as User and Creator of Intellectual Property: The Challenges 
Post-Doha," Arvind Subramanian notes that although external pressure to 
change intellectual property (IP) regimes has abated, India faces other 
challenges not only as a net user and importer but as a potential net creator 
of IP. He outlines the responses to five future challenges. First, India should 
consider revising its draft IP legislation so that Trade-Related Aspects of 
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) obligations can serve as a mechanism 
for enforcing its market access rights in the WTO. Second, compulsory 
licensing and competition policy regimes need to be implemented 
expeditiously to mitigate some of the most egregious effects of TRIPS. Third, 
India should seek changes in the TRIPS agreement to enable it to contribute 
to significant public health crises, such as the AIDS crisis in Africa. 
Fourth, India needs to identify where its interests lie in relation to the 
new technologies (i.e., plants, biotechnology), and appropriately to adapt IP 
rights legislation as well as complementary institutions that would allow the 
benefits of these technologies to be harnessed while minimizing attendant 
risks. Finally, establishing workable domestic systems for protecting 
intellectual property and resources created in India would serve as a basis 
for seeking their replication internationally. 
"Trade, Investment, and Competition Policy: An Indian 
Perspective," Aditya Bhattacharjea notes that the interaction among trade, 
investment, and competition policies is a relative newcomer on the WTO 
agenda. Two working groups were set up by the 1996 Singapore Ministerial 
Conference to study the issues, and the issues studied by the working 
groups may well be on the negotiating agenda after the next ministerial 
conference in September 2003. In a parallel development, the Indian 
Parliament recently passed a new competition law to replace the 1969 
Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices (MRTP) Act. 
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Bhattacharjea undertakes an integrated review of the international 
debate and India's new and old legislation, in light of the theoretical literature 
on trade policy under imperfect competition and recent empirical research in 
India. He surveys merger trends and the regulation of anticompetitive 
conduct and points out the ineffectiveness of many MRTP provisions, the 
long delays in rendering judgments, the existence of other government 
policies that encourage price-fixing, and the apparent absence of 
exclusionary vertical arrangements that would impede market access to 
imports. He also notes that some Indian industries have found MRTP 
injunctions against alleged predatory pricing by foreign producers easier to 
obtain and more effective than antidumping remedies. 
Contesting the conventional wisdom that more competition is always 
better, Bhattacharjea reviews some theoretical results on welfare-decreasing 
domestic and foreign entry under oligopoly, and points to indirect Indian 
evidence that liberalization of entry barriers in conjunction with tardy trade 
liberalization might have caused fragmentation of industrial capacities and 
inefficient investment decisions. He shows that the Indian approach to 
predatory pricing has ignored some basic conceptual issues, allowing it to be 
used for protectionist purposes. 
Finally, he examines the provisions of the new Indian Competition Act 
and suggests a course of action for India both domestically and at the WTO. 
This course of action involves Implementing the act in phases; building 
technical expertise; carefully scrutinizing cartels, entry, and mergers 
Involving foreign firms; and taking a more relaxed attitude to domestic 
mergers. Consequently he makes a case for resisting the national treatment 
clause In possible multilateral agreements on investment and competition. 
In "India's Accession to the Government Procurement Agreement: 
Identifying Costs and Benefits," Vivek Srivastava notes that the Government 
Procurement Agreement (GPA) Is a plurilateral agreement with 27 
signatories, and that 18 WTO members have observer status. There are two 
potential sources of benefits for the signatories to the GPA. One is through 
better market access and gains from trade, and the second Is through the 
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cost savings and quality gains likely to result from the procurement 
disciplines imposed by the agreement. It appears that India is willing to 
negotiate an agreement on transparency in government procurement, but it 
is opposed to the extension of this to a market access agreement. Even with 
respect to this limited agenda, a major problem is the inclusion of state 
governments and public sector undertakings within the ambit of the 
agreement. Although this has not been documented (most likely, not 
calculated), implicit in this decision Is the assumption that the costs of 
entering into an agreement like the existing GPA, and of including state 
governments and public enterprises in a transparency agreement, outweigh 
the possible benefits. 
Srivastava describes the important features of the GPA, compares 
them with Indian procurement practices, and discusses the possible costs of 
switching to the GPA disciplines. He provides some estimates of benefit to 
India on the assumption that gains from market access are likely to be small 
and that the only significant source of gain is from the potential saving of 
government resources resulting from better procurement practices. Thus he 
focuses on the direct gains that could accrue exclusively as a result of 
reduced domestic procurement costs resulting from the disciplines imposed 
by the GPA. His estimates reveal that benefits could range from 
approximately Rs. 80 billion (US$1.7 billion) if only the central government is 
included, to approximately Rs. 105 billion (US$2.3 billion) if state 
governments are also included-a significant 0.4 percent to 0.5 percent of 
GDP. Although there may be some costs resulting from the possible misuse 
or overuse of the domestic review provision, the costs of switching over to 
the GPA disciplines are likely to be small. Srivastava concludes, therefore, 
that at the very least India should have no hesitation in negotiating a 
transparency agreement and would benefit from it. 
In "Technical Barriers to Trade and the Role of Indian Standard-
Setting Institutions," Mohammed Saqib notes that the Sanitary and 
Phytosanitary (SPS) Agreement and the Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) 
Agreement (which relate to the development or application of standards-
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related measures that affect trade) define the international rights and 
obligations of WTO member countries. 
These agreements are based on the principle that countries have a 
right to adopt and apply standards-related measures as long as they do not 
restrict international trade more than is necessary or unavoidable. 
Despite growing concerns that certain technical or phytosanitary 
measures may be inconsistent with WTO provisions and may unfairly 
impede exports, the Indian Government is not well positioned to address 
these issues. Trade associations and key government officials face difficulty 
in defining the nature and scope of the problem that these measures could 
create for India's exports, partly because of the complex nature of the issues 
themselves. The preliminary evidence indicates that exports of a broad 
range of commodities could be affected, which could result in a variety of 
negative trade effects. 
Although the Indian Government's approach to addressing the SPS 
and TBT measures has been improving, it still has many weaknesses. Even 
though a number of government, quasi-government, trade, regulatory, and 
research entities have some responsibility for addressing SPS and TBT 
measures, no single entity exists for providing direction and coordination to 
their overall efforts. As a result these entities find it difficult to coordinate their 
activities because their roles are not clearly defined. There is no composite 
evaluation process so the government entities lack comprehensive data on 
the measures being addressed and on the progress that has been made. 
India's participation and coordination with international standard-
setting systems (e.g., ISO/CODEX) apparently has been poor. Domestically 
there are multiple standards, laboratories are ill equipped, implementation 
authorities are understaffed, and the regulatory system is complex. There is 
a dire need to upgrade the whole system, and that will require financial and 
technical support at the international level. 
In "Trade and Environment: Doha and Beyond," Veena Jha notes that 
enhancing understanding and strengthening policy coordination in the areas 
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of trade, environment, and development are of key interest to India and other 
developing countries. Doing so has become particularly relevant since the 
beginning of the 1990s for several domestic and external reasons, including 
the economic liberalization policy that India has followed since 1991, the 
increasing importance of the environment as a factor influencing market 
access and export competitiveness, and the inclusion of environment on the 
international trade agenda of the WTO. The Doha Declaration has brought 
trade and environment within the realm of negotiations in the WTO, so it is 
even more urgent to develop expertise on this issue to safeguard India's 
national interest. 
India has followed a defensive agenda on trade and environment, 
strongly resisting calls for mainstreaming environment in WTO negotiations 
and for changes in WTO rules to make allowances for environmental 
standards. On the other hand, India has advocated changes in TRIPS to 
accommodate the environment and has advocated that safeguards in 
existing agreements be tightened further to ensure that measures taken for 
environmental reasons are not used against its trade interests. Although the 
Doha Declaration takes account of some of its interests, there are several 
issues (such as ecolabeling) on which India did not wish to see any 
negotiations. 
Although the new negotiating agenda may not be entirely in India's 
interest, India has to build capacity and identify specific issues on which it 
can derive some benefit. In this process of give and take, capacity building 
and expertise building are of key importance. Jha concludes by providing 
some details of the specific issues on which India needs to build capacity. 
" In "India and the Multilateral Trading System Post-Doha: Defensive or 
Proactive?" Aaditya Mattoo and Arvind Subramanian argue that India and 
other developing countries should engage more actively in the multilateral 
trading system. The argument is based on four reasons. First, engagement 
can facilitate domestic reform and enhance access for India's exports. India 
is now at a critical juncture. It is an increasingly willing reformer, but is 
confronted by domestic opposition to reform. At the same time, market 
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access remains impeded in areas of major export interest. Multilateral 
engagement pits these two elements against each other constructively. On 
the one hand, domestic reform would be helped if the government could 
demonstrate that there were payoffs in terms of increased access abroad. 
The gainers from the increased access-whether exporters of textiles, 
software, professional services, or other products-could represent a 
countervailing voice to groups that resist reform. On the other hand, the 
need to demonstrate external payoffs to secure greater openness at home 
makes India a credible bargainer and could help induce trading partners to 
open their own markets. 
Second, engagement can serve as a commitment to good policies. 
The experience of unconstrained choices in Indian trade policy has not been 
salutary. External commitments can foster good policies in two respects: 
providing guarantees against reversal of current policies and credibly 
promising future reform. For instance, in recent years India has reversed 
some of its tariff liberalization, which could have been prevented by more 
meaningful tariff bindings. India also failed in services sectors to take 
advantage of multilateral commitments to lend credibility to future reform 
programs. Such precommitment can help strike a balance between 
reluctance to unleash competition immediately and desire not to be 
constrained by the weakness of domestic industry or the influence of vested 
interests. 
Third, engagement can serve as a means of securing market access 
rights that have been established. In a situation of asymmetric power, a 
rules-based system protects the weaker party, albeit imperfectly. The WTO 
dispute-settlement system thus far has enabled developing countries to 
enforce their rights. Although this experience affords some comfort, there is 
increasing concern that the required elimination of quotas on textiles and 
clothing may not happen on time and may be difficult to enforce. Mattoo and 
Subramanian argue that in such an eventuality India can enforce its rights by 
threatening to wield an effective retaliatory weapon: withdrawing its TRIPS 
obligations. 
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Fourth, multilateral engagement can serve as a bulwark against 
regionalism. The proliferation of regional agreements is having a serious if 
unrecognized impact on India's trade. A particularly stark example relates to 
the potential trade diversion consequences of the North American Free 
Trade Agreement. India has a strong interest in multilateral tariff reduction to 
neutralize this policy-induced disadvantage. 
Overall, the value of multilateral engagement might be limited if 
prospects for securing increased market access are dim. But with the 
conclusion of the WTO Ministerial Meeting in Doha and the launching of a 
new round of multilateral trade negotiations in 2002, Mattoo and 
Subramanian conclude that the challenge for India is to open its markets in 
return for improved access. Success in this regard is not ensured, but its 
chances can be improved if India aligns itself with countries that press for 
sound open policies. 
The Negotiating and Domestic Policy Positions of India 
Mattoo and Subramanian review the major challenges that India faces 
in designing and implementing their domestic and external policies in the 
context of their engagement in the Doha Development Agenda negotiations. 
They recommend the following strategies: 
• Industrial tariffs-Reduce own bound and actual tariffs and seek to reduce 
tariffs in other countries, especially in textiles, clothing, and footwear. 
• Agriculture-End domestic policies that discriminate against agriculture. 
Push for liberalization on a global basis and consider joining the Cairns 
group. 
• Services-Further domestic liberalization, emphasizing competition more 
than a change of ownership, and greater use of the GATS to precommit 
to future liberalization. Create intermodal negotiating linkages to enhance 
the scope for export of services through greater mobility of labor and 
capital. Strengthen domestic regulations and push for stronger 
multilateral disciplines on regulatory barriers to trade. 
• Electronic commerce-The current WTO decision on duty-free treatment 
has little meaning because quotas and discriminatory internal taxation 
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are still permitted in many cases. Therefore, widen and deepen the scope 
of cross border supply commitments under the GATS on market access 
(prohibiting quotas) and national treatment (prohibiting discriminatory 
taxation) to ensure that current openness continues in areas of export 
interest, such as software and business services. 
TRIPS-Change IP legislation to ensure that TRIPS benefits can be 
withdrawn in the event of noncompliance by partners with commitments 
that affect India's exports adversely. Institute workable systems for 
protecting traditional knowledge domestically to seek the replication of 
such systems internationally. Use new competition policy and judicious 
compulsory licensing to mitigate the egregious effects of the TRIPS 
agreement. 
Preferential agreements-Argue for the inclusion of a compensation 
provision for third countries adversely affected by trade diversion. 
Competition policy-Strengthen the implementation of new competition law 
and be open to the development of meaningful multilateral disciplines, 
which ideally also would cover antidumping and international cartels. 
Standards-Strengthen disciplines on mutual recognition agreements to 
ensure that they are nondiscriminatory. Push for multilateral disciplines 
on domestic regulations in goods and services based on the necessity 
test. Improve domestic standards. On labor standards, be proactive in the 
International Labour Organisation while resisting attempts to bring the 
issue into the WTO. 
Government procurement-Be open to creation of multilateral disciplines, 
but link them to the elimination of barriers to trade in goods and services 
so that foreign procurement contracts can be contested in areas of 
comparative advantage, such as labor services. 
Investment-Be willing to discuss multilateral disciplines, but examine the 
case for preserving discretion beyond that provided by a strengthened 
competition policy. 
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• Antidumping-Curtail domestic use of antidumping. Argue for drastic 
reform of multilateral antidumping rules to eliminate current protectionist 
use, ideally by subjecting the rules to competition policy. 
In the final analysis, India's engagement in the Doha Development 
Agenda negotiations and the associated changes in domestic and external 
policies needed to achieve its objectives will require the strong and 
consistent backing of government and political parties and leaders. Many of 
the issues and requisite policies are fairly clear, whereas others require 
greater analysis and engagement by stake-holders and researchers. The 
main question, however, is whether the variegated domestic interests are 
able to coalesce and support a proactive rather than a defensive posture 
under the Doha Agenda. 
Chadha, et. al., says that the Indian economy experienced a major 
transformation during the decade of the 1990s. Apart from the effects of 
various unilateral economic reforms undertaken since 1991, the economy 
has had to reorient itself to the changing multilateral trade discipline within 
the newly written framework of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 
(GATT) and the World Trade Organization (WTO). The unilateral policy 
measures have encompassed exchange-rate policy, foreign investment, 
external borrowing, import licensing, import tariffs, and export subsidies. The 
multilateral aspect of India's trade policy pertains to India's WTO 
commitments with regard to trade in goods and services, trade-related 
investment measures, and intellectual property rights. 
Multilateral trade liberalization under the auspices of the Uruguay 
Round Agreement and the Doha Development Agenda is aimed at reducing 
tariff and nontariff barriers on international trade. The purpose of this chapter 
is to provide a computational analysis of the effect of such changes in trade 
barriers on the economic welfare, on trade, and on the intersectoral 
allocation of resources in India and its major trading partners. 
A liberal international trade policy is now widely accepted as an 
important part of growth and development policy. Growth, in turn, is the key 
to permanently alleviating poverty (Winters 2001). It is expected that trade 
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liberalization will stimulaie production in labor-intensive sectors in India. 
Productive resources would then be allocated more efficiently than during 
the preliberalization period because India would specialize in the sectors 
where it has comparative advantage. Of course, there may be transitional 
costs resulting from the intersectoral movement of factors of production. 
Beyond such welfare gains, trade liberalization is also expected to have a 
procompetitive effect on domestic firms, which results In additional gains 
from the economies of large-scale production. When firms are protected 
from foreign competition through tariff and nontariff barriers, they may take 
advantage of their market power by raising their prices and reducing their 
domestic sales. The result is that the protected firms may produce below 
their minimum cost, efficient plant size. 
Trade liberalization then should bring about competitive pressures on 
the formerly protected firms and induce them to raise production and 
productivity and to achieve more efficient plant size and lower per-unit costs. 
Thus gains in economic welfare are expected to come from the improved 
allocation of resources and from the lower prices and greater variety 
available to consumers and firms. Realizing economies of scale in 
manufacturing also reinforces the welfare-enhancing effect. 
Even though India's trade regime began to be liberalized in the late 
1970s, 93 percent of its local production of internationally tradable goods 
were still protected by some type of quantitative restrictions (QRs) on 
imports as of 1990/91 (Pursell 1996). 
In "Computational Analysis of the Impact on India of the Uruguay 
Round and the Doha Development Agenda Negotiations," Rajesh Chadha, 
Drusilla Brown, Alan Deardorff, and Robert Stern note that the Indian 
economy experienced a major transformation during the decade of the 
1990s. Apart from the impact of various unilateral economic reforms 
undertaken since 1991, the economy had to reorient itself to the changing 
multilateral trade disciplines within the newly written framework of the 
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)AA/orid Trade Organization 
(WTO). The unilateral policy measures encompassed the exchange rate 
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regime, foreign investment, external borrowing, import licensing, import 
tariffs, and export subsidies. The multilateral aspect of India's trade policy 
included India's WTO commitments regarding trade in goods and services, 
trade-related investment measures, and intellectual property rights. 
It analyzes the economic effects of the Uruguay Round trade 
liberalization and the liberalization that might be undertaken in the Doha 
Development Agenda negotiations on the major industrial and developing 
economies and regions, including India. India's welfare gain Is expected to 
be 0.68 percent of its 2005 gross domestic product (GDP) (an additional 
US$2.8 billion) when the Uruguay Round scenarios are fully implemented. 
When the assumed liberalization under the Doha Development Agenda Is 
implemented, the additional welfare gain for India is an estimated 1.7 
percent ($7.0 billion). Resources there would be allocated to such labor-
intensive sectors as textiles; apparel; leather and leather products; and food, 
beverages, and tobacco. These sectors would also experience growth in 
output and exports. Real returns to both labor and capital would increase in 
the economy, insofar as the scale effect (percent change in output per firm) 
is positive for all manufacturing sectors, indicating that Indian firms have 
become more efficient than they were before. Finally, even if India 
undertakes unilateral trade liberalization of the order indicated in the Doha 
Agenda multilateral scenarios, it would benefit, although less so than with 
multilateral liberalization. 
In "Implications of Multifibre Arrangement Abolition for India and 
South Asia," Sanjay Kathuria, Will J. Martin, and Anjali Bhardwaj provide an 
introduction to the economics of the MFA and use available empirical 
evidence to examine the impact of the MFA on exports of textiles and 
clothing, focusing particularly on India. A review of the basic economics of 
the MFA shows the discriminatory character of the arrangement. Although 
exporting countries can gain from quota rents, much of the gain is likely to be 
offset by losses in exports to unrestricted markets and by efficiency losses 
resulting from inability to put resources to their best uses, or to be shared 
with industrial country importers. The chapter draws on empirical work by 
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Kathuria and Bhardwaj (1998), which uses the concept of an export tax 
equivalent (ETE), to provide comprehensive estimates of the extent to which 
Indian textiles and clothing exports are restricted by the MFA. It provides 
new results on the magnitude of the ETEs, which suggest that they 
increased in 1999/00, after staying at lower levels for a couple of years. 
Although the abolition of MFA quotas in 2005 will create opportunities 
for India and other developing economies, it will also expose them to 
additional competition from formerly restrained exporters. Countries that use 
the opportunity to streamline their policies and Improve their competitiveness 
are likely to increase their gains from quota abolition, and the Indian context 
is used in particular to illustrate the need for a sound policy response. It is 
further shown that South Asia as a whole would gain from quota abolition, 
although experiences may differ depending on the nature of domestic 
reforms in individual countries. 
In "Services Issues and Liberalization in the Doha Development 
Agenda Negotiations: A Case Study of India," Rajesh Chadha notes that the 
General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) negotiated in the Uruguay 
Round is the first multilateral agreement to provide legally enforceable rights 
to trade in a wide range of services. Although very little liberalization was 
actually achieved in the Uruguay Round, GATS established the institutional 
structure for negotiating liberalization in the future. Chadha argues that 
GATS provides India and other developing countries with an opportunity to 
integrate into the global economy through adoption of more liberal policies 
with regard to trade in services. Both the developing and the industrial 
countries would gain through liberalization of various service sectors. 
Inefficiencies in the service sectors have a negative effect on the export 
competitiveness of agriculture and manufacturing sectors through forward 
linkages. Chadha examines salient features of India's commitments under 
GATS and a study of India's success in software services. Unilateral moves 
by the Indian Government toward liberalizing imports of computer software 
and hardware along with facilitating the inflow of foreign direct investment 
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into these sectors during the 1990s have been the major contributors to this 
success. 
in "Telecommunications Policy Reform in India," Rajat Kathuria, 
Marsha Vardhana Singh, and Anita Soni note that telecommunications 
reform policies everywhere have recognized that exposing the incumbent 
firm to competition from new firms will positively influence the efficiency of 
service provision and enhance the process of telecommunications network 
expansion and service development. The question is no longer whether to 
have competition, but how quickly competition should be ushered in and 
under what conditions. 
Following the announcement of the National Telecom Policy, which 
sought private sector participation in the Indian telecommunications market, 
liberalization was initially riddled with uncertainty. This resulted especially 
from jurisdictional disputes between the Department of Telecom Service and 
the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India. This situation has now changed 
and more open competition has been allowed. Clear open access and 
interconnection guidelines among operators have created an enabling 
environment for an increase in tele-density and a quantum expansion in 
reach. 
Telecom technologies and services and the market structure for 
India's telecommunications sector are changing rapidly. The authors stress 
that telecom policies should ensure that services provided are affordable and 
efficient, and should cater to both the demand for telephony by the general 
public and the demand for value-added and high-bandwidth services made 
possible by modern technologies. Furthermore, policies should ensure that 
the transition from the present regulatory regime be managed so that there is 
no conflict between the mandates of different regulatory bodies, such as the 
bodies for telecom and competition policy. It also must be recognized that 
the nature of policy planning has changed because of the introduction of 
increased competition in the market. 
"Economic Impact of Foreign Direct Investment in South Asia," 
Pradeep Agrawal notes that India's policy toward foreign direct investment 
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(FDI) has changed several times since the 1950s, thus showing a lack of 
clarity or consensus about its true economic impact on the national 
economy. He analyzes the effect of FDI inflows on investment by national 
investors and on GDP grov^h, using panel data from five South Asian 
countries: Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka. Agrawal finds 
that increases in the FDI inflows in South Asia were associated with a 
manifold increase in the investment by national investors, which suggests 
strong complementarity between foreign and domestic investment. 
Furthermore, the impact of FDI inflows on the GDP growth rate was found to 
be insignificant prior to 1990, but strongly positive over the 1990-96 period, 
which supports the view that FDI is more beneficial in more open economies. 
Agrawal also reports that, since 1980, FDI inflows contributed more to GDP 
growth in South Asia than did an equal amount of foreign borrowing. 
^ W WTO Regime, host country policies and Global Patterns of 
Multinational Enterprise (MNE) activity: Recent quantitative studies and 
India's Strategic Response, Nagesh Kumar has highlighted the role of host 
government's policies in extracting the benefits of Foreign Direct Investment 
(FDI) for their development. The new international trading regime that has 
come into being for the first time covers issues which have an important 
bearing on the ability of national governments in regulating the patterns of 
FDI inflows. The study is divided into four sections beside introduction. 
Section I briefly outlines the analytical frame works that have been 
developed to analyse the patterns of FDI especially pointing out hypothesis 
pertaining to the role of host government policies. Section II presents a 
summary of findings pertaining to the host government policy factors. 
Section III discusses the implications of the emerging WTO regime for 
countries like India in the light of quantitative findings. Finally section IV 
concludes it with some remarks on a possible response of India to the 
emerging challenges on the basis of quantitative analysis, the author finds 
that openness of the trade regime is the most important policy variable 
covered. The affiliate output in all industries as well as in modern industries 
is positively associated with the extent of openness of trade regime. 
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However the depth of production in the host country is inversely related with 
the openness of trade regime especially in modern or technology intensive 
industries. The implication of these findings is that although country with a 
freer trade regime is more attractive location for operations of MNEs, a more 
open trade regime discourages a deeper integration of their operations with 
the domestic economy. 
Regarding implications of emerging WTO regime the author mainly 
focused on WTO investment regime and the study revealed that the local 
content regulations could be important means of deepening the commitment 
of MNEs entering on economy and for generating local value added, and 
hence, on employment and the related spillovers of knowledge, finally in the 
last section of the paper authors suggested that Indian government should 
participate in the future negotiations with in the ambit of WTO in order to 
protect the national interests and for making the playing field less uneven 
given the space available for manoeouvre. 
S v._Jn-"WTO's emerging Investment Regime: way forward for Doha 
ministerial meeting Nagesh Kumar discussed from a developing country, 
perspective issues concerning the review of the agreement on Trade 
Related Investment Measures (TRIMs) and the move of the industrialized 
countries to bring the investment issu on the WTO agenda. Bringing an 
agreement on investment, beyond TRIMs, on the WTO agenda will not be in 
the interest of the developing countries, and a strategy is suggested for India 
and other developing countries to adopt on this issue at the ministerial 
meeting at Doha. 
In the study author highlighted that why a WTO framework on 
investment is hot appropriate and accordingly stated that there is a 
conceptual basis for trade liberalization based on the principle of 
comparative advantage where countries with different comparative 
advantage benefit from trading. Therefore, all countries participate in 
international trade. The key difference between the trade of developing and 
industiralised countries is in terms of the sectoral composition of goods 
exported (and imported). Unlike trade, FDI flows emerge because of 
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differences in the levels of development and bundles of created assets. MNE 
entrants enjoy an edge over local enterprises. When they enter a country, 
they are already much ahead of domestic enterprises in the potential host 
country, specially in developing countries, because of their monopolistic 
ownership of unique assets. Therefore, offering national treatment to foreign 
enterprises and domestic enterprises would amount to discriminating latter. 
In view of above the author stated that FDI like domestic investment, 
is a development and industrialisation issue than a trade issue. Bringing it on 
WTO agenda would unnecessarily diffuse the attention of WTO from its main 
purpose, i.e. trade liberalization. 
Finally the author is of the view that the best way forward for 
developing countires would be to resist the move to expand the scope of 
WTO regime on investment beyond what is covered in TRIMs and GATS. If 
that is not possible, the attempt should be to minimize the damage by 
restricting the scope of the framework by limiting it to post establishment 
treatment only. 
In General Agreement on Trade in services. Implications for social 
policy making concern have been voiced about the WTO's encroachment 
into social service sectors such as health, education and environment under 
the general agreement on trade in services (GATS) and how 'this may 
undermine national sovereignty and autonomy in social policy making. 
However, most of these concerns stem from misunderstanding and lack of 
information about the liberalization process under the GATS. Rupa Chand in 
this article tried to dispel such unwarranted fears by highlighting the GATS' 
commitment structure and framework and explaining how countries can 
retain their autonomy in social policy making under the GATS. However, it 
also points out some problem areas in this regard, tracing their source to 
various ambiguities and weaknesses in the GATS framework. The paper 
also highlights the need to use the GATS 2000 negotiations effectively so as 
to strengthens the GATS framework and address these problematic issues. 
To down the myth about the potential adverse impact of liberalizing 
trade in services under GATS framework on equity, costs, distribution. 
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availability of services and the sovereignty of governments in defining and 
pursuing their national objectives and priorities in the services sector. Rupa 
Chanda states that one of major issues concerning the GATS is how it may 
affect the equity efficiency balance and the interface between market 
mechanisms and public policies In shaping this balance. 
According to the author the debate on GATS has lacked a proper and 
balanced analysis, the debate has been characterized by two extreme views. 
On one hand are the proponents of the agreement who recognize only its 
efficiency enhancing implications and ignore the market failures, which exists 
in many services. On the other hand are the opponents who see only threats 
to national sovereignty and negative consequences for equity and social 
development, who interpret many of the GATS' provisions out of context and 
in a biased way. The reality, however, lies somewhere in between these two 
extremes. And accordingly tried to provide a comprehensive and balanced 
appraisal of the GATS and its implications for policy making in social 
services. Regarding the genuine concerns about the GATS author is of the 
view that there are some ambiguities in the interpretations of key GATS 
provisions, which causes genuine concern bout GATS. Lack of clarity about 
the GATS' coverage is the root of the problem. In particular there is 
ambiguity about how to interpret the carve-out clause for governmental 
services. What do the exclusion clause for publicly provided services and the 
conditions of "non-commercial and not in competition with other suppliers" 
mean? 
Co-existence of public and private service suppliers is highlighted as the 
second ambiguity regarding the exclusion clause under GATS. Beside these 
some more very important question are raised which need attention before 
further discussions on GATS agreements. These questions are as under. 
When the governmental contracts out services to local privte entities, 
and private firms receive payment from the government rather than from 
individual users of these services, then how should one interpret such 
services under the GATS?. 
Are these being supplied in the exercise of governmema^authority or 
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are these to oe treated as private services which are procured by the 
government? the problem with interpreting clause under Article 1:3 of the 
GATS affects sectors such as health, education and environmental services, 
would such core environmental services fit with in the scope of exclusion 
clause or would they be subject to GATS disciplines? How is the coexistence 
of public and private hospitals and competitive relationship between the two 
to be addressed under GATS? Another very pertinent question raised in the 
Article is concerning higher education. Would higher education services in 
fields such as engineering and medicine which are provided by developing 
country governments at subsidised rates along side private engineering and 
medical training institutes qualify under the GATS exclusion clause for 
governmental services? After that some of the indications of liberalizing 
social services under the GATS are highlighted. The main concentration is 
on liberalizing health services and education services. Health services sector 
has received the fewest market access and national treatment commitment 
because of high degree of government involvement in this area and concern 
about comprising basic quality and social objectives if the sectors were 
opened up. However some countries are of different view point they feel that 
there are potential giants from opening up health services. The author 
considered modewise approach to understand trade in health series and is 
of the view that liberalisation under each mode has associated benefits and 
problems. 
On the basis of this study it can be said that liberalization of health 
services under the GATS can yield benefits in the form of resource 
generation, employment creation, and upgrading of infrastructure and 
standards. Also there is a fear that it can impose costs by worsening 
inequities in the distribution and quality of health care services, through 
higher prices, and brain drain. This suggests the need for public policy 
intervention in the health services sector, not to prevent liberalization, but to 
regulate these services better and to create the supporting infrastructure and 
policy environment. 
Education services sector, like the health services sector, has 
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received very few commitments in the past round, mainly due to concern 
about the impact of liberalization on quality, availability and costs in this 
sector and the equity implications, exports of services are mainly in the form 
of consumption abroad and movement of natural persons. Imports are 
mainly in the form of consumption abroad and via commercial presence. 
Benefits and costs are both associated with the export promotion and import 
liberalization in education services, similar to those of health services for 
instance exports via consumption abroad could help in generating resources, 
creating employment, expand facilities and raise standards in the education 
sector. Exports via outflows of teachers and trainers could generate foreign 
exchange and remittances for the country but if permanent, could aggravate 
the existing shortage of human capital and drive down the quality of 
education services. Exports in general may also raise the cost of education 
services to the detriment of poorer sections of the population. Imports of 
education services via commercial presence can help augment resources for 
investment and expansion of facilities in the education sector. Beside this it 
is also feared that education sector may be divided into two tier, a private 
corporate segment which caters to the affluent and provides higher quality 
and standards and other a public segment which is under invested, under 
staffed, and resource constrained which caters to the middle and lower 
income groups. 
Overall, these important points that emerge from the discussion on 
health and education services and their liberalization under the GATS are 
worth mentioning. The first point is that the key tension concerning 
liberalization of social services is between efficiency & equity i.e., whether 
the efficiency gains arising from liberalizations, are at the cost of equity and 
other non-economic goals. The second point is that the implications of 
liberalization in there sectors are highly context-specific. The third important 
point highlighted in the discussion is the need for social impact assessment 
of trade liberalization, and the importance of taking advantage of the GATS' 
discretionary and flexible commitment process to mitigate potential adverse 
implications of liberalization. 
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Finally some of the issues were highlighted to be discussed in GATS 
2000 negotiations they are as under: 
• Clarifying the scope of GATS, in particular clarifying and 
strengthening Article 1:3 to provide broad protection to public 
services. 
• Clarifying the scope for providing state subsidies and other economic 
benefits under the GATS and whether governments are required to 
extend such policies and benefits under article XVII in a non-
discriminatory manner to the private sector, it they have scheduled 
the concerned sector and not taken any specific limitations. 
• Clarifying and shaping the criteria for what constitute "unnecessary" 
barriers and for establishing the least restrictive trade measure under 
article VI on domestic regulation. 
• Initiating discussions to ensure the primacy of public policy objectives, 
equity, and distribution issues under article VI so as to prevent conflict 
between the regulatory requirements and national objectives. 
In educational services: issues for India in WTO negotiations, Satish 
Y. Deodhar is of the view that trade in educational services is one of the 
important issues highlighted in Doha declaration of November 14, 2001 
issues concerning educational services are highlighted by the author and 
also suggested the policy options for strategic management of trade in 
educational services. It discusses the precedence, possibility, and need for 
trade in educational services. The expenditure on education is also 
discussed. The per capita total government expenditure on education for 
1995 was less than $10 per year in India as against $1,400 in U.S. As a 
result, the state of affairs in government educational institutions is pathetic, 
with reference to Heckscher-ohlin (1933) theory of trade it is highlighted that 
India must export educational products as India has abundant qualified 
human resources. 
The two way classification of trade in educational services-namely, 
the educational categories and the modes of trade are discussed. First, the 
WTO classification list (W/120) describes five categories, namely, primary 
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education, secondary education, higiier education, adult education and other 
education. The second classification is based on the nature of trade in 
educational services. Article 1,2 of GATS classifies trade into the following 
four modes. 
• Cross-border supply: It includes courses through distance 
education, online courses through internet, educational testing 
services, and educational materials that are provided overseas. It will 
also include sale of paper back editions of books and sale of 
educational CD's. 
• Consumption abroad: This refers to import of educational services 
through movement of the consumers/students to other country for 
pursing education for example Indian Students studying abroad and 
spending on educational fees and related expenses of their stay. 
• Commercial presence: It means actual presence of an educational 
service provider of a country in another country. For example, foreign 
university may start a school of journalism in India giving a foreign 
degree to the students. 
• Movement of natural persons: It involves people moving between 
countries to provide educational services. 
A qualitative assessment of the competitiveness of Indian educational 
system within the two-way classification of trade in education and strategic 
safeguards available to India to counter any strong adverse imipact that 
might be felt by opening up trade in educational services are discussed. In 
this regard the author is of the view that the quality of testing services, is well 
demonstrated by All India qualifying tests such as common Admission Test 
(CAT) of IIMs, joint entrance examination (JEE) of NTs, NET examination of 
UGC-CSIR and Graduate Aptitude test in engineering (GATE) hence India 
can gain from liberalization of such services. Moreover the author is in favour 
of the presence of foreign higher education institutions in India. Regarding 
teachers and researchers working abroad, although the annex to GATS 
mentions that movement of natural persons is excluded from GATS, it clearly 
provides scope for negotiating commitments on movement of persons in 
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specific services, it is advocated that India must put in its proposal to include 
commitments on movement of teachers and researchers both at secondary 
and higher education level. 
Regarding strategies for proposal, the author suggested that India 
should endorse the US view of including educational testing services to be 
included in the country commitments. However, India should ask for phased 
liberalization. 
In last the author discussed the strategies for domestic resources and 
suggested that: 
• A database should be developed on all categories of education regarding 
number of educational institutions, their enrolment (domestic & foreign), 
faculty strength, financial resources, and quality and accreditations. 
• Modernization of educational testing services such as CAT, GATE, JEE, 
NET to compete with GRE, GMAT, and TOEFL. 
• Improvement in educational infrastructure on priority basis. 
According to Anderson, K. (1999) the main challenges confronting the 
WTO and assesses the WTO's potential to address each of these issues in 
the near term. The immediate challenges include completing the integration 
of agriculture and textiles and clothing into the mainstream of the GATT, and 
improving rules for liberalizing trade in services. But many new issues have 
arisen during the 1990s. The article assesses both the opportunities 
available to meet those challenges and the prospects for success in further 
market via a new round of multilateral trade negotiations. 
Drake, W. J. and K. Nicolaidis (1992). Point that after much 
deliberation, member governments of the General Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade (GATT) agreed to pursue a new regime for international trade in 
services as part of the Uruguay Round negotiations begun in 1986. The talks 
have produced a draft agreement—the General Agreement on Trade in 
Services (GATS)-which, it ratified, could have important implications for the 
world economy. But when the question of trade in services first arose, most 
governments did not understand the issues or know whether a multilateral 
agreement would be to their advantage. If anything, their existing national 
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interests and institutions seemed contrary to the goal of liberalizing trade in 
services. This article argues that an epistemic community of services experts 
played a crucial role in clarifying and framing the complex issue of trade in 
services and placing it on the global agenda. Through their analyses of the 
services issues and their interactions with policymakers, the epistemic 
community members were able to convince governments that international 
services transactions had common trade properties and that the 
liberalization of services through removal of nontariff barriers was potentially 
advantageous to developing as well as developed countries. In addition to 
fostering international negotiations within the GATT forum and helping states 
redefine their interests, the community members were instrumental in 
specifying a range of policy options to be considered. However, once 
governments understood their interests and domestic constituencies were 
mobilized, their policy choices were influenced more by power and 
bargaining dynamics than by continuing, direct epistemic community 
influence. Service industries have become a growth engine in the US 
economy, and US service firms are assertively marketing their services 
overseas. The US government has been aggressive in trying to eliminate 
regulatory barriers and open overseas markets for US service providers. The 
1994 General Agreement on Trade in Services is the first multilateral trade 
pact to broadly cover services. 
Commercial policy in services trade rests on three propositions: (1) 
Industrial countries are highly protective, and they have the advantage of 
huge service firms such as American International Group (AIG) and British 
Telecom. (2) Developing countries should be allowed to invoke infant 
industry arguments to protect wide swaths of the service industry. (3) The 
GATS negotiation did little to liberalize the protective barriers imposed by 
industrial countries and nothing to loosen the lock grip of their gigantic firms. 
But the GATS created wedges to open the markets of developing countries 
and left insufficient scope for the application of infant industry protection. 
The commercial realities of services trade: (a) The world economy is 
at the threshold of a vast era of telecommunications migration; in future 
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decades, the migration of minds will be virtually unlimited. Any job that can 
be performed at a computer or telephone can, in the next decade or two, be 
performed anyplace in the world, (b) This era will open innumerable markets 
for services trade throughout the interstices of modern economies. 
Developing countries that pay sufficient attention to their education systems 
will participate as major exporters in these new markets, (c) Just as access 
to a wide range of industrial inputs at lowest worid prices has long been a 
key ingredient of manufacturing and agricultural competitiveness, so access 
to a wide range of service inputs at lowest worid prices will be critical to the 
competitive status of numerous industries, (d) Infant industry arguments for 
protection and economies of scale as an explanation of current trade 
patterns have some validity. 
According to McLarty L.R.(1998),the basic telecommunications 
commitments associated with the General Agreement on Trade in Services 
significantly affect market liberalization. Ultimately, a domestic legal 
framework that incorporates, as a part, some cost sharing for the furtherance 
of socially beneficial domestic policy would increase universal access 
benefits for some. Any detriment to those who are bearing the costs of it 
would be offset by the benefits that are obtained from GATS commitments 
on telecommunications that reduced trade barriers on services. Thus, this 
domestic/international arrangement could increase access to basic and 
enhanced services for some without decreasing universal service to any. 
The prime negotiating objectives of the US in the trade in services 
segment of the GATT were to lower or eliminate obstacles to international 
trade in services, to facilitate rules and procedures on dispute settlement and 
to work for increased trade while keeping in mind domestic issues, including 
health and safety, security, environmental and consumer protection. The 
resulting agreement concluded was called the General Agreement on Trade 
in Services (GATS). The GATS is expected to benefit the US because it is 
the worid's principal exporter of services. 
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CHAPTER III 
WTO: TRADE AND DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
Intellectual Property Rights 
Owners of many forms of intellectual property(IP)- copyrights, patents, 
trademarks, etc in the developed countries pressed for inclusion of 
intellectual property issues in GAIT negotiations during the 1980s.In order to 
justify their inclusion in trade negotiations, discussion was normally restricted 
to Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights(TRIPS), although in fact the 
negotiations covered almost all aspects of IP protection. Developed 
Countries demand was re-inforced as many countries especlaKy In the 
developing world did not have either IP laws that were comparable to those 
in developed world or they had such laws but were lax in enforcing them. 
The result of these negotiations was that the WTO now includes along side 
the GATT and GATS,a TRIPS agreement on intellectual property. This 
agreement goes considerably beyond the MFN and NT principles and it 
seeks to harmonize the actual policies of the members countries. In fact all 
countries (from poorest to richest) are now required to adhere to certain 
minimum standards regarding intellectual property. 
All developing countries except the least developed countries have to 
implement the Trade -Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights 
Agreement by January 1,2000.Least developed countries have until January 
I, 2006. However, there are several sets of problems that the agreement 
poses. At a general level there is concern that the efficiency losses resulting, 
for example, from significantly increased prices from pharmaceuticals would 
exceed any dynamic gains resulting from increased research and 
development or larger flows from foreign direct investment (Correa, 
1998,Deardorff, 1992).Or the length of time provided for patent protection is 
excessive. There is also general concern that the agreement does not 
provide for reasonable balance between the rights of producers and users of 
knowledge and technology; and that it is based on an outdated concept of 
"knowledge" which does not take into account the externalities of knowledge 
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dissemination. But there is little agreement on how these broad issues can 
be addressed. 
The patent system itself poses a variety of problems for a number of 
the poorer developing countries with an agricultural based economy. First, 
the patent system is unlikely to work as an incentive to local innovations, 
except in countries with a significant private scientific and technological 
infrastructure. At the same time the Agreement by not recognizing 
community property rights to traditional knowledge has led commercial firms 
in developed countries seeking to obtain property rights to traditional or 
product varieties (basmati rice and the bark of the neem tree are the known 
examples). The Agreement may also result in constraints on farmers use of 
their own seeds saved from harvest for replanting; and it is tended to 
encourage patents in process involving biotechnology aimed at providing 
substitutes for existing developing country exports. Also, developing 
countries have experienced difficulties in implementing the procedural and 
legal commitments required by agreement (UNCTAD,1998, WTO, 1997-98). 
Changing the number of these provisions to make the agreement 
more development friendly will not be easy due to the strength of the 
commercial and vested interests in developed countries; but it is certainly 
worth the effort for developing countries to suggest changes in the most 
detrimental aspects of the agreement. Mattoo and Subramaniam (2000) 
recommend that TRIPs agreement can be used as an enforcement device 
for India. The essence of the proposal is that India should alter Its draft IP 
legislation to specify that the Indian executive retains the right to revoke 
some of the IP rights of foreign patent owners as and when necessary. For 
example, in the event that partner countries fail to comply with commitments 
that affect India's market access( i.e., if industrial countries renege on their 
commitment in textiles, ) developing countries like India should withdraw or 
threaten to withdraw their TRIPs obligations. This is reinforced by the 
proposal of Subramaniam and Wattal (2000) which recommends that cross 
retaliation in TRIPS is feasible, effective and probably legal if designed with 
care. However ,it may be said that IPRs are private rights conferred through 
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domestic legislation and to withdraw them would be very difficult perhaps 
even unconstitutional in many legal systems. Furthermore, withdrawing 
rights would be of little value unless alternative sources of production for the 
patented products can be found. Over and above this developing countries 
must be able to argue that retaliation within goods for noncompliance by 
partners in goods is not practicable. The ability to use TRIPS as a retaliation 
device would also address broader concerns about the asymetry of the WTO 
dispute settlement process and the lack of retaliatory power for developing 
countries. However, the proposal by Mattoo and Subramaniam(2000) is 
worth a deep thought. 
As part of the TRIPs Agreement India is required to increase the term 
of patent protection to 20 years from the date of filing in all categories and is 
expected to provide both product and process patents. Due to Its developing 
-country status, India has five years from the entry into effect of the 
Agreement to implement these changes. In the case of pharmaceuticals and 
agricultural chemical technologies India has a maximum period of ten years 
In which to Implement the Agreement. On copyright, India amended Its 
legislation in 1994 in compliance with the requirements of the TRIPS 
Agreement. With regard to trade marks, industrial designs, geographical 
indications and protection for plant varieties, India plans to make use of the 
transitional period before making the required amendments. 
Although India has until the year 2000 to amend Its patent laws to 
comply with the TRIPS Agreement, It is required to provide a means for 
receiving product patent applications in the areas of pharmaceuticals and 
agricultural chemical products, and on fulfillment of certain conditions to 
provide for exclusive marketing rights for pharmaceuticals and agricultural 
chemical products. India notified an ordinance on 31 December 1994 to 
amend the Patents Act, 1970.As per our obligations under the WTO 
Agreement, the Patents (Amendment )Act, 1999 was passed In March 1999 
to provide for exclusive marketing rights- (EMR)(Economlc Survey, 1999-
2000). EMR include an article which provides the list of exceptions to 
patentability where the lists of essential drugs listed by WHO and also drugs 
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and products derived from the Indian system of medicine are exempted from 
patent rights. Chapters 16 and 17 of the Indian Patents Act, 1970 contain 
provisions relating to compulsory licensing of patents. Provisions are made 
for the granting of compulsory licenses by the Controller General of Patents 
on determination that the "reasonable requirements" of the public have not 
been satisfied or that the price being charged is not reasonable.The 
Government is entitled to make an application to the Controller for a "license 
of right" at any time after the end of three years from granting of a patent if it 
is felt that these "reasonable" requirements have not been met. The patent 
may also eventually be revoked by the Controller after the end of two years 
following the granting of a compulsory license if it is felt that the public is not 
being served. In practice however, compulsory licenses are rarely ever 
revoked; during the last five years no applications for compulsory licenses 
have been filed. Under copyright law, compulsory licensees are granted in a 
case where an author refuses to allow the republication of the work or has 
refused communication of the work to the public through other forms, such 
as broadcast. In this case, the Copy right Board may, after holding an 
enquiry and giving the owner reasonable opportunity to be heard, grant a 
compulsory license enabling the work to be republished. Compulsory 
licenses can also be granted if the author is unknown, has died or cannot be 
traced. In this case, the applicant must publish the proposal in a newspaper 
with a broad circulation in India before the Board can grant a compulsory 
license for publication. (Indian Copy right Act 1957 ,Section 31). No 
compulsory licenses have been issued under these provisions. 
The two most important policy instruments available to India to 
mitigate some of the effects of high levels of patent protection are effective 
use of compulsory licensing and competition policies. While a number of 
conditions need to be fulfilled when these licenses are granted, it is possible 
for national authorities to meet them and yet dilute the monopolistic impact of 
the proprietary protection granted in the first place.(Wattal,2000). The 
advantages deploying competition policy are two fold. First, there is some 
latitude in determining the optimal degree of protection that balances the 
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need to foster innovation while ensuring technological diffusion and 
consumer protection. For example, what constitutes abusive pricing is a 
question that will admit a wide variety of answers. The second advantage 
follows from the language of the TRIPs agreement. There is even greater 
flexibility in the use of compulsory licenses when they are granted to remedy 
anti-competitive practices which could be usefully harnessed by India. 
Domestic regulatory design needs to be properly designed particularly when 
there is opposition to the use of new technologies of biotechnology including 
genetic modification in India. India and other developing countries have 
made sensible proposals seeking greater protection for "intellectual property" 
generated in these countries in the form of indigenous knowledge and 
geographical indications. 
In the negotiations India should oppose any move to circumscribe the 
definition or interpretation of the sui generis mode of protecting new plant 
varieties. It should insist on retaining the flexibility of the original sui generis 
as it was the conclusion of the UR under which countries were free to draft 
their own kind of .sui generis legislation which would give Plant Breeders 
Rights(PBR) to the breeders of new plant varieties. India has drafted a Plant 
Variety Protection and Farmers Rights Act giving rights to breeders but also 
to farmers. This was possible because of the flexibility in interpreting sui 
generis legislation. Sahai ( 1999) notes that in this regard .sui generis 
legislation based on the Union for the Protection of New Plant Varieties 
(UPOV),a European/American forum which regulates plant breeders rights in 
the developed countries, may not be suitable for developing countries 
because it has no concept of farmers rights and is geared to an agricultural 
system different from those of developing countries, with no concerns about 
livelihoods or food security. India should oppose the use of UPOV as a 
model of sui generis and propose a more developing countries oriented 
platform like Convention of Farmers and Breeders(CoFaB) as an alternative 
and mobilize the support of other developing countries for supporting their 
proposal. Further in the sui generis legislation, the farmers rights must 
include the rights to save, exchange and sell non-branded seeds. The 
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exception to patentability article must be included in further versions of 
TRIPS induced legislation. Finally, amend Article 27.3(b) of the TRIPs, with 
respect to the knowledge of indigenous and local communities ,such that that 
provision on indigenous knowledge incorporates oral knowledge too. 
Developing countries may like to incorporate Bolar provisions in their own 
law and/or negotiate for such provisions within TRIPs. 
The above discussion suggests that more research is needed in the 
area of protection required for new plant varieties and biotechnological 
invention to underpin informed policy positions. In particular some answers 
need to be given to the following questions How extensive are genetic 
resources and indigenous knowledge and to what uses can they be put? 
How important is the potential economic value of these resources? .How can 
names in the public domain be restored to propriety protection? In these 
areas, a credible international negotiating position can be built if such 
systems of protection are instituted within India and shown to be workable. 
Customs Valuation 
The WTO includes explicit rules on custom valuation that are intended 
to reduce the discretion that countries and their custom officers as well as 
traders themselves have in valuing at the border. Deardorff (1996) notes that 
by reducing uncertainty over the amount of tariff that an exporter will pay at 
the border, potential traders become more confident of the returns to trade 
and they may therefore be expected to trade more, that is, uncertainty over 
customs valuation itself acts as a barrier to trade and by committing 
themselves to predictable and transparent valuation procedures countries 
reduce this barrier. Fiscal dependence on international trade taxes in the 
case of most developing countries like India (Tanzi, 1987 ,1991 ;Hitiris ,1990 
;Satapathy,1994) also warrant correct valuation of goods and honest trading 
at the custom borders. 
The developing countries were given a grace period of five years 
since the formation of the WTO to implement the Agreement on Custom 
Valuation(AC\/) with a provision that a member may apply for further 
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extension of the deadline. In essence the custom valuation rules concluded 
under the Tokyo Round Agreement in 1979 have been now made 
compulsory for all developing countries with effect from January 2000.lt is 
significant that despite a long gap of 21 years available for implementation, 
there are still requests before the WTO committee on custom valuation for 
grants for further time. 
Implementation of ACV however poses many problems particularly for 
the custom administrations of developing countries particularly for India due 
to high duty rates, value based import controls rigid exchange controls, non-
availability of reliable trade data electronically dumped and undervalued 
imports and the number of cases that have to be processed in a single day 
(Satapathy,2000).Finger and Schuler(1999) are in agreement on these 
points and particularly on the last point for which they correctly observe 
"Where tariffs are high accounting expertise and access to electronic 
information limited shifting to a risk-based valuation system that depends on 
in-depth examination of a sample(15 or 20 %) of shipments might increase 
the number of shipments on which importers attempt to under invoice. 
Traders might view the change as giving them better not a worse chance to 
get away with under invoicing. "They also note that implementation of the 
ACV cannot be done in isolation without undertaking a broader reform of 
custom operations in the developing countries and without putting in place 
institutional safeguards to prevent misuse of the liberal valuation methods 
under the ACV which rely so much on transparency in trade transactions. 
Finger and Schuler (1999) have dealt at some length on use of 
reference prices as means to providing an objective standard of custom 
valuation. At least for basic goods a valuation system based on observed 
world prices might offer a better opportunity to introduce transparency, 
objectivity and accountability into the system. At periodic reviews of these 
reference prices both import users and import-competing interests might be 
given 'standing' and could be offered the opportunity to submit evidence in 
support of revisions. It might also be possible to establish a collective system 
of reference prices over which no one government had control. Schedules of 
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reference prices might be determined by an intergovernmental group their 
preparation and circulation might be contracted to an independent agency. 
India's legislation on customs valuation, the Custom Valuation Rules 
,1998,has been amended since the completion of the Uruguay Round to 
bring it into conformity w/ith the provisions of the WTO Agreement on 
Implementation of Article VII of GATT 1994,the Custom Valuation 
Agreement(Amended by notification No 26/95,24 April 1995).However India 
invoked the special provisions for developing countries under the Agreement 
relating to computed value and unit price of the Imported goods. Under 
Indian legislation transaction value is the basis for custom valuation. 
Product Regulations: 
Governments engage in a wide variety of regulatory actions many of 
which are not targeted at international trade but which nonetheless may 
affect the costs or feasibility of trade. There are many regulations standards 
and other measures that restrict the form that a good may take or a manner 
in which it may be produced for sale in the domestic market. Such rules may 
be intended to protect the public safety or health or they may only seek to 
insure compatibility of products that must be used in combination. But in 
either case it is possible for such a rule to be biased against imported 
products perhaps in the form that a product must take or perhaps in the 
procedures that are laid out for certifying that a rule has been obeyed. The 
WTO therefore includes its own constraints on how such rules should be 
established and enforced so not to be biased against imports. Two sets of 
constraints appear one on Technical Regulations and Standards and another 
on Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures, but both have essentially the same 
purpose. They do not prescribe what such regulations should be only that 
they should be designed and enforced in ways that are do not discriminate 
against imports. Like the agreement on custom valuation these too provide 
the additional benefit of reducing uncertainty in international trade. It is to be 
noted however, that GATT provisions relating to environment had no explicit 
provision on the environment but only indirect references in Article 20(B) 
relating to the protection of human,animal or plant health and Article 20{ G) 
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relating to the conservation of scarce natural resources. However under the 
Technical Barriers to trade provisions explicit reference was made to 
package labeling or labeling requirements which provide scope for trade 
related environmental barriers(such as eco labels).Environmental protection 
can also be institutionalized under the sanitary and phytosanitary provisions. 
The Agreement on the application of sanitary measures (SPS) are to 
be "based on scientific principles" and not maintained "without sufficient 
scientific evidence.."{Article 2.2). Members are also required to ensure that 
sanitary and phytosanitary measures(SPMs) are based "on an assessment 
as appropriate to the circumstances of the risks to human animal or plant life 
or health taking into account risk assessment techniques developed by the 
relevant international organization"(Article 5.1 ).Finally members are required 
to ensure that SPMs"do not arbitrarily or unjustifiably discriminate between 
members where identical or similar conditions prevail, including between 
their own territory and that of other members" and are not applied in a 
manner which would constitute a disguised restriction on international 
trade(Articles 2.3 and 5.5).The SPS Agreement favours international 
standards. Article 3.1 calls on WTO members to base measures "on 
international standards, guidelines or recommendations, where they exist, 
except otherwise provided in this Agreement." Measures conforming to such 
international standards are "presumed to be consistent with the relevant 
provisions of this Agreement and of GATT 1994"(Article 3.2).The SPS 
Agreement specifies the source of international standards: Codex 
Alimentarius as the international source relating to food the international 
office of Epizootics relating to animals, and the International Plant Protection 
Convention relating to plants. Article 3.3 allows members to introduce or 
maintain SPMs which result in a higher level of protection that would be 
achieved based on relevant international standards "if there is scientific 
justification or as a consequence of the level of sanitary and phytosanitary 
protection a member determines to be appropriate pursuant to procedures to 
assess risks. " The agreement on SPS also incorporates the Precautionary 
Principle and permit members "in cases where relevant evidence is 
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insufficent" to adopt provisional SPMs on the basis of "available pertinent 
informatiori"(Article 5.7). 
The Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) and the 
Agreement on the Application of Sanitary Measures (SPS) have raised 
concerns across countries. As far as TBT is concerned many developing 
countries including India have raised their point that they need time, 
resources and special and differential treatment to develop their own 
capacity to prepare and adopt technical regulations and standards and a in-
depth study of technical barriers to market access of developing countries 
suppliers. Croome ( 1998) quotes that "Further challenges to the TBT and 
SPS agreements will almost certainly arise because the measures they 
regulate are instruments of choice for responding to pressures not only from 
domestic producers seeking protection, but also from environmentalist and 
other non-governmental activists. Anxiety about the strains which high-profile 
disputes could put on the agreements, and the WTO itself, is widespread". 
Members of the Cairns Group of agricultural exporters, however, are strong 
supporters of the SPS agreement and in their recent declaration insisted that 
the SPS review should not be used as a pretext to relax present disciplines 
on the ground of non-scientific arguments. 
The main objectives of India's standards and certification procedures 
are to ensure that products are safe, of high quality and conform to the 
relevant Indian standards. According to the authorities the intent of policy to 
integrate India into the international economy has resulted in a greater 
emphasis on bringing Indian standards up to international standards. Most 
standards in India are voluntary although health and safety regulations are 
mandatory for several products. Progress has been made in harmonizing 
Indian standards with those set by the ISO there remain a number of non-
transparencies in the system regarding the relationships between the various 
standard setting and enforcing bodies(TPR-lndia, 1998).Some policies may 
act against imports, such as distinctions made between imported and 
domestically produced bulk grains and compulsory product certification for 
some goods that may not be extended to imported goods. Enforcement of 
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compulsory stanaards may also be a problem although steps are being 
taken to improve this. 
In general, all products sold in India are required to carry a label 
indicating country or countries of origin. The authorities are in the process of 
ensuring that all products manufactured in India are marked with a "Made in 
India" label. Similarly, all imports Into India must be marked with an indication 
of their origin. In addition, the Indian government instituted an "Eco Mark" in 
1991 to indicate environmentally friendly. 
Anti Dumping 
There are problems of estimating Anti Dumping(AD) duties. In spite of 
this designation of unfairness, however, nothing in the WTO prohibits 
dumping itself, or asks member governments to try to restrain their firms from 
doing it. Rather the WTO only addresses how importing countries may 
respond to dumping. When dumping is shown to cause injury, WTO rules 
permit importing countries to levy AD import duties equal to the "dumping 
margin"-the difference between the actual and the" fair market price". WTO 
does not require the use of AD duties.lt only permits them and says how they 
may be used. 
Little progress was made in the Uruguay Round in restraining anti-
dumping measures. Transparency requirements were increased, and a 5-
year sunset clause was introduced, but as has been argued by Finger, 1996 
and others, these provisions have little impact as AD findings can be 
undertaken again and AD continues to be domestic law, which producers 
view as an "entitlement"(Finger, 1996). It is pertinent to point out that the use 
of anti-dumping has spread significantly from the five original industrial users 
(Australia, Canada the EU, New Zealand and the US) to developing 
countries including India. Since mid-1997,India has initiated 21 anti-dumping 
cases and 45 between 1993 and 1998, covering 18 products with definitive 
duties imposed on 11 cases(WTO Secretariat and information provided by 
the Indian authorities to the WTO Secretariat).It ranks as one of the largest 
users of anti-dumping actions(Appendix Table 11),and the ambitions in this 
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area are escalating reflected In the recent upgradation of the anti-dumping 
cell into a full fledged directorate(Economic Times,4 April 1997).At the same 
time India is also a major victim of antidumping actions. In fact the worst hit if 
measured in terms of antidumping actions per dollar of exports. 
Although economic theory suggests that measures to prevent 
predatory pricing (i.e., pricing below marginal cost with an intent to drive out 
actual or potential competitors and secure a monopoly position in a market) 
can improve welfare in fact many of the AD actions taken by developed 
countries do not meet the criteria set forth in theory. In many instances the 
measures actually used to determine the applicability of AD law bear little or 
no relation to the theory. (Krueger,1995 & Boltuck and Litan,l991). Krueger 
(1999) argues that developing countries are more vulnerable to AD actions 
because the industries in which they have comparative advantage marginal 
costs are a bigger percentage of price. Also, developing countries exports 
are often intensive in the use of unskilled labor; they are often goods that 
trigger protectionist efforts in developed countries. Thirdly ,defending against 
an AD allegation is costly when exports are smaller the barrier to exporting 
posed by the threat of AD is greater because these costs loom larger. 
Because developing countries tend to have smaller volumes and values of 
exports of individual manufactured items the extent to which fear of AD 
actions will deter potential exporters is greater in these countries. 
There is a case for reviewing the WTO Agreement on anti-dumping to 
stop its misuse by countries. In fact, the discussions at the WTO General 
Council preparatory to the Seattle Ministerial Conference did provide an 
opportunity for many WTO members to propose such a review. It is 
understood that many WTO members had brought up several important 
issues in the context of agreement on anti- dumping. However, it was found 
that lot remained to be done to actually rectify the weakness of the 
agreement to prevent its abuse. We attempt to review some of the 
agreements on antidumping. First, the Article 2.4 of the agreement requires 
that comparison between normal value and export price should be fair. It 
requires dumping margins to be established on a weighted average basis or 
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on transaction basis. It also provides for exceptions under which 
comparisons are permitted between individual export prices and weighted 
average normal prices. It is an experience to many countries that exceptions 
have become a rule in the hands of importing country administrations. The 
exceptions are preferred by these authorities as they result in computation of 
artificially high dumping margins. Many members feel that Article 2.4 of the 
agreement should be reviewed to avoid frequent use of the exceptions 
provided therein. Many members countries are dissatisfied by the way 
constructed value is computed and liberally used at the slightest pretext. 
Recourse to constructed value should be taken only when prices of third 
country markets are not available. This would require amendment of Article 
2.3.Article 9.1 of the agreement leaves it to the discretion of anti-dumping 
authorities to impose an amount equal to the full margin of dumping or less. 
Many members feel that Article 9. I should be amended to make it 
mandatory for imposing less duty if that is adequate to remove injury to the 
domestic industry rather than leaving it to the discretion of the importing 
country. Secondly a major weakness of the agreement is the standard of 
review provision contained in Article 17. It unduly restricts the role of the 
WTO Dispute Settlement Panel to a mere determination of whether 
antidumping authority's establishment of the facts was proper and whether 
the evaluation of these facts were unbiased and objective. This is in total 
contrast with the power of the panels under Article 11 of the WTO Dispute 
Settlement Understanding. The Anti-Dumping Agreement, being an integral 
part of the WTO, should not have a different and more restrictive standard of 
review allowing anti- dumping authorities of importing countries to escape 
close scrutiny by the WTO panel. Article 17 requires to be reviewed as 
applied to disputes under other WTO agreements. Thirdly, many developing 
countries have been subjected to repeated anti-dumping investigations in 
respect of the same product. New investigations are often initiated on the 
same product immediately after the termination of an earlier investigation. 
This has become a serious concern for developing countries as their exports 
to major trading countries have been disrupted by such restrictive action. 
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One of the proposal is to review Article 5.3 of the agreement to limit the 
scope for such repeated anti-dumping investigations on the same product. 
Another suggestion by Satapathy (1999) is that if there is an investigation 
resulting in non- imposition of anti- dumping duties, there should be a gap of 
at least one year before investigation of the same product can be initiated. 
Article 5.8 of the agreement does not provide limit within which the 
determination has to be made as to whether the volumes of dumped imports 
are negligible or within the prescribed threshold. This gives rise to arbitrary 
and unilateral decision decisions for determining an appropriate time frame. 
Article 5.8 needs to be amended to incorporate the time limit so that there 
would be no scope of arbitrary unilateral action in this regard. Fourthly, there 
are also suggestions that the threshold limit under Article 5.8 should be 
increased from 3% to 5% for import from developing countries and that the 
provisions for clubbing imports from different countries within the threshold 
limit for applying the collective limit of 7% should be abolished. There are 
also proposals for increasing the de-minimis dumping margin of 2% of export 
price to 5% for developing countries. This would ensure non-imposition of 
anti-dumping duty till the dumping margins exceed 5% on products from 
developing countries which may in many cases have a cost advantage over 
comparable products produced in developed countries. The de-minimis 
provision of 5% should apply not only in newly initiated cases but also in 
review and refund cases. Fifthly, Article 17 which says that constructive 
remedies should be explored before applying anti-dumping duties on 
developing members should be used more often. Although Article I 7 of the 
agreement recognizes the special situation of developing countries its 
provisions lack clarity and have become practically inoperative. The 
developed country members have rarely explored the possibility of 
constructive remedies before taking anti-dumping actions against exports 
from developing countries. Developing member countries are of the view that 
Article 15 should be operationalized and made mandatory. Satapathy( 1999) 
suggests that the fact that under Article 17 of the present agreement the 
WTO dispute panel does not have full authority to review the action of the 
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anti-dumping authorities an alternative approach should be found for taking 
anti-dumping complaints to a neutral body such as the WTO panel for 
determination in a fair manner. He notes" that this would remove the bias of 
importing country administrations which faces enormous pressure from their 
domestic industry as well from legislators representing constituencies where 
home industries are located". Sixthly, there are number of possible ways of 
strengthening the provisions surrounding the administration of AD rules in 
individual countries that could significantly reduce their impact .For example, 
AD laws should be required to incorporate buyer/consumer interests and 
provide meaningful representation for such interests in AD proceedings. 
Finally, the WTO leaves open the question of whether AD will be used to 
undermine the liberalization efforts on goods and services. Many members 
feel that the present agreement gives excessive discretion to the anti-
dumping authorities in the importing country to use the same as an 
instrument of protection rather than an instrument to counteract dumping. 
This question become relevant for countries like India which have taken 
steps to reduce its peak level custom duties since early 1990s.Further,the 
experience from other countries has been that antidumping actions are 
typically against the most efficient suppliers. This in turn signals other 
exporters to raise prices inflicting terms of trade losses. 
Cass and Boltuck (1999) have no hesitation in saying that the case for 
anti-dumping law, beyond the central cause of predatory price cutting, is 
open to question and that its administration is seriously flawed if the goal is 
to address welfare -reducing trade practices and not simply producers 
against competition. They have also alluded to the frequently advanced 
argument that anti-dumping codes have greatly facilitated international 
consensus about general trade liberalization. Satapathy ( 1999) raises 
doubts that the developed countries such as US, EU and Canada would 
agree to review and modify the WTO agreement on anti-dumping. It is for 
developing countries to put up a combined front and press for review, it is 
likely that countries like Japan would also support their cause at this juncture 
having been subject to some severe anti-dumpin^^c^ioij,recently 
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investigating authority is the designated authority. The procedures followed 
are similar to those under an anti-dumping investigation; they involve 
determination of material injury and a link between injury caused and the 
imported goods. The authority must give its final findings within one year 
from the date of initiation of the case and final duty must be imposed within 
three months of the date of publication of these findings. The continued need 
for the duty must be reviewed by the Central Government within a year of 
imposition of the final duty. 
Deardorff( 1996) argues for not only permitting CVDs but rather 
making it a requirement. His argument is that besides prohibited subsidies 
there are some "actionable subsidies" which are economically unjustified and 
should be prohibited. In case the governments of the trading nations are 
contemplating use of such economically unjustified subsidies, CVDs can act 
as an effective deterrent to the use of such subsidies. Thus one could argue 
that the use of CVDs should not just be permitted but rather should be 
required even in (or especially in) countries that have no domestic competing 
producer interest to ask for them. However this presupposes that one can 
adequately make the necessary distinction between economically justified 
and unjustified subsidies. Krueger(1999) notes that it would be in the interest 
of developing countries to support any multilateral CVD regime which 
restraints use of CVDs as a protective device. 
Safeguards 
The Safeguards Clause of the WTO permits members to partially and 
temporarily back out of their agreements if they prove too costly. Thus if the 
concession made in joining the WTO are causing substantial injury to 
domestic producers then countries are permitted to protect those producers 
temporarily with a trade barrier. 
The Safeguard clause has been available throughout the history of 
the GATT but it was used less and less over time. The reasons for this were 
several, including the requirement that users of safeguard compensate the 
foreign countries who were adversely affected by them the prohibition under 
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the old rules against discriminatory safeguard tariffs and the greater difficulty 
of getting safeguards protection in comparison of AD duty due to more 
stringent requirements. Instead, industries routinely sought AD protection 
rather than safeguard protection even when the reason for their petition had 
more to do with injury than with the low price. Alternatively for major 
Industries, governments negotiated Voluntary Export Restraints(VERs) with 
the relevant foreign exporters thus achieving both discrimination and 
compensation without needing to formally contravene the GATT (Deardorfl: 
1987). Under the new rules of the WTO, VERs are formally prohibited. Rules 
for safeguard have been modified to permit some discrimination and the 
requirement of compensation has been weakened. The hope is that the new 
safeguards rules will attract greater use diverting governments from 
excessive use of AD duties and other measures for safeguards purposes. No 
government appears to seek changes in the agreement but developing 
countries should continue to keep a close watch on how it is applied. 
India has not used GATT Article XIX to safeguard measures. The 
legal authority to take such measures was established in February 1997 with 
the introduction of new Section 8A in the Custom Tariff Act 1975. India 
notified initiation of its first safeguard investigation under the WTO Safeguard 
rules in January 1998(WTO Document, Jan, 1998 ). 
Preferential Trading Arrangements (PTAs) 
Despite its underlying principle of nondiscrimination embodied in the 
MFN requirement the WTO permits preferential trade agreements so long as 
they reduce to zero essentially all of the tariffs among the participants. Thus 
it is permitted to form free trade area, where this is done without changing 
each country's tariff against nonmembers as well as customs union that also 
include a common external tariff. In the latter case the WTO requires that the 
external tariff does not increase the average protection against nonmember 
exports. 
These restrictions do not assure that PTAs are beneficial from the 
perspective of world welfare since they will still inevitability cause welfare 
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reducing trade diversion as well as trade creation. There has been 
proliferation of PTAs from mid 1980s,especially after the formation of NAFTA 
and expansion of EU. However WTO has done little to answer questions that 
whether movement towards the PT As will act as "stepping stone" or a 
"stumbling block"(protectionist in nature) towards achieving multilateral 
liberalization(Srinivasan,1998) and how beneficial are PTAs for member 
states? It is to be noted that the latter question can be answered if the WTO 
PTA provisions had insisted that PTAs stand ready to admit new members 
on the same terms as existing members. 
It is unlikely that developing country members of PT As can block 
entry of new members should the major developed countries-the US, Japan, 
and the EU-decide upon enlargement. For that reason there is a significant 
interest even among developing countries already in PTA for attempting to 
find rules governing formation of PTAs that are more consistent with the 
open multilateral trading system. 
For a variety of reasons there appears to be little support among 
developed countries at the present time for strengthening Article XXIV. One 
area where it may be possible to make progress is with regard to the types of 
rules of origin (ROOs) that are permitted under Free Trade Areas (FTAs). 
Because they can be itemized ROOs can be formulated in ways that 
discriminate against suppliers from third countries. Indeed much of the fear 
of protectionism arising from FTAs is based on concern about ROOs. In the 
NAFTA, for example the ROOs for textiles and apparel is "triple 
transformation" implying that all the materials used in producing the goods 
are made in North America. By contrast the ROOs for automobiles is a 50% 
North American value added. In other cases ROOs are based on the 
material inputs used. 
Were ROOs required to be uniform, concerns about discriminatory 
aspects of FTAs against third countries would be significantly reduced. The 
simplest possible rule governing ROOs would be one which specified that 
they must be specified across all import categories at a single specified 
percentage value added within the PT A. It would then not be possible for a 
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country to have one ROOs for automobiles, another for textiles and apparel 
and still others for other products. Since many of the concerns about PTAs 
are based on fears for developing countries v\/hose trading partners are 
sufficiently widely dispersed that a PT A with any group of them does not 
solve the problem a requirement that all ROOs be based on a value added 
criterion and that the value added be the same across all activities, would 
greatly reduce protectionist potential and thus be in the interest of most 
developing countries. 
It Is doubtful whether developing countries could, by themselves, lead 
an initiative to achieve significant change. Nonetheless, it would be much in 
their interest to support such an initiative should it arise during the course of 
negotiations. 
India receives and grants tariff preferences under (i) the Bangkok 
Agreement (ii)the South Asian Preferential Trading Arrangement 
(SAPTA),and (iii) the Global System of Trade Preferences(GSTP). The 
preferential margins vary substantially among the products covered but are 
the same for all participants, except for least developed countries which 
generally receive larger margins of tariff preferences (WTO, 1995, Trade 
Policy Review-Sri Lanka). India like most countries does not apply rules of 
origin to imports from MFN sources. However, within the framework of 
several preferential trading arrangement India applies rules of origin based 
on value added criteria (TablelX). Under India's regional trade agreements-
the Bangkok Agreement the SAPTA and the GSTP- a minimum local value 
added requirement of 50% in the exporting country is generally applied. A 
somewhat lower origin requirement is applied to the least developed 
countries under the Bangkok Agreement and SAPTA , while the SAPTA and 
the GSTP require higher local value added if several members are involved 
in the production process. Less strict rules apply to imports from the declared 
"preferential tariff areas" of Mauritious, the Seychelles, and Tonga.(Custom 
Tariff Rules, 1977).No rules of origin apply to the bilateral preferential trade 
arrangements with Bhutan, Myanmarand Nepal. 
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Dispute Settlement in the WTO 
The Dispute Settlement Mechanism under the WTO is the subject 
matter of Chapter 27 under Section V.Articles XXII and XXIII of GATT 
1947,which formed the core rules on dispute settlement have been carried 
over to GATT(1994) but with stronger teeth. The extended dispute 
settlement provisions are the main institutional innovations of the Uruguay 
Round. The dispute settlement panels have powers equivalence to those of 
judicial benches. The power to enforce an international law is a major 
breakthrough In international affairs (Chadha,2000). The case law provides a 
listing of 179 cases of dispute brought before the WTO during the period 
January 1,1995 to August 31,1999. 
The dispute settlement mechanism of the WTO works as follows. 
First, when one country believes that another is violating any aspect of the 
agreement (including GATS and TRIPs.as well as GATT),the complaining 
country first requests consultation with the offending country and the two 
seek to resolve the dispute on their own. If consultation fails then the 
complaining country requests establishment of a panel consisting of three 
persons with appropriate expertise from countries not party to the dispute. 
This panel assesses the evidence in the context of its interpretation of the 
WTO rules and issue a report. This report is automatically accepted unless 
all WTO members acting through their Dispute Settlement 
Body(DSB),decide by consensus against its adoption or if one of the parties 
to the dispute voices its intention to appeal. Therefore, the process requires 
unanimity among WTO members not to accept a panel report in marked 
contrast to the procedures of the old GATT where a panel report could be 
blocked by any one country including the country that was complained for. 
To hear appeals the WTO has established an Appellate Body 
composed of seven members of which three will serve on any given case. 
This Appellate Body is to consider only issues of law and legal 
interpretations by the panel and it too issues a report which must be 
accepted by a unanimous decision of the DSB. 
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Once this process is completed, countries are expected to implement 
any recommendations of the panel report. If they do not, then complaining 
countries are entitled to Compensation from them, or to use suspension of 
concessions (usually increased trade barriers) against them. If suspension of 
concession occurs, it is to be done preferably in the same sector as the 
dispute, or failing that under the terms of the same Agreement (GATT, GATS 
or TRIPS). But if this too is impractical, suspension can come under another 
agreement. Thus in particular, violations of the TRIPs agreement can lead to 
increased barrier to trade in goods if the violations are not corrected in 
accordance with the recommendations of a panel report. This ability to 
extend dispute settlement across agreements is one of the strengths of the 
WTO, and jn no doubt is one of the things that motivated advocates of 
extended intellectual property protection to incorporate it into the Uruguay 
Round negotiations (Deardorff, 1996).However, there is a possibility that 
countries retaliate by withdrawing concessions or commitments even before 
the panel gives its report. This issue needs to be addressed under the 
dispute settlement mechanism of the WTO (dealt earlier in the section on 
intellectual property rights).AIso there is a possibility that ultimate reliance 
on suspension of concession by trading nations either (I) would be defeating 
the purpose of the WTO in case the cases do not get settled either by 
implementing the panel recommendations or by compensation or (2) 
expedite the rest of the process work and lead to cooperation if there is a 
threat of suspension. Deardorff (1996) notes that the threat of expulsion from 
WTO membership in case of violation of rules will not be effective because 
members will be reluctant to set a precedent by expelling another lest the 
same thing later happen to them. 
It is to be noted that most developing countries partly because they 
are small and partly because of lack of experience are finding it difficult to 
cope with the WTO's new dispute settlement mechanisms. Blackhurst (1997) 
points out that two thirds of the least developed countries in the WTO have 
no representation. For the other third there is typically only one person 
covering all the international organizations. Given the active participation of 
members in the work of the WTO this inevitably leads to under 
representation of their interests and their inability to participate and have any 
influence on WTO decisions. An enlargement of the WTO Secretariat to 
permit the establishment of a service which could provide legal advice on 
procedures and other aspects of dispute settlement would benefit not only 
developing countries but also some of the smaller developing countries. 
In response to criticism being leveled against the dispute settlement 
understandings(DSUs) own rule and procedures from NGOs, President 
Clinton has proposed that "hearings by the WTO be open to the public, and 
all briefs by the parties be made publicly available and that the WTO 
provides the opportunity for stakeholders to convey their views. ..to help 
inform the panels in their deliberations" .Most WTO members, including India 
are expected to resist such proposal of transparency in the dispute 
settlement process on the grounds that NGOs may not be expected to 
interfere in the policy decisions of the member states. 
Under GATT,India was involved in one dispute with Poland. India 
requested consultations under Article XXII; I of GATT 1947 ,concerning a 
modification of Poland's tariff structure on motor car imports from countries 
outside European Economic Community. A mutually agreed solution was 
notified in September,!996. India has used the WTO's dispute settlement 
mechanism four times between 1995 and 1998. Recently US has requested 
the establishment of a panel to examine India's trade related 
measures(TRIMs) in the motor vehicle sector. It claimed that under these 
measures manufacturers could not obtain Import licenses for automobile 
components unless they agree to a series of local content, rade and foreign 
exchange balancing requirements that contravene provisions of the GATT 
1994 and the TRIMs Agreement. 
Interest of Developing Countries in the WTO and Multilateral Trading 
System 
Developing countries were never a homogeneous group with common 
interest in the international trading system. However, there are certain 
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considerations which suggest that sometimes all and some major group of 
developing countries have common interest in strengthening the multilateral 
trading system. This includes their interest to discuss some new issues i.e. 
competition policies and public procurement in the next rounds. These 
considerations are; first the protection that a well functioning international 
trading system can offer is far more important to developing countries than it 
is to larger developed countries. Second most of the developing countries 
are relatively smaller in size to developed nations like US and EU and to 
have bargaining power vis-a-vis them are limited. Thirdly, not only most of 
the developing countries have economies that are small and therefore highly 
dependent on trade, they have comparative advantage in a much smaller 
range of goods than do large developed countries. Fourthly, there are certain 
instances where it is possible to link issues in such a way that developing 
countries as a group are able to present a solid front (Agricultural 
negotiations). In many instances, however, it will be more likely that 
countries may find alignments with those other developing countries with 
similar interests and with developed countries. Lastly, there are issues like 
competition policies and labor and environment standards in which by 
forming coalitions with other developed and developing countries bargaining 
as a group may enhance the outcome for all. 
Some issues which warrants common interest among all and some 
times group of developing countries. 
• Protection against capricious antidumping or countervailing duty 
actions on the part of the developed countries. 
• insuring that the undertakings made under the Uruguay Round 
especially with respect to agriculture and the Multi-Fibre Agreement 
are carried out 
• Thwarting efforts to achieve protection against developing countries 
exports via labor standards and/or environment agreements. 
• Avoiding sectoral approach to trade negotiations 
• Providing means for developing countries to defend their interest in 
WTO dispute settlement mechanism. 
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• Supporting and strengthening the multilateral institution and 
coherence among them. 
• Forming coalitions on the subject of agriculture 
• Reducing tariffs (binding and actual peak level duties) 
• Supporting services sector liberalization 
• Supporting development of multilateral investment code 
• Supporting development of competition policy and 
standards(bargaining issue) 
• Strengthening rules of preferential trading arrangements(PTAs) 
• Strengthening rules for electronic commerce, particularly for those 
developing countries which see themselves as important players in 
the information technology industry 
• Support liberalization of government procurement. 
• Credit for unilateral liberalization. 
In recent years developed countries have begun to negotiate 
agreements on issues such as telecom and information technology. There 
are several difficulties with this approach: 1) once those sectors are 
liberalized producers in those areas have a reduced incentive to support 
import liberalization in protected sectors; and 2) developed countries are 
selecting the sectors for negotiation in which they believe(probably correctly 
in most instances) that they have a comparative advantage. The sectors of 
interest to most developing countries(agricultural sector) will be much more 
difficult to negotiate on a sector-by-sector basis because they are largely 
import competing and the political economy of trade liberalization is such that 
political resistance will be strong unless offset by exporting interests in 
developed countries. Developing countries do not need to choose between a 
new round and sectoral negotiations in agriculture they can strongly support 
a new round, and nonetheless enter into negotiations with respect to 
agriculture should there be no decision for a new round. The difficulty, 
however, is that there is likely to be significantly less agricultural sector 
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liberalization than there would be if the negotiations took place as part of an 
overall multilateral trade negotiations. 
Forming coalition on issue of agriculture: Bringing agriculture under 
WTO disciplines was a significant achievement. Not only were any further 
increases in subsidies and agricultural protection among the developed 
countries ruled out, but there was some relatively minor rollback(with a 
commitment to a 200/0 reduction in the total( distorting) support provided by 
government to agriculture and a cutback in export subsidies) and the 
commitment to shift to tarrification was highly significant. 
In terms of their immediate interest, the developing countries can be 
divided into three groups. First, there is the group of major exporters of 
agricultural commodities (Argentina, Thailand) which are members of the 
Cairns Group. These countries position is a) early, total elimination and 
prohibition of export subsidies which tend to undermine the competitive 
position of efficient developing country producers; and in the same 
connection, seek to regulate the provision of export credits; b)deep cuts in 
tariffs, removal of non-tariff barriers, increase in trade volume under tariff-
quotas so to enhance market access prospects; c)elimination of trade 
distorting domestic support measures(WTO,1998).At the same time they 
need to safeguard those aspects of the Agreement on Agriculture(as well as 
add new ones, if appropriate) which permit them to extend assistance of 
various types to poor farmers as well as maintain programs of assistance 
and food security to the poor. But these measures should not introduce 
distortions between selling to domestic market and abroad or between 
sectors. India should try to align itself with the Cairns Group consistent with 
forming coalitions based on liberalizing ideology. The combination of a 
relatively unprotected domestic regime and potential comparative advantage 
means that India has real interest in seeking to eliminate protection in 
international agricultural markets. India's sugar and dairy exporters have 
already expressed a serious interest in reducing barrier to their exports. As in 
manufacturing, India also suffers from the preference granted to competing 
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suppliers in sectors such as sugar. It is therefore has a real interest in 
reducing agricultural tariffs. 
Second, there is a large group, consisting of the net food importing 
developing countries and others with a significant agricultural sector which 
produce but also import food and export various agricultural products. Past 
policies in many of these countries tended to penalize rather than support ( 
the agricultural sector. Two kinds of concern have been raised by several of 
these countries. First, while supporting reductions in export subsidies and 
trade distorting domestic supports in developed countries, the limits to 
aggregate support and export subsidies contained in the agreement (and 
their possible further tightening in the new negotiations),wouId limit their 
capacity to increase support to the agricultural sector should they in the 
future decide to do so. Second, that although reduction in export subsidies 
by developed countries will be beneficial to their own domestic agricultural 
production, the resulting increase in prices of foodstuffs would increase 
foreign exchange outlays for poor and net food importing countries which 
they can ill afford. There is also a third group with small non diversified 
agricultural sectors, either because of climatic conditions or land 
constraints(e.g. small island economies),which are not likely to be significant 
participants in these discussions. 
While the Uruguay Round agreement on agriculture focussed on 
distortions primarily introduced to agricultural trade by developed country 
practices, it contains provisions which permit developing countries to 
increase support to agriculture (and to poor consumers) through means not 
available to developed countries.S6For example, direct and indirect 
investment and input subsidies to poor farmers are excluded from the 
calculation of aggregate measures (AMS); reduction in support commitments 
by developing countries can take ten years to be implemented while least 
developed countries are totally exempt; food subsidies to urban and rural 
poor are excluded from the calculation of support, etc. 
It can be argued however, that the exception of the investnnent and 
input subsidies provided to poor rural households from the calculation of the 
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AMS is subject to the "peace clause"-Article 13 of the Agreement on 
Agriculture and thereby limited to the 1992 levels of support (Kwa and Bello, 
1998). This may indeed result in unreasonable restraints for low income 
developing countries which may wish overtime to increase their support for 
the rural poor. To eliminate this ambiguity, such subsidies could be included 
in the "Green Box" of measures which are permitted under all circumstances. 
.But on the whole, and with the possible exceptions noted above, it is difficult 
to visualize circumstances where the Agreement seriously constrain 
developing countries efforts to pursue policies that would efficiently promote 
their agricultural sector. 
Direct domestic support for. agricultural products in India is provided 
through price and market support programmes. India presently provides 
market support for 24 products, including rice, maize, wheat, cotton and 
sugarcane. On domestic support of Agriculture, India's Aggregate Measure 
of Support (AMS) was below the permissible limit of 10% stipulated for 
developing countries in respect of product specific and non-product specific 
support. In fact, total AMS to India agriculture tends to be negative 
suggesting taxation rather than protection of agriculture (TableXI). This is 
due to the fact that domestic prices are significantly below international 
prices, India's total(product specific) AMS is negative. Therefore, India is not 
required to reduce its domestic support .On comparison in 1999 the total 
support to agriculture by member countries of the OECD was to the tune of 
$361 billion (Gulati & Hoda,2000). They note that about 60% of this support 
slipped through the net of the Aggregate Measurement of Support devised in 
the agreement for capturing trade distorting domestic support and securing 
reduction of the same. It is imperative for India to seek a major reduction by 
all members with more than de minimis levels of support, in the totality of 
trade distorting support in the future negotiations. There should also be a cap 
on the AMS and the minimum market access commitment can be linked to 
the actual level of AMS. 
With respect to direct agricultural export subsidies, India provides 
income tax exemptions for profits from agricultural exports under Section 80 
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HHC of the Income tax Act. In addition the authorities state that their "Green 
Box" measures include buffer stock operations for food security and sales to 
consumers through the Public Distribution System at relatively low and 
stable prices, crop insurance schemes, relief measures, and investment aid 
for dry farming, reclamation of alkaline soils, and environmental 
programmes. Under the WTO Agreement on Agriculture, developing 
countries are not required to reduce indirect support of the latter kind. India is 
nevertheless required to make regular notifications to the WTO on its 
domestic AMS and also its direct export subsidies every two years. 
With respect to agriculture, the Indian position should be aggressive 
about keeping social concerns, like food security in the forefront. It is 
important that India try to achieve a consensus with other developing 
countries on the issue of food security being an important aspect of 
negotiations on agriculture. Developing countries must oppose the position 
that agriculture is "multifunctional' and that food security is only one among 
many other functions. Besides this in the agriculture negotiations .specifically 
,Sahai(1999) strongly notes that India should demand that food production 
for domestic consumption be kept out of the purview of the agreement on 
agriculture and the conditions/support extended to small, marginal and 
household farmers must also be excluded from the negotiations. Developing 
countries must reiterate the demand that the support and subsidy levels in 
developed countries should be progressively reduced. It would be a good 
move for India to be aggressive and threaten retaliation If no concessions 
are made to developing country interests. If the developed countries resort to 
increased support and subsidy and refuse to lower the rates as they have 
undertaken to do, developing countries should counter the move by 
increasing their own tariffs. India should seriously consider aligning itself with 
the Cairns group of agricultural exporters consistent with an overall strategy 
of forming coalitions based on liberalizing ideology. In this regard ,many of 
the specific proposals in Gulati ( 1999), including elimination of export 
subsidies, elimination of tariff quotas, moving from aggregate AMS to 
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product specific AMS commitments and disciplining blue box measures are 
some measures worthy of consideration. 
The recently negotiated Food Aid Convention (International Grains 
Council, 1999) stipulates that, when allocating food aid, priority should be 
given to LDCs and low income countries. Other net food importing 
developing countries can also be provided with food aid "when experiencing 
food emergencies or international recognized financial crisis leading to food 
shortage emergencies or when food aid operations are targeted on 
vulnerable groups. But there is nothing and there should be nothing 
automatic about the assistance provided. Indeed, if a need can be shown to 
exist, the international response should not be limited to food aid but extend 
to all kinds of general purpose financing on appropriate terms. The latter 
would be better than food aid, which is frequently tied to procurement from a 
particular donor and determined by food stock availability in the donor rather 
than the needs of the recipient. 
Another area of interest to developing countries that are agricultural 
exporters concerns import access rights. Until the Uruguay Round (UR),there 
was no provision for access. Under the UR, all countries were immediately 
obliged to insure up to 5% market access for imports. Increasing minimum 
access under tariff- quotas, and setting a ceiling on the maximum rate of 
tariff or tariff equivalent would be in the interest of most exporting countries. 
Developing countries that export any agricultural commodities have 
an interest in assuring that phytosanitary regulations are based on scientific 
evidence. As such, developing countries have a strong interest in 
participating in discussions of experience under the UR to insure that 
changes in regulations enable the improved functioning of the system and do 
not permit the manipulation of phytosanitary standards for protectionist ends. 
PSP regulations that have been negotiated call for mutual recognition, which 
is strongly in the interests of developing countries. If there are difficulties, 
they probably lie in the willingness of developed countries to send 
delegations to attest to the testing procedures in developing countries. 
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In recent years, a number of countries have been interested in 
protecting claims of geographic origin of particular commodities. The issue 
has arisen in several cases with regard to developing countries, a prominent 
example is basmati rice which has been mentioned as the name of a special 
rice that should be labeled only if originating in South Asia. VVhile there are a 
few agricultural commodities where the rights to claiming names and 
geographic origin may be of interest to developing countries, in general the 
developing countries interest lie on the other side of the, issue. Rights to 
particular names and geographic origin designations are generally restrictive 
and tend to increase the difficulty of entry into a market. As developing 
countries are generally potential late entrants into markets, efforts to restrict 
the use of particular names is generally not in their interest, and is an issue 
which developing countries should negotiate with care. 
The above discussion yields that developing countries need to form 
coalitions on varied issues and make sure that these issues are discussed in 
length at the ongoing tranche of WTO agricultural negotiations. 
Competition Policies 
National competition law can be defined as the set of rules and 
disciplines maintained by governments relating either to agreements 
between firms that restrict competition or to the abuse of dominant 
position(including attempts to create a dominant position through 
merger).Competition policy has a much broader domain .It comprises the set 
of measures and instruments used by governments that determine the 
"condition of competition" that reign on the markets. Anti-trust or competition 
law is a component of competition policies. Other components can include 
actions to privatize state owned enterprises, deregulate activities, cut firm-
specific subsidy programs and reduce the extent of policies that discriminate 
against foreign products or producers. A key distinction between competition 
law and competition policy is that the latter pertains to both private and 
governmental actions, whereas anti-trust pertains to behavior of private 
entities(firms).Many dimensions of competition policy are already on the 
WTO agenda- e.g..trade policy, subsidies ,intellectual property protection, 
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market access in services. The focus of the debate in the WTO is therefore 
on whether there should be specific rules pertaining to national competition 
law and its enforcement. 
Competition policy seeks to prevent predatory pricing and 
monopolization of markets. It should provide guaranteed access to national 
courts without discrimination between domestic and foreign firms, enact 
basic standards of enforcement's such as transparency of proceedings, the 
applications of sanctions and an effective competing authority. It is clearly in 
the interest of developing countries to have a modern competition policy 
,particularly regarding the possibility of substituting AD and CVD mieasures 
with competition policies. In the context of the TRIPs agreement competition 
policy coupled with compulsory licensing offers one avenue for mitigating 
some of the most egregious effects of TRIPs agreement. More fundamental 
domestic reasons, such as concentration of production in several sectors 
sometimes associated with the entry of foreign investors, also dictate the 
adoption of a new domestic competition policy. 
Developing countries tend to be attracted by the idea of cooperation 
to deal with abuses by multinational companies, a theme they have pursued 
for many years in the context of the United Nations. Some (notably Hong-
Kong) argue that mutually consistent trade and competition policies, 
including the incorporation of additional competition concepts into the WTO 
system, could reduce the need for governmental trade measures that 
discriminate against competitive suppliers, and in particular for anti- dumping 
actions. However, the prospects of this happening in the near future are dim 
given the opposition of the United States and the European Union. 
Developing countries may like to support the development of 
multilateral case for competition policy, particularly to tackle the possibility of 
negative spillovers across markets. This is done by cooperation among all to 
ensure that the outcome maximizes global welfare. Several examples of 
potential interest to developing countries can be found. Excessively high 
levels of IP protection can inhibit transfer of technology. Foreign export 
cartels may charge excessively high prices. In the shipping market, 
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international carteiization inflicts terms of trade losses for some developing 
countries, particularly India. In all these cases although domestic competition 
policy could attempt to redress the anti-competitive impact, it may be 
relatively ineffective because of the jurisdictional problems or because 
remedial measures(for example, refusing foreign IPR owners or foreign 
suppliers of essential products access to domestic markets) may not be 
credible. Enforcement can be more effective when taken at source, involving 
the cooperation of partner countries. However, it may be apt to say that 
multilateral rules on competition policies are likely to be very general and 
probably not very ambitious. Competition policy standards, practices and 
institutions are divergent enough between industrial countries as to militate 
against very detailed and specific multilateral rule making. On balance, it 
would seem that the most substantial gains for India would arise from the 
creation of an effective domestic competition policy. Multilateral rules on 
competition policy are likely to provide net benefits, albeit small in 
magnitude, especially if the prospects of addressing the menace of anti-
dumping are slim. 
Electronic Commerce 
Electronic Commerce accounts for a small but rapidly growing 
proportion of worid trade in goods and services. This growth has occurred in 
legal vacuum with few accepted rules and disciplines. Moreover, the cross 
border nature of transactions has made the issue of legal jurisdiction unclear. 
There is little doubt that over time, a framework of global rules for 
transactions through the internet will have to be established. The key issue is 
whether there is enough understanding of the issues and enough 
international consensus to attempt to reach an agreement as part of a new 
round of WTO negotiations. 
This topic was first discussed in 1998 at the WTO, particularly in the 
context of the US proposal of permanently not imposing any custom duties 
on all electronic delivered products. .Many developing countries were put off 
by the proposal at the time as it was felt that it had not been sufficiently 
explored and discussed. In subsequent discussions, developing countries 
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raised a variety of concerns: Some thought that such a commitment will 
result in countries foregoing future opportunities to collect custom revenue, 
others were concerned as to whether the electronic mode of service supply 
should be given preferential status relative to other modes which were being 
regulated. Others raised the question whether certain electronically delivered 
product should be classified as services or goods like the contents of book, 
audio CDs, films, computer software, etc. These products, when delivered on 
physical media, have all along being classified as goods and charged to 
custom duty or exempted from it depending on the prevalent tariff at national 
borders of respective member countries. However, these products are now 
capable of being digitalized and transmitted through internet. The debate is 
on the classification of digitialized products such as music, books, software, 
etc -whether these can be classified as goods or services and whether GATT 
or GATS principle will apply. The other uncertainties are a) how to ensure 
privacy of transactions and how to value encrypted data; b) what are the 
links to TRIPS e.g., copyright protection for electronic and database material; 
c) and finally, there are many standards related issues involving 
interconnection and interoperability of systems which need to be addressed 
to ensure that standards setting by governments does not impede electronic 
commerce (WTO, 1999 ). 
The initial inhibitions regarding loss of tariff revenues are clearly an 
exaggeration-after all most countries provide large scale exemption to their 
existing tariff schedules. Mattoo and Schuknecht( 1999) estimated the tariff 
revenue countries collected from these products. Even if all delivery of 
digitable media products moved online-an unlikely prospect-the revenue loss 
would be minimal. India would lose 0.4% of tariff revenue and 0.1% of total 
revenue. Since the bulk of such commerce concerns services, the relevant 
regime is that established by the GATS regime on cross border trade. This 
Agreement allows countries to decide whether to commit to market access, 
i.e., not to impose quotas, and to national treatment, i.e., not to discriminate 
in any way against foreign services and suppliers. If a country has already 
made such a commitment, then any further promise not to impose duties is 
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superfluous because custom duties inherently discriminate against foreign 
services. If a country has not made such a commitment, then the promise 
not to impose custom duties is worth little, because a country remains free to 
impede access through discriminatory internal taxation. Worse they may take 
recourse to quotas which are ironically still permissible in spite of being 
economically inferior instruments. Hence, the focus on duty- free treatment is 
misplaced. The objective for countries like India should rather be to push 
trading partners into making deeper and wider commitments under the 
GATS on cross border trade regarding market access and national 
treatment. 
The sheer pervasiveness of the Internet makes it impossible for even 
the best-intentioned regulators to keep out. Such issues as privacy, 
consumer protection, intellectual property rights, contracts and taxation 
cannot be left entirely to self-regulation if e-commerce is to flourish. Also, in 
case of electronic commerce antitrust action may be more important online 
than off line. Satapathy (2000) notes that some of the areas where the 
government can play a regulatory role are the following:.-
• Provision of a legal and regulatory framework to facilitate e-commerce 
by recognition of electronic records and providing for certification of 
digital signatures rules of encryption and secure electronic 
transmission. 
• Protection of copyright and other intellectual property rights. 
• Data protection and protection of privacy of individuals and corporate 
entities. 4.Consumer protection 
• Prevention of cyber frauds in electronic money transactions, including 
money laundering. 
• Other regulatory issues relating to public morality (e.g..child 
pornography) and criminality(e.g., facilitating sale of narcotic drugs, 
assisting terrorists, etc). 
WTO members currently have decided that electronic delivery of 
products will continue to be free from custom duties. For the moment this 
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commitment is temporary and political, but there are proposals to make it 
durable and legally binding. Two aspects of the commitment are notable. 
First, only electronic transmissions are covered; goods ordered through 
electronic means but imported through normal channels are explicitly 
excluded. Secondly the standstill/prohibition applies only to custom duties; 
there is no mention of other forms of restrictions. 
It is in the interest for the developing countries to take an informed 
stand on the WTO issues. Developing countries should seriously involve 
themselves in WTO discussions and proceedings to make sure that 
emerging interpretations and practices concerning provisions in the 
agreement does not result in either an increase in obligations or dilution of 
their rights. Developing countries including India need to formulate an 
appropriate mix of domestic and external policies. Hov\/ever, the challenges 
are, above all, domestic. Active multilateral engagement can be 
incrementally helpful in facilitating domestic reform and gaining access for 
developing countries export of goods and labor services. Liberalization 
based coalition/coalitions (which can differ across issues) can be an effective 
force for reform internationally with beneficial internal consequences. Insofar 
as developing countries can influence the agenda for the next round of 
multilateral trade round, keeping negotiations cross -sectoral, indicating lack 
of desire to have labor and environmental standards tied to trade issues , 
insuring that the undertakings made in the Uruguay Round (especially with 
respect to the multi-fibre agreement and agriculture) are carried out, and 
measures that reduce protection in developed countries should surely be at 
the top of the agenda for developing countries. Developing countries should 
not be averse to discuss new issues like the development of rriultilateral 
codes in investment, competition policies, anti-dumping, government 
procurement, services and standards in the future multilateral rounds. As far 
as GATS is concerned, developing countries should support deeper and 
wider commitments. It is also in the interest for developing countries to bind 
their tariff levels because it can be an effective means of liberalization. 
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Since it is in the developing countries interest that there be a strong 
and effective WTO underpinning the open multilateral trading system, it will 
clearly be in the interest to support a new round, and to seek outcomes 
which offer prospects for accelerated growth of international trade and their 
access to each others and developed countries markets. Instead of 
watchfully waiting to support meaningful proposals originating from other 
countries it is time that developing countries should take initiative to evolve 
and design beneficial policies on their own. 
All developing countries except the least developed countries have to 
implement the Trade -Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights 
Agreement by January 1,2000.Least developed countries have until January 
I, 2006.However, there are several sets of problems that the agreement 
poses. At a general level there is concern that the efficiency losses resulting, 
for example, from significantly increased prices from pharmaceuticals would 
exceed any dynamic gains resulting from increased research and 
development or larger flows from foreign direct investment (Correa, 
1998,Deardorff, 1992).Or the length of time provided for patent protection is 
excessive. There is also general concern that the agreement does not 
provide for. 
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CHAPTER IV 
GATS, SERVICES AND TRADE 
General Introduction to GATS 
The most well known and wide-reaching agreement involving 
services is the General Agreement on Trade in Sen/ices (GATS), which 
became effective in 1995. Statistics are necessary for analysing the 
increasingly important phenomenon of globalization, which is a concept that 
usually entails the internationalization of both production and sales, as well 
as for monitoring the performance of service industries. This need for 
statistics has fuelled the demand for development of a more comprehensive 
and better integrated approach to statistical issues pertaining to trade in 
services. 
The term international trade in sen/ices is construed broadly in the 
Manual of the WTO. It covers trade in services in the conventional sense of 
transactions between residents and non-residents. It extends the meaning of 
trade in services to cover services delivered through locally established 
enterprises. These latter transactions are designated as foreign affiliates 
trade in sen/ices (FATS). Also in the context of trade in services are certain 
categories of service related employment of individuals non-permanently 
located abroad to the extent that they are covered by trade agreements. 
Although it extends the concept of trade in sen/ices, it does not extend the 
concept of sen/ices, and it conforms almost entirely to existing international 
statistical standards. 
It is also important to discuss the modalities through which services 
may be delivered, of which the GATS identifies four: cross border, 
consumption abroad, commercial presence and movement of natural 
persons. Distinctions are made based on whether the service supplier, the 
consumer, or neither, moves from one country to another for the transaction 
to be effected. 
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Measurement of trade in services is inherently more difficult than 
measurement of trade in goods. Services are more difficult to define. Some 
services are defined through abstract concepts rather than by any physical 
attribute or physical function. Unlike trade in goods, for trade in services 
there is no package crossing the customs frontier with an internationally 
recognized commodity code; a description of the contents; information on 
quantity, origin, and destination; an invoice; and an administrative system 
based on customs duty collection that is practised at assembling these data. 
Services definition 
The term services cover a heterogeneous range of intangible 
products and activities that are difficult to encapsulate within a simple 
definition. Services are also often difficult to separate from goods with which 
they may be associated in varying degrees. 
The present Manual on statistics of International Trade in Services, 
WTO generally respects the 1993 SNA use of the term sen/ices, which is 
defined as follows: 
"Services are not separate entities over which ownership rights can 
be established. They cannot be traded separately from their production. 
Services are heterogeneous outputs produced to order and typically consist 
of changes in the condition of the consuming units realised by the activities 
of the producers at the demand of the customers. By the time their 
production is completed they must have been provided to the consumers." 
However, the 1993 SNA then qualifies this relatively simple definition 
as follows: "There is a group of industries, generally classified as service 
industries, that produce outputs that have many of the characteristics of 
goods, i.e., those concerned with the provision, storage, communication and 
dissemination of information, advice and entertainment in the broadest 
sense of those terms—the production of general or specialized information, 
news, consultancy reports, computer programs, movies, music, etc. The 
outputs of these industries, over which ownership rights may be established, 
are often stored on physical objects—paper, tapes, disks, etc.—that can be 
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traded like ordinary goods. Whether characterized as goods or services, 
these products possess the essential characteristic that they can be 
produced by one unit and supplied to another, thus making possible division 
of labour and the emergence of markets." 
in practice, sen/ice industries (or activities) are taken to be those in 
sections G through Q of ISIC, Rev.3. In BPM5, the concept of services is, in 
principle, essentially that of the 1993 SNA, but for practical measurement 
reasons international trade in services between residents and non-residents 
includes some trade in goods, such as those bought by travellers and those 
purchased by embassies. On the other hand, under certain circumstances 
international trade in goods may indlstinguishably include such service 
charges as insurance, maintenance contracts, transport charges, royalty 
payments and packaging. 
Examples of service activities are wholesale, retail, certain kinds of 
repair, hotel, catering, transport, postal, telecommunication, financial, 
insurance, real estate, property rental, computer-related, research, 
professional, marketing and other business support, government, education, 
health, social, sanitation, community, audiovisual, recreational, cultural, 
personal, and domestic services. 
Services differ from goods in a number of ways, most commonly in 
the immediacy of the relationship between supplier and consumer. Many 
services are non-transportable, i.e., they require the physical proximity of 
supplier and customer—for example, the provision of a hotel service 
requires that the hotel is where the customer wishes to stay, a cleaning 
service for a business must be provided at the site of the business, and a 
haircut requires that both hairstylist and client be present. 
For international trade in such non-transportable services to take 
place, either the consumer must go the supplier or the supplier must go to 
the consumer. International trade agreements concerning services, in 
particular those embodied in GATS, make provision for agreement on 
suppliers moving to the country of the consumer. 
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Globalization and multilateral services trade negotiations 
Rapid technological advances in the past few decades in transport, 
computing and telecommunications, including the development of the 
Internet and electronic commerce, have resulted in enterprises availing 
themselves of more distant resources for production and enabled them to 
serve ever wider markets. This trend towards globalization, reinforced by 
liberalization policies and the removal of regulatory obstacles to economic 
activities, has fuelled the steady growth of international investment and trade 
in goods and services. Better communications and multinational enterprises 
have also facilitated the movement of people, both as independent service 
suppliers and as employees. 
It Is estimated that services are the largest recipients of international 
investment flows, accounting for just over half of global outflows in 1999.17 
Services comprised about one fifth of worldwide trade in balance of 
payments terms. There are currently few reliable international comparisons 
of FATS data, but for the United States at least, in 1998, services delivered 
to foreign markets by foreign affiliates of United States companies, and to 
United States markets by United States affiliates of foreign companies, 
exceeded the respective values of the exports and imports of services 
recorded in the United States balance of payments. 
An important response of the international community to the 
globalization of trade has been the creation of the World Trade Organization 
(WTO), which entered into force on 1 January 1995 as the major outcome of 
the Uruguay Round of multilateral trade negotiations. WTO provides a 
common institutional framework for the conduct of trade relations among its 
member countries. Its main functions are to facilitate the implementation, 
administration and operation of the multilateral trade agreements; to provide 
a forum for further negotiations; to review national trade policies; and to 
secure positive solutions to trade disputes. The three principal WTO 
agreements are the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (C9ATT) of 
1994, the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) and the 
Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights. GATS 
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is the first set of legally enforceable disciplines and rules ever negotiated 
and agreed at the world level to cover international trade in services. 
The General Agreement on Trade in Services 
{a) Structure and guiding principles of GATS 
GATS establishes a set of rules and disciplines governing the use by 
WTO member countries of trade measures in services. Such measures 
consist of laws, regulations, administrative actions and decisions affecting 
the purchase, payment or use of a senyice or the presence of foreign 
service suppliers. The GATS disciplines extend across all government 
levels, including non-governmental bodies in the exercise of delegated 
powers. 
The pillars of GATS are a set of general obligations, many of which 
apply directly and automatically to all WTO members and all services; 
specific commitments resulting from negotiations, whose scope is limited to 
the sectors and transactions in which a member has undertaken access 
obligations; and several annexes covering specific sectors or trade-related 
matters such as the movement of natural persons. 
First and foremost among the general obligations is the principle of 
most-favoured-nation (MFN) treatment, which forbids any form of 
discrimination between services and service suppliers originating in different 
countries. Thus, regardless of whether or not a country allows foreign 
competition in a sector, it must apply the same conditions to services and 
service providers from all other WTO member countries. 
Another general obligation (transparency) requires WTO members to 
publish all trade-related measures and establish national enquiry points to 
respond to other members' information requests. 
Specific commitments, relating to market access, national treatment 
and any additional undertakings, are specified and bound in national 
schedules as a result of negotiations. While the GATS requires all member 
countries to submit such a schedule, it does not obligate. 
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When commitments are "bound" in national schedules, this means 
that in general they cannot be easily modified or withdrawn; because 
"unbinding" is a difficult process, the commitments are virtually guaranteed 
conditions for foreign exporters and investors them to assume comnnitments 
in any particular sector. In turn, this leaves scope to adjust the level and 
structure of commitments to country specific objectives and constraints. 
Specific commitments may be undertaken with regard to any of the four 
modes of supply covered by GATS: cross border supply, consumption 
abroad, commercial presence, and presence of natural persons. For a given 
sector and mode, the relevant commitment may vary between full 
competition and denial of any degree of market access and national 
treatment. In many cases, members have opted for an intermediate solution, 
subjecting their commitments to particular limitations. Typical market access 
limitations, listed In GATS, are quota-type ceilings on the number of service 
suppliers, their operations or employees, and restrictions on the legal form of 
establishment or the participation of foreign capital. Frequently used national 
treatment limitations concern the eligibility of foreign suppliers for subsidies 
and restrictions on foreign land ownership. 
The assumption of specific commitments does not prevent 
Governments from regulating the service concerned or the licensing of 
suppliers for quality purposes. GATS requires WTO members to ensure that 
the relevant standards, requirements and procedures do not constitute 
unnecessary barriers to trade and, in particular, that they are not more 
burdensome than is necessary to ensure the quality of the service. 
Under GATS, WTO members are committed to entering into 
successive rounds of trade liberalizing negotiations. 
The four GATS modes of supply 
In GATS, trade in services is defined as the supply of a service: 
• From the territory of one [WTO] Member [country] into the territory of 
any other Member; 
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• In the territory of one [WTO] Member to the service consumer of any 
other Member; 
Commitments are often negotiated bilaterally at the detailed sectoral 
level, and then extended to all WTO member countries in compliance 
with the MFN principle; to support the negotiation process, statistical 
information would thus need to be provided by origin and destination 
at the most detailed product level. 
• By a service supplier of one [WTO] Member, through commercial 
presence in the territory of any other Member; 
• By a service supplier of one [WTO] Member, through presence of 
natural persons of a Member in the territory of any other Member. 
These modes are generally referred to as mode 1 or cross-border 
supply, mode 2 or consumption abroad, mode 3 or commercial presence, 
and mode 4 or presence of natural persons. 
Mode 1: cross-border supply, takes place when the consumer remains in 
his or her home territory while the service crosses national 
borders, the supplier being located in a different country. The 
delivery of the service can be effected, for example, by telephone, 
fax, Internet or other computer mediated links, television or the 
sending of documents, disks, tapes, etc. by mail or courier. It is 
similar to the traditional notion of trade in goods, where both the 
consumer and the supplier remain in their respective territory 
when the product is delivered. Indeed, freight transport services, 
which support trade in goods, are themselves examples of cross-
border supply of services. Correspondence courses and tele 
diagnosis are other examples. 
Mode 2: consumption abroad, occurs when a consumer moves outside his 
or her home territory and consumes services in another country. 
Such tourist activities as visits to museums and theatres are 
typical examples of consumption abroad. Medical treatment of 
non-resident persons and language courses taken abroad are 
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other examples of consumption abroad. Such activities such as 
ship repair abroad, where only the property of the consumer 
moves or is situated abroad, are also covered. 
Mode 3: commercial presence, recognizes that it is often necessary for 
services to establish a commercial presence abroad as a w/ay to 
ensure a close contact with the consumer in his or her home 
territory at the various stages of production and delivery, as well 
as after delivery. Commercial presence In a market abroad covers 
not only juridical persons in the strict legal sense, but also legal 
entities that share some of the same characteristics, such as 
representative offices and branches. Under GATS rules, "supply of 
a service" includes production, distribution, marketing, sale and 
delivery. Medical services provided by a foreign-owned hospital, 
courses in a foreign-owned school, and services supplied by a 
domestic branch or subsidiary of a foreign bank are examples of 
supplies through commercial presence. 
Mode 4: presence of natural persons, occurs when an individual has 
moved into the territory of the consumer to provide a service, 
whether on his or her own behalf or on behalf of his or her 
employer. Thus, it covers two distinct categories of natural 
persons: self employed and employees. 
Mode 4: also applies to two areas: trade in services in the BPM5 
sense (e.g., financial auditing services by an auditor sent by a foreign firm or 
provision of entertainment services by a self-employed professional foreign 
entertainer who is temporarily on tour in the host economy), and 
employment, meaning labour input in the production process. Presence of 
natural persons covers only non-permanent employment in the country of 
the consumer.23 However, GATS provides no definition of "non-permanent" 
employment. In countries' commitments, the temporary status generally 
covers two to five years, and it may be different for different categories of 
natural persons. 
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Short-term employment of foreign doctors or teachers is covered 
under mode 4. Intra-corporate staff transfers and, more generally, short-term 
employment of foreign staff in foreign affiliates are particularly relevant in the 
GATS context because many countries have referred to this subcategory of 
natural persons in their schedules of commitments. Other examples are 
short term employment of construction workers or paid domestic helpers. 
(b) Services Sectoral Classification list - GNS/W/120 
In 1991, the GATT secretariat produced a note setting out a 
classification of service sectors, known as the GNS/W/120 Services Sectoral 
Classification list, resulting from consultations with member countries. The 
list identified relevant sectors and sub-sectors with regard to national 
services regulations so that specific commitments on these regulations could 
be made and negotiated. GNS/W/120 should thus be considered as a 
negotiating list rather than as a statistical classification. The GATS annex on 
movement of natural persons states: 
"The Agreement shall not apply to measures affecting natural persons 
seeking access to the employment market of a Member, nor shall it apply to 
measures regarding citizenship, residence or employment on a permanent 
basis," (see WTO). 
The 12 major categories in the GATT GNS/W/120 list are: 
1. Business services. 
2. Communication services. 
3. Construction and related engineering services. 
4. Distribution sen/ices. 
5. Educational services. 
6. Environmental services. 
7. Financial services. 
8. Health-related and social services. 
9. Tourism and travel-related services. 
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10. Recreational, cultural, and sporting sen/ices. 
11. Transport services. 
12. Other services not included elsewhere. 
The List may evolve over time, and the services trade negotiators 
may use other classifications in future negotiations, as has been the case for 
basic telecommunications, financial services and maritime transport. 
Statistical systems and classifications related to trade in services 
(a) System of National Accounts, 1993 
The System of National Accounts 1993 is an integrated system of 
accounts related to the economic activities and sectors of the economy of a 
country. To capture the transactions between that economy and all others, 
the 1993 SNA provides an account called the "rest of the world", which it 
also refers to as the "external transactions account". Within this account is 
an "external account of goods and services", in which trade in goods and 
trade in services are separately recorded. 
The 1993 SNA identifies "foreign-controlled corporations" as sub-
sectors of the two institutional sectors - financial corporations and non-
financial corporations. Foreign-controlled enterprises are defined more 
broadly in the 1993 SNA than are the majority owned foreign affiliates 
covered by FATS statistics. The difference is that the 1993 SNA suggests 
that countries may wish to treat some "associated enterprises", which are 
enterprises in which the non-resident ownership is between 10 per cent and 
50 per cent, as foreign-controlled. The foreign affiliates for which the core 
FATS statistics are to be compiled exclude associated enterprises and so 
are a subset of foreign-controlled enterprises as defined in the 1993 SNA. 
(b) Fifth edition of the IMF Balance of Payments Manual 
BPM5 describes the conceptual framework that underlies balance of 
payments statistics. The balance of payments statement systematically 
summarizes, for a specific time period, transactions that take place between 
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an economy and the rest of the world. Transactions, for the most part 
between residents and non-residents, consist of those involving goods, 
services and income; those involving financial claims on, and liabilities to, 
the rest of the world; and those (such as gifts) that are classified as 
transfers. A transaction itself is defined as an economic flow that reflects the 
creation, transformation, exchange, transfer or extinction of economic value 
and involves changes in ownership of goods and/or financial assets, the 
provision of services or the provision of labour or capital. 
The international transactions in trade in services that take place 
between residents and non-residents of an economy that are described in 
the WTO Manual are based on the BPM5 classification and definition of 
services. 
The 1993 SNA and BPM5 have a common conceptual framework. 
The definitions of residence and time of recording and the principles of 
accrual accounting recommended in the present WTO Manual are the same 
as those in both BPM5 and the 1993 SNA. 
(c) Central Product Classification, Version 1.0 
The Central Product Classification, Version 1.0 is a part of the 
international system of interrelated classifications of economic activities and 
products (i.e., goods and services). It is the standard for all products that are 
an output of an economic activity, including transportable and non-
transportable goods and services. For the description of goods, CPC, 
Version 1.0 is fully harmonized with the Harmonized Commodity Description 
and Coding System24 (HS) of the World Customs Organization. For 
services, CPC, Version 1.0 is the first international classification covering the 
whole spectrum of outputs of the various industries, and it can serve the 
different analytical needs of statistical and other users. For example, the 
Provisional CPC was used for the elaboration of the categories of services 
that were used during the negotiations leading to GATS that were conducted 
during the Uruguay Round, and was also used to describe the balance of 
payments seivices components recommended in BPM5. The general 
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service product classification of CPC, Version 1.0 will serve as a guideline 
for the elaboration of such classifications for specific areas of the economy, 
including international trade in services. 
(d) International Standard Industrial Classification of All Economic Activities, 
Revision 3 
The International Standard Industrial Classification of All Economic 
Activities, Revision 3 Is a basic tool for fostering international comparability 
of data across a wide range of economic and social statistics, including 
production, value added, employment and other economic statistics. It is a 
standard classification of productive economic activities linked as far as 
possible with the way economic processes are organized in units. An 
industry is thus defined as the set of production units engaged primarily in 
the same or similar kinds of productive economic activity. Criteria relating to 
the economic transactors (e.g., financial institutions) and to types of 
transactions (intermediate and final consumption, capital formation etc.) 
reinforce the considerations for identifying stages of production. In line with 
the United Nations programme for the harmonization of international 
economic classifications, ISIC, Rev.3 categories are correlated with those of 
CPC, Version 1.0. 
(a) Main BPM5 standard sen/ices components 
BPM5 statistics are arranged within a coherent structure to facilitate 
their use and adaptation for many purposes, including policy formulation, 
analytical studies, projections, bilateral comparisons of particular 
components or total transactions, and regional and global aggregations. The 
11 main BPM5 standard services components are: 
1. Transportation. 
2. Travel. 
3. Communications services. 
4. Construction services. 
5. Insurance services. 
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6. Financial services. 
7. Computer and information services. 
8. Royalties and license fees. 
9. Other business services. 
10. Personal, cultural, and recreational services. 
11. Government services, not included elsewhere (n.i.e.). 
These 11 services components together match the GATS product coverage 
relatively well, with several exceptions. First, for the most part, the 
component government services, not included elsewhere (n.i.e.) is excluded 
from GATS.34 Second, some transactions considered as services under 
GATS are recorded under goods in BPM5; this concerns the value of repairs 
of most goods that are sent abroad for repair, as well as most processing 
services. Third, some BPM5 components, especially travel, include 
transactions in goods. Fourth, BPM5 includes payments for royalties and 
license fees. Except for franchise payments, this component is excluded 
from GATS coverage. 
(b) Labour-related flows of funds 
When individuals work for less than one year in an economy where 
they are not resident, BPM5 records their earnings as compensation of 
employees, within the income component, while their expenditure in the host 
economy is placed in the travel component. Compensation of employees 
comprises wages, salaries and other compensation received by individuals 
for work performed for residents (natural or juridical persons) of economies 
where they are not resident. 
In addition to staff working abroad for less than one year, 
compensation of employees covers potentially longer-term employees, such 
as border workers and local (host country) employees of embassies, 
consulates and international organizations. 
Individuals who stay abroad for one year or more, or who intend to do 
so, are regarded in BPM5 as residents of the foreign economy, and so their 
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earnings and expenditures are not recorded in the balance of payments 
because the flows are domestic transactions within that foreign economy. 
Such individuals are called migrants in BPM5. Workers' remittances are 
current transfers by migrant workers who are employed in a foreign 
economy and considered to be residents there. These remittances are 
classified as current transfers in BPM5. 
(c) Foreign direct investment 
Foreign direct investment is usually a precondition for the 
establishment of a commercial presence. 
FDI reflects the objective of obtaining a lasting interest by a resident 
entity in one economy (a direct investor) in a business in another economy 
(a direct investment enterprise). The lasting interest implies the existence of 
a long-term relationship between the direct investor and the direct 
investment enterprise, as well as a significant degree of influence on the 
management of the enterprise. Direct investment includes the initial 
transaction between the two entities and all subsequent financial 
transactions between them and among affiliated enterprises, both 
incorporated and unincorporated. In inward and outward direct investment 
statistics, where feasible, the direct investment enterprise should be 
classified by its industrial activity in the host country and by the industrial 
activity of its direct investor. 
A foreign direct investor is an individual, an incorporated or 
unincorporated public or private enterprise, a government, a group of related 
individuals or a group of related incorporated and/or unincorporated 
enterprises that has invested in a direct investment enterprise. A direct 
investment enterprise is a subsidiary, associate or branch operating in a 
country other than the direct investor's country of residence. The conceptual 
basis for compiling foreign direct investment statistics has been defined in 
BPM5 and in the OECD Benchmark Definition, involving such concepts as 
direct investor, lasting interest, significant influence on management and at 
least 10 per cent equity interest or equivalent voting power. 
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GATS - An Overview 
The agreement on trade in services reached in the Uruguay f^ound is 
perhaps the most important single development in the multilateral trading 
sys tem since the GATT itself came Into effect in 1948. The new General 
Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) for the first time extends 
internationally-agreed rules and commitments, broadly comparable with 
those of the GATT, into a huge and still rapidly growing area of international 
trade. Although reliable statistics on services are few, conventionally 
measured trade in services is generally agreed to be equivalent in value to 
about one-quarter of international trade in goods. A further unmeasured, but 
undoubtedly very large, proportion of international trade in services does not 
cross national frontiers, because the service supplier (such as a branch of a 
foreign bank) or the service consumer (such as a foreign tourist) does so 
instead. The reach of the GATS rules extends to all forms of international 
trade in services. This means that the GATS agreement represents a major 
new factor for a large sector of world economic activity. It also means, 
because such a large share of trade in services takes place inside national 
economies, that its requirements will from the beginning necessarily 
influence national domestic laws and regulations in a way that has been true 
of the GATT only in recent years. 
In looking at the GATS agreement, as well as at the significance of 
the specific services commitments undertaken by WTO members, it must be 
borne in mind that the Uruguay Round services package is only a beginning. 
The GATS rules are not quite complete, and are largely untested. The 
process of filling the gaps will require several more years of negotiations, 
and experience will no doubt show a need to improve some of the existing 
rules. Each government's schedule of liberalization commitments for trade in 
services is also only a first step, comparable not with its GATT schedule of 
1994, but rather with the initial limited tariff-cutting undertaken when the 
GATT was launched. Among the most important elements in the GATS 
package is the promise that successive further rounds of negotiations will be 
undertaken to continue opening up world trade in services. 
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In broad outline, and to some extent also in substance, the Uruguay 
Round services package resembles the package for goods. There is a 
central set of rules, the GATS, which to a great extent was directly modelled 
on the GATT and relies on many of the same principles. There are 
supplementary agreements - some in the form of annexes to the GATS, 
others embodied in Ministerial decisions -- which deal with specific sectoral 
and other issues. And there are national schedules, one for each WTO 
member, which set out commitments not to impose greater restrictions than 
are specified on the supply of services by other members. However, some of 
the similarities are misleading. The principle of "national treatment", for 
Instance, Is fundamental to the GATS, as It Is to the GATT, but Is applied 
very differently. Whereas obligations under the GATT can to a great extent 
be understood by reference only to the general rules set out its Articles, the 
GATS obligations of each member depend significantly on what it has 
specifically undertaken, in its own schedule, to do. The fact that the GATS 
rules are still necessarily untested, and that the services schedules are 
much more complex than those for goods, adds to the difficulty of assessing 
exactly what rights and obligations WTO members have assumed under the 
services package. 
GATS: The Basic Agreement 
The 29 Articles (32, if three b/s Articles are counted separately) of the 
GATS agreement amount together to barely half the length of the GATT's 38 
Articles. The agreement as a whole has six parts. An opening section sets 
out the scope and definition of the agreement. Part II, the longest, deals with 
general obligations and disciplines: that is, with rules that apply, for the most 
part, to all services and all members. Part III sets out rules governing the 
specific commitments in schedules. Part IV concerns future negotiations and 
the schedules themselves. Parts V and VI cover institutional and final 
provisions. 
A preamble to the agreement essentially states three considerations 
that shaped to its negotiation. First, the establishment of a multilateral 
framework of principles and rules, aimed at progressively opening up trade 
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in services, should help this trade to expand and to contribute to economic 
development worldwide. Second, WTO members, and particularly 
developing countries, will still need to regulate the supply of services to meet 
national policy objectives. And third, developing countries should be helped 
to take a fuller part in world trade in services, particularly through 
strengthening the capacity, efficiency and competitiveness of their own 
domestic services. 
Part 1 (Article I) defines the scope and coverage of the GATS. The 
agreement applies to measures by WTO members which affect trade in 
sen/ices. As in the case of the GATT (where the relevant and similar rule is 
Article XXIV:12), the reach of this definition goes beyond central 
governments to include measures taken by regional and local governments, 
and includes those of non-governmental bodies exercising powers delegated 
to them by governments. Also as under the GATT, member governments 
are required to do their best to ensure that these sub-national governments 
observe GATS obligations and commitments. All services are covered, 
except those "supplied in the exercise of governmental authority", these 
being defined as services (such as central banking and social security) 
which are neither supplied on a commercial basis nor in competition with 
other service suppliers. 
Article I sets out a comprehensive definition of trade in services in 
terms of four different modes of supply: cross-border, consumption abroad, 
commercial presence in the consuming country, and presence of natural 
persons.. It helps in understanding the special problems and regulatory 
issues that arise in international trade in services, and that have shaped the 
principles and rules embodied in the GATS, as well as the specific 
commitments that WTO members have undertaken in their schedules. (It is 
also the key to much of the jargon habitually used by negotiators and others 
at home with the GATS.) Cross-border supply of sen/ices, or "Mode 1" in 
the jargon, corresponds with the normal form of trade in goods. It is in many 
ways the most straightforward form of trade in services, because it 
resembles the familiar subject-matter of the GATT, not least in maintaining a 
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clear geographical separation between seller and buyer: only the service 
itself crosses national frontiers. 
"Mode 2" is consumption abroad, or in the words of Article I the 
supply of a service "in the territory of one Member to the service consumer 
of another Member". Typically, this will involve the consumer travelling to the 
supplying country, perhaps for tourism or to attend an educational 
establishment. Another example of consumption abroad would be the repair 
of a ship or aircraft outside its home country. Like cross-border supply, this 
is a straightforward form of trade which raises few problems, since it does 
not require the service supplier to be admitted to the consuming country. 
"Mode 3" is the supply of a service through the commercial presence 
of the foreign supplier in the territory of another WTO member. Examples 
would be the establishment of branch offices or agencies to deliver such 
services as banking, legal advice or communications. This is probably the 
most important mode of supply of services, at least in terms of future 
development, and also raises the most difficult issues for host governments 
and for GATS negotiations. A large proportion of service transactions require 
that the provider and the consumer be in the same place. But rules 
governing commercial presence are very different from the tariffs and other 
border measures that principally affect trade in goods. GATT has only 
gradually become involved in some sensitive domestic policy issues such as 
subsidies and technical standards. Right from the beginning, however, the 
GATS has been forced to grapple with internal policy issues such as rights 
of establishment that are inherent in the commercial presence of foreign 
interests. In doing so, and establishing multilateral rules that guarantee the 
opportunities for firms and individuals to establish themselves in a foreign 
market, the GATS has broken new ground. 
Mode 3 does not necessarily require the presence of foreigners (the 
foreign supplier's office may be staffed entirely by local personnel). However, 
the supplier may well feel a need to employ some foreign managers or 
specialists. When this is the case. Mode 3 will be found together with 
"Mode 4": the presence of natural persons, or in less opaque language, the 
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admission of foreign nationals to another country to provide services there. 
Mode 4 may also be found alone, with no permanent commercial presence, 
and the visiting persons involved may be employees of a foreign service 
supplier, or may be providing services as independent individuals. An Annex 
to the GATS makes it clear, however, that the agreement has nothing to do 
with individuals looking for employment in another country, or with 
citizenship, residence or employment requirements. Even if members 
undertake Mode 4 commitments to allow natural persons to provide services 
in their territories, they may still regulate the entry and stay of the persons 
concerned, for instance by requiring visas, as long as they do not prevent 
the commitments from being fulfilled. 
Some of these services can be supplied in several of the four ways, 
while many others by their nature cannot. For instance, the services of a 
professional adviser may possibly be supplied through a visit to him by his 
foreign client, by mail, through an office maintained in the client's country, or 
by a personal visit to that country. On the other hand, a tourist can only 
enjoy a foreign country's beaches by going there, and street-cleaning 
services obviously must be provided on the spot. Unlike market access for a 
shipment of goods going from one country to another, which is principally a 
matter of customs duties and other formalities at the border, the ability to 
provide a service to another country depends crucially on government 
regulations that may be quite different for one of the four modes of supply 
than for another. 
Part II sets out "general obligations and disciplines". These are basic 
rules that apply to all members and, for the most part, to all services. (It is 
simply not true, as is sometimes suggested, that because a member has left 
out of its schedule any access commitments for a service sector it has no 
obligations affecting that sector.) Many of the key provisions of the GATT 
have a close equivalent in this part of the GATS. 
GATS Article II, on most-favoured-nation treatment, thus directly 
parallels the centrally important Article I of the GATT. Its first paragraph 
states that "with respect to any measure covered by this Agreement," 
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(coverage which of course has just been defined very widely in Article I) 
"each Member shall accord immediately and unconditionally to services and 
service suppliers of any other Member treatment no less favourable than it 
accords to like services and service suppliers of any other country". This 
classical statement of the MFN principle is, however, qualified. A member is 
permitted to maintain a measure inconsistent with the general MFN 
requirement if it has established an exception for this inconsistency. During 
the Uruguay Round, it became clear that unqualified liberalization in some 
service sectors could not be achieved, and that liberalization subject to some 
temporary MFN exceptions would be preferable to no liberalization at all. 
The result was that more than 70 WTO members made their scheduled 
services commitments subject to a further list of exemptions from Arlticle II. 
These exemption lists are governed by conditions set out in a 
separate annex to the GATS. The annex makes it clear that no new 
exemptions can be granted, at least by this route: any future requests to give 
non-MFN treatment can only be met through the WTO waiver procedures 
described in Part I of this study. Some listed exemptions are subject to a 
stated time limit. For those that are not, the annex provides that in principle 
they should not last longer than ten years (that is, not beyond 2004), and 
that in any case they are subject to negotiation in future trade-liberalizing 
rounds. Meanwhile, all remaining exemptions will be reviewed in the Council 
for Trade in Services before the end of 1999 to see whether they are still 
needed. 
Apart from services specified in individual MFN exemption lists, the 
only permitted departure from most-favoured-nation treatment under the 
GATS is among countries that are members of regional trading 
arrangements. The GATS rules on "Economic Integration", in Article V, are 
modelled on those in Article XXIV of the GATT, although the absence of a 
services equivalent to import duties means that there is no distinction 
comparable to that between customs unions and free trade areas. Article V 
permits any WTO member to enter into an agreement to further liberalize 
trade in services only with the other countries that are parties to the 
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agreement, provided the agreement has "substantial sectoral coverage", 
eliminates measures that discriminate against service suppliers of other 
countries in the group, and prohibits new or more discriminatory measures. 
Recognizing that action to open up services markets may well form part of a 
wider process of economic integration, the article allows the liberalization 
achieved to be judged in this light. (Thus members of a free trade area or 
customs unions recognized under GATT could probably expect 
understanding if efforts to extend their relationship into trade in services 
were initially incomplete.) The drafting of these rules improves on their 
GATT equivalents in some respects: for instance, "substantial sectoral 
coverage" is much more carefully defined, since it disqualifies agreements 
that exclude any of the four modes of supply. Some other provisions are 
carried over from Article XXIV with little change. An approved agreement 
must be designed to help trade among its members, and must not result, for 
non-members, in an overall increase in the barriers they face in trading with 
the group in the service sectors or sub-sectors covered. If the establishment 
of the agreement, or its subsequent enlargement, leads to the withdrawal of 
commitments made to non-members, there must be negotiations to provide 
appropriate compensation. No compensation, on the other hand, is due from 
non-members for any trade benefits they may gain from the agreement. 
A second basic principle carried over from the GATT is that of 
transparency. Traders will be badly handicapped in doing business in a 
foreign country unless they know what laws and regulations they face. This 
problem is particularly serious for trade in services, because so many of the 
relevant government rules are domestic regulations. The GATS requires 
each member to publish promptly "all relevant measures of general 
application" (that is, measures other than those which involve only individual 
service suppliers) that affect operation of the agreement. Members must 
also notify the Council for Trade in Services of new or changed laws, 
regulations or administrative guidelines that affect trade in services covered 
by their specific commitments under the agreement. By the end of 1996, 
each member should have established an enquiry point, to respond to 
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requests from other members for information on these matters. This 
requirement is carried further as far as enquiries from developing countries 
are concerned. In this case, developed countries (and other members, if 
possible) are to establish contact points to which the service suppliers --not 
just the governments- of developing countries can turn for information about 
commercial and technical aspects of the supply of services, professional 
qualifications required, and the technology available. 
Other rules in Part II are intended to ensure that benefits under the 
GATS are not blocked by domestic regulations. Generally-applied measures 
that affect trade in service sectors for \Nh\ch a country has made 
commitments must be applied reasonably, objectively and impartially. 
Applications to supply services under such commitments must receive a 
decision within a reasonable period of time. There must also be tribunals or 
other procedures to which service suppliers can apply for a review of 
administrative decisions affecting their trade. The Council for Trade in 
Services is called on to develop rules to prevent requirements on 
qualifications for service suppliers, technical standards or licensing from 
being unnecessary barriers to trade. (A separate Ministerial Decision has 
launched this programme by establishing a GATS working party to prepare 
rules for the requirements that governments impose on professional service 
suppliers. The first disciplines to be drawn up applied to technical standards, 
qualification and licensing requirements for accountancy services.) Until 
such multilateral rules are ready in other areas, governments are to follow 
the same principles in applying their requirements and standards, so that 
these do not nullify or impair specific commitments they have made. The 
GATS also urges members to recognize the educational or other 
qualifications of service suppliers of other countries. It allows governments to 
negotiate agreements among themselves for mutual recognition of such 
qualifications, provided other countries with comparable standards are given 
a chance to join. Qualification requirements are not to be applied in a way 
that discriminates between countries or constitutes a disguised restriction on 
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trade in services, and should be based wherever appropriate on 
internationally agreed standards. 
Several more Articles in Part II of the GATS have clear GATT parallels. 
Article VIII is particularly close to GATT's Article XVII on state trading. 
A monopoly supplier of a service must not be allowed to act inconsistently 
with a member's MFN obligations or its specific commitments, nor to abuse 
its monopoly position. If a country that has made specific commitments to 
allow supply of a service later grants monopoly rights for that supply, and 
thus negates or impairs the commitments, it will have to negotiate 
compensation. 
Article Xll, on restrictions to safeguard the balance of payments, sets 
out provisions similar to those in GATT Articles Xll and XVIII:B. It permits 
members in serious balance-of-payments difficulties (or threatened by such 
difficulties) to restrict trade in services for which it has undertaken 
commitments. Developing countries, or countries in transition, may use 
such restrictions to maintain a level of reserves adequate for their 
development or transition programmes. However, such restrictions must not 
discriminate among members, cause unnecessary damage to the interests 
of other members or be more restrictive than necessary in the 
circumstances, and must be temporary and phased out as the situation 
improves. Priority may be given to essential services, but the restrictions 
must not be adopted or maintained to protect a particular sector. Periodic 
consultations which members maintaining Article Xll restrictions must 
undertake in the WTO are governed by rules effectively the same as those 
for goods, and will take place in the single WTO Balance-of-Payments 
Committee which examines all restrictions introduced for this purpose. 
Except as permitted by Article Xll, a member may not restrict international 
transfers and payments for current transactions related to the specific 
services commitments it has undertaken. 
As under the GATT, governments' purchase of services for its own 
use is exempt from the basic GATS obligations. However, the same GATS 
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provision that makes the MFN, market access and national treatment rules 
inapplicable to such purchases also provides that negotiations on 
government procurement In services shall start before the end of 1996. 
These negotiations are expected to lead to commitments to open up some 
government purchases to foreign service suppliers. 
The GATS provisions on general and security exceptions are perhaps 
the closest of all to their GATT equivalents. This reflects the fact that the 
overriding considerations which are recognized as allowing a country to 
ignore specific international obligations will apply as strongly to one aspect 
of its trade as to another. The general exceptions are, as in the GATT, 
preceded by a head note that makes the right of a member to adopt or 
enforce measures for the purposes listed subject to the condition that they 
not be applied as a means of "arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination 
between countries where like conditions prevail, or as a disguised restriction 
on trade in services". 
Two of the provisions in Part II of the GATS represent unfinished 
business, and are a reminder that the services negotiations in the Uruguay 
Round were completed under extreme pressure of time. These are the 
Articles dealing with safeguards and with subsidies. On safeguards, Article X 
provides that multilateral negotiations on the question of emergency 
safeguard measures, based on the principle of non-discrimination, shall be 
completed by the beginning of 1998. (This deadline was extended later to 
15 December 2000.) Until then, a member may modify or withdraw a specific 
commitment, in spite of the normal rule that such commitments cannot be 
changed for three years, if it can show the Council for Trade In Services that 
the action is necessary. The negotiations will have to deal with some difficult 
issues, different from those which arise with the more straightforward 
emergency safeguard action against imports of goods. For instance, what 
form should safeguard action take if the services concerned are essentially 
being supplied by a branch of a foreign company established in the 
consuming country. Article XV provides that negotiations shall take place 
also on subsidies affecting services, and on the possible need for 
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countervailing duties. No date is set in the Article for these negotiations. The 
Article recognizes that subsidies can distort trade in services, but says that 
the negotiations should recognize the role of subsidies in developing 
countries. Echoing the original GATT provisions on subsidies that stood 
almost alone until requirements were tightened up in later negotiations, 
Article XV for the time being provides only that a member adversely affected 
by another member's subsidy may request consultations, and that the 
request "shall be accorded sympathetic consideration". The absence of 
further GATS provisions on subsidies does not mean that, under the general 
rules, WTO members are entirely free to use them to help only their own 
service suppliers. The obligation of national treatment would normally mean 
that certain foreign suppliers would also be entitled to receive any subsidies 
given to a competing domestic supplier. Many countries have in fact 
specifically excluded this possibility by stating in their schedules of services 
commitments that certain subsidies will not be available to foreign suppliers. 
One general obligation of the GATS has no GATT counterpart. This is 
Article IX, which pioneers in a multilateral trade agreement in recognizing 
that "certain business practices" of service suppliers may restrain 
competition and thereby restrict trade in services. Members agree to consult 
on such practices, when so requested by another member, and to exchange 
information with a view to eliminating them. 
Part ill sets out the rules which, together with the basic categorization 
of services according to the four modes of supply in Article I, have shaped 
each WTO member's individual commitments to admit foreign suppliers of 
services to its market. Its two main articles deal with market access and 
national treatment. Both set out requirements that apply only to scheduled 
sectors. 
Article XVI starts by stating that each member is to give no less 
favourable treatment to the services and service suppliers of other members 
than is provided in its schedule of commitments. This provision makes it 
clear that service commitments resemble those in a GATT schedule at least 
in one very important respect: they are bindings which set out the minimum, 
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or worst permissible, treatment of the foreign service or its supplier, and of 
course in no way prevent better treatment from being given in practice. 
Article XVII deals with national treatment, although it does not follow 
Article XVI in setting out a list of measures that would be incompatible with 
such treatment. It states that in the sectors covered by its schedule, and 
subject to any conditions and qualifications set out in the schedule, each 
member shall give treatment to foreign services and service suppliers 
treatment, in measures affecting supply of services, no less favourable than 
it gives to its own services and suppliers. The basic obligation is stated in 
terms very similar to those of the national treatment rule in GATT's Article III, 
but of course is limited in the case of the GATS to services sectors for which 
commitments have been given in the schedule of the country concerned. As 
in the case of market access, the requirement that any limitations on national 
treatment be specified in the schedule gives these limitations the same 
character as a GATT-bound tariff: the stated conditions or qualifications 
represent the worst treatment that may be given, and there is nothing to 
prevent better treatment being given in practice. 
At first sight, it may be difficult to understand why the right to national 
treatment is restricted under the GATS to services for which commitments 
have been undertaken, whereas under the GATT it applies to all goods. The 
reason lies in the nature of trade in services. Universal national treatment 
for goods is possible, without creating free trade, because the entry of 
foreign goods into a national market can still be controlled by import duties, 
quantitative restrictions and other border measures. By contrast, a foreign 
supplier of most services, particularly if those services are supplied by 
commercial or personal presence in the importing country's market, will in 
practice enjoy virtually free access to that market if given national treatment, 
since this by definition will remove any regulatory advantage enjoyed by the 
domestic service supplier. 
The remaining provision in Part III, Article XVIII, says that members 
may also negotiate additional commitments (not additional restrictions) with 
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respect to other measures affecting trade in services, such as those on 
required qualifications, standards and licensing. 
Part IV puts liberalization into practice. Two of its three articles are 
essentially technical. The third has a much broader sweep. 
One of the technical articles. Article XX, simply spells out the 
procedural implications of Part III which, as we have just seen, prescribes 
the rules for specific commitments on services. The article lists the elements 
to be covered in each member's schedule and, in the same way as Article II 
of the GATT, provides that the schedules form "an integral part" of the GATS 
agreement itself. This wording underlines that the detailed commitments in 
each schedule are international obligations on the same level as the GATS 
(and indeed of the WTO package as a whole). 
The other technical article provides rules for modifying or withdrawing 
commitments in schedules. The GATT has similar rules. Circumstances 
may well arise in which a government may wish to take back something it 
has given in past negotiations. It can do so, but only at a price, and after 
due notice. As far as notice is concerned, no commitment can be modified 
or withdrawn until at least three years after it entered into force. At least 
three months' notice must be given of the proposed change. The price to be 
paid will be a readjustment of the balance of advantage in commitments with 
any WTO member affected by the change. This will normally be settled by 
negotiation, to be undertaken at the request of the affected member as soon 
as notice has been given of the proposed change. If all goes well, 
agreement will be reached on new commitments to offset those being 
withdrawn, so that the general level of commitments between the countries 
concerned is no less favourable to trade than before. These compensatory 
adjustments are to be applied on an MFN basis. All of the foregoing is much 
the same as under GATT. However, the GATS has added two new 
elements. In the event that the negotiations do not lead to agreement, a 
country which believes it has a right to compensation may take the matter to 
arbitration. If the arbitrator finds that compensation is due, the proposed 
changes in commitments may not be put into effect until the compensatory 
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adjustments are made. Should this requirement be ignored, and the changes 
be made without compliance with the arbitrator's findings, the affected 
country will have the right to retaliate by withdrawing commitments 
"substantially equivalent" to those findings - and in this case the withdrawal 
will apply only to the country making the change. 
The most important element in Part IV of the GATS, hov\/ever, is 
clearly Article XIX. This provides that, starting not later than January 2000, 
WTO members shall enter into "successive rounds of negotiations with a 
view to achieving a progressively higher level of liberalization" of trade in 
services. The article has no counterpart in GATT or in the other Uruguay 
Round agreements except, to a more limited extent, the Agreement on 
Agriculture. In committing governments to repeated efforts to enlarge 
opportunities for international trade in services, it goes far beyond the 
agreements to negotiate on specific questions left unsettled by the Uruguay 
Round, such as the rules on safeguards or subsidies for services, or the 
commitments on financial services or basic telecommunications. Although in 
practice the signatories of GATT engaged in similar rounds of negotiations to 
liberalize world trade in goods, they were under no compulsion to do so. 
Article XIX is a guarantee that the present GATS package is only the first 
fruit of a continuing enterprise, to be undertaken jointly by all WTO 
members, to raise the level of their sen/ices commitments towards one 
another. Moreover, the article gives explicit assurance that, in setting the 
guidelines for future negotiations, the Council for Trade in Services will 
decide how to handle two issues of great concern to developing countries. 
One, an issue essentially unsettled in the Uruguay Round, where it came up 
in the context of trade in goods as well as in services, is the question of how 
countries should be given negotiating credit for efforts they may have 
undertaken to open up their markets to foreign service suppliers since the 
previous round of multilateral negotiations. The other concerns the special 
treatment to be given to least-developed countries. 
Parts V and VI contain little that is different from the institutional and 
final provisions of other agreements in the Uruguay Round package. 
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Dispute settlement will take place under the central WTO rules and 
mechanisms. One special provision excludes resort to these provisions for 
disputes over matters covered by double taxation agreements between the 
countries concerned. A separate Ministerial decision provides for specialized 
experts to be available to serve as panellists for disputes on services 
questions, and a provision of the agreement's Annex on Financial Services 
calls for panels on prudential issues and other financial matters to have 
relevant expertise. The other institutional provisions essentially repeat 
provisions (such as the establishment of the Council for Trade In Services) 
that are In the articles of the World Trade Organization. In Part VI, Article 
XXVII allows a member to deny benefits under the agreement to services 
originating in the territory of a non-member, and Article XXVIII defines some 
key terms used in the GATS. The definitions, which could have an important 
bearing on whether GATS rules were applicable in a particular case, include 
"supply of a service" ("production, distribution, marketing, sale and delivery 
of a service") and "juridical person" (the definition would not count a legal 
entity as being owned by nationals of a particular member unless they held 
50 per cent of its equity or controlled by nationals of a Member unless they 
had the power to name a majority of its directors or otherwise to legally 
direct its actions). 
GATS Annexes and Ministerial Decisions 
No less than eight annexes attached to the GATS, eight Ministerial 
decisions adopted in Marrakesh on the same day that the GATS was signed, 
and an Understanding attached separately to the Uruguay Round Final Act, 
bear on the GATS rules and on negotiations on services. Some, and 
particularly those five annexes whose provisions will continue to apply in the 
longer term, are integral and important parts of the package of agreements 
on trade in services reached in the Round. 
Two of the most important and permanent annexes, those on Article II 
exemptions and on the movement of natural persons, have already been 
discussed in conjunction with the provisions of GATS Articles II and I 
respectively. The others concern four specific sectors of trade in services; 
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air transport, financial services, telecommunications and maritime transport 
services. 
The annex on air transport in some v^ays resembles that on the 
movement of natural persons: it is largely concerned with making clear that 
major aspects of the subject fall outside the coverage of the GATS. 
International air transport services are for the most part governed by 
arrangements negotiated under the Chicago Convention. The annex 
specifically excludes this complex network of bilateral agreements on air 
traffic rights from the new services rules. In consequence, the GATS, as far 
as the air transport sector is concerned applies at present only to aircraft 
repair and maintenance services, the selling and marketing of air transport 
services (a function defined as not Including the pricing or conditions of 
transport services), and computer reservation systems. The WTO dispute 
settlement procedures can be invoked only in respect of obligations 
specifically assumed by members, and even then only after any bilateral or 
other procedures have been exhausted. A provision for periodic reviews of 
developments in the air transport sector, to be undertaken at least once in 
every five years, leaves the door open for a possible future extension of 
GATS commitments in the sector. 
In negotiating the GATS, it was generally recognized that the very 
important sector of financial services would need some special treatment. 
Governments everywhere feel the need to regulate banks, insurance 
companies and other providers of finance or financial information closely. 
One reason is that a country's economic growth and development are linked 
to the stability of its financial institutions. The other is that users of financial 
services need protection against providers of these services who lack 
sufficient financial backing or are badly managed or dishonest. The main 
GATS Annex on Financial Sen/ices is designed to meet these needs. One 
of its principal provisions has already been mentioned, in the discussion of 
GATS Article I. This is its exclusion from the coverage of the GATS, as 
"services supplied in the exercise of governmental authority", the activities of 
central banks or other authorities carrying out monetary or exchange rate 
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policies. The exclusion of foreign service suppliers also extends to activities 
which form part of statutory social security or public retirement plans, or 
other activities that are carried out by a public entity for the account or using 
the financial resources of the government, provided domestic non-
governmental financial suppliers are also not allowed to take part in these 
activities. The central provision of the Annex is what is generally known as 
the "prudential carve-out", a further exception from the GATS rules designed 
to ensure that governments can protect the financial system and its users. 
"Notwithstanding any other provisions" of the GATS, WTO members are free 
to take prudential measures to protect investors, depositors, policy holders 
or persons to whom a fiduciary duty is owed by a financial service supplier, 
or to ensure the integrity and stability of the financial system. This exception 
can perhaps be regarded as similar to the general exceptions in both the 
GATS and the GATT and, like them, is subject to the condition that it is not 
to be used as an escape route from obligations under the agreement. The 
Annex allows a member to recognize the prudential measures of another 
member (by implication thereby giving preferred treatment to financial 
service suppliers of that member), but must give other members the chance 
to demonstrate that their prudential measures may be equally effective. The 
remainder of the Annex, apart from a provision requiring panel members in 
disputes on financial services to have relevant expertise, is concerned with 
definitions. It identifies sixteen forms of financial services covered by its 
special rules, describing them in considerable detail, and distinguishing 
between insurance and insurance-related services on the one hand and all 
banking and other financial services on the other. 
While this Annex is of continuing significance, the brief Second Annex 
on Financial Services is not. This was approved, along with a separate and 
more detailed Ministerial Decision, to permit negotiations on financial 
services to continue for some months after the end of the Uruguay Round, 
when most other services commitments became final. Because 
governments believed that broader commitments could be achieved if 
negotiations lasted a little longer, up to the end of June 1995, they agreed 
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that, until then, members could maintain some measures that were 
inconsistent with the MFN requirement of Article 11, without formally listing 
these measures as MFN exemptions, and would be free to change 
scheduled commitments on financial services. 
One further text dealing with financial services should be mentioned 
at this point. The Uruguay Round package included a separate 
Understanding which sets out the basis on which a number of developed 
countries agreed to draw up their scheduled commitments on financial 
services. These countries followed an approach which went beyond the 
liberalization requirements of Part III of the GATS (Articles XVI, XVII and 
XVIll) in a number of respects. They adopted a "standstill" principle, whereby 
their commitments were at least as liberal as the measures they actually 
applied. They also agreed to open up government procurement of financial 
services, to tr/ to reduce the scope of monopoly rights affecting the sector, 
and to permit cross-border trade, without the need for a commercial 
presence, in several forms of insurance and related services, as well as in 
financial information and auxiliary services. Other financial service 
commitments under this approach concerned commercial presence, the 
provision of new services by established suppliers, transfers of Information, 
temporary entry of personnel, non-discrimination and national treatment. 
The remaining permanent annex to the GATS concerns 
telecommunications, another service sector which In Itself Is exceptionally 
large and dynamic and, at the same time, vital to the delivery of many other 
services. This annex Is Independent of specific commitments that Individual 
WTO members may have made to open up their markets for 
telecommunications services. Essentially, it focuses on one issue, important 
to the supplier of almost any service: the right to make use of public 
telecommunications networks and services. The annex establishes this 
right. Each member Is required to ensure that all service suppliers seeking 
to take advantage of any commitments included In Its GATS schedule are 
allowed access to, and use of, public basic telecommunications "on 
reasonable and non-discriminatory terms". "Non-discriminatory" Is defined 
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to mean not only that the foreign service supplier will receive MFN and 
national treatment but will also be able to use the telecommunications 
network or service on terms and conditions as good as those enjoyed by any 
other user in like circumstances. Rights under the annex apply to all 
available public services such as telephone, telegraph, telex and data 
transmission, but not to the transmission of radio or television programming. 
The annex spells out in some detail the implications of the basic right of 
access and use. These include rights to buy or lease equipment needed to 
connect to the public telecommunications network, to connect private circuits 
with the public system or with other circuits, and to use the public network to 
transmit information, including information from computerized data bases, 
both within the country concerned and to or from any other WTO member. 
The annex allows developing countries to place some limitations on access 
and use if this is necessary in order to strengthen their telecommunications 
capacity, but any such limitations have to be specified in their GATS 
schedules. Other provisions call for technical cooperation with developing 
countries, for support for international standards for the compatibility of 
telecommunication networks, and for publication of information about 
conditions for access to, and use of public networks and services. 
This is a convenient point to refer to two other Uruguay Round texts 
which concern telecommunications, although in this case their significance is 
temporary, and is confined to the telecommunications sector alone. In the 
Uruguay Round, many countries made commitments to permit the supply of 
what are defined as "value-added" telecommunications services - that is, 
services which make use of telecommunications networks, for instance 
electronic mail services and on-line data retrieval_services. In general, 
however, they did not make commitments on the supply of "basic 
telecommunications", the networks and other services that allow telephone 
messages and other traffic to be transmitted. Negotiations to liberalize basic 
telecommunications were taken up after the Round, with the aim of 
completion in April 1996. An Annex on Negotiations on Basic 
Telecommunications played a similar role for these negotiations as the 
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Second Annex on Financial Services did for the 1994-95 negotiations on that 
subject: it postponed the need to specify exceptions to MFN treatment for 
basic telecommunications until the negotiations were over. A related 
Ministerial decision set out detailed arrangements for the negotiations. 
The remaining annex to the GATS is another which allowed 
negotiations to continue after the end of the Uruguay Round to liberalize the 
supply of services in a particular sector, in this case maritime transport. The 
brief Annex on Negotiations on Maritime Transport closely resembles that on 
negotiations on basic telecommunications. There is also a similar Ministerial 
Decision which specified arrangements for the maritime transport services 
negotiations, to be concluded by June 1996. 
Two further Ministerial Decisions related to services remain to be 
mentioned. One concerns negotiations on the movement of natural persons. 
Because developing countries were dissatisfied with the commitments made 
for this mode of delivery of services, in which they felt they had particular 
competitive strengths, it was agreed to resume negotiations after the end of 
the Uruguay Round with the aim of achieving higher commitments. The 
decision provided for these negotiations by stating their objectives, 
establishing a negotiating group, and setting a deadline of 30 June 1995 for 
their completion. The other decision ensured that the Committee on Trade 
and the Environment set up in Marrakesh to carry out a work programme on 
the relationship between trade measures and environmental measures 
would deal with trade in services and not only with trade in goods. 
The services obligations of each WTO member cannot be understood 
by reference only to the general rules of the GATS. A member's obligations -
- even in such fundamental respects as treating a foreign service supplier on 
the same basis as a national supplier - depend largely on the specific 
commitments it has undertaken in its national schedule. The services 
schedules are complex, and very different from GATT schedules, which 
consist of little more than long lists of numbers identifying different products 
and specifying a maximum import duty chargeable on each. 
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The GATS schedules largely follow a classification, based on the 
United Nations Central Product Classification (CPC) system, which identifies 
11 basic service sectors (plus a twelfth category for miscellaneous services). 
These sectors are subdivided into some 160 sub-sectors or separate service 
activities. (The number of activities actually covered by GATS commitments 
is a little smaller.) The 12 sectors are: 
• business (including professional and computer) services 
• communication services 
• construction and related engineering services 
• distribution services 
• educational services 
• environmental services 
• financial (insurance and banking) services 
• health-related and social services 
• tourism and travel-related services 
• recreational, cultural and sporting services 
• transport services and 
• other services not included elsewhere 
As an example, the tourism category breaks down into sub-sectors for 
hotels and restaurants, travel agencies and tour operators, and tourist guide 
services. 
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CHAPTER V 
INDIA'S SERVICES SECTOR AND TRADE 
Till late India was not responding to the liberalisation demands from 
other WTO members since Cabinet mandate was not available. After the 
Cabinet approved the commerce department's proposal to opening up of 
services on June 6 2003, work is now on in full swing to respond to the 
'requests' from other countries. Professional health, financial, computer 
related. Architecture, tourism, Accounting, audit and book-keeping would be 
offered initially while other services would be taken up at a later stage, 
depending on the 'state of play' at the WTO negotiations. However, India is 
not willing to negotiate opening up of four other services-distributive (retail 
and wholesale business), legal, posts and courier service and audio-visual. 
The deadline for initial offers was March 2003 but the overall stagnation in 
the current round of talks has led to delays in submission of offers. With 
major players like the US, European Union and Australia having submitted 
their offers, India is also planning to follow suit now. The deadline was 
considering to be indicative rather than definitive. With talks on agriculture 
suffering a setback over modalities, the progress in the case of services has 
also not gained sufficient momentum. 
Opening up of accounting and book-keeping would lead to more 
competition for domestic players but the government feels that permission to 
operate in other countries would be adequate compensation for the 
liberalisation. Foreign firms would be able to set up offices in India and also 
send in specialists to handle short-term assignments. If the current proposals 
materialise, professionals dealing in these two categories of services would 
find it easy to obtain visas for working in India. 
The market access available in other countries could be utilised by 
Indian firms to maximum benefit in view of lower costs incurred in hiring 
professionals in India, the sources said. Moreover, the size of the service 
sector is much larger in developed countries. While services account for 
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50% of India's GDP, the share is much higher in the US at 72%, followed by 
71% in France and 60% in Japan. 
India's Growing Services Sector 
In line with the global trend, the services sector in India is growing 
rapidly, in 2000-01 the share of services in the country's GDP was 54.2%, 
up from the 51.5% recorded in 1998-99. And, all indications are that this 
growth will get accelerated not only because of burgeoning of services within 
India, but also because of their increasing export. 
India's high capabilities in Information Technology, and its booming IT 
software exports now account for 2% of the GDP. In addition, there is the 
most popular segment of its services sector, the entertainment industry, 
particularly films and TV, which happen to be among the fastest growing in 
the world. Indian films are popular across West Asia, Afghanistan, Central 
Asia, the USSR and in South East Asia. They are now penetrating the 
Western world, thanks both to the uniqueness of the entertainment offered 
by them which transcends cultural barriers, and also the Indian global 
diaspora. 
India's health services (manned by highly qualified and experienced 
personnel), super-speciality hospitals specializing in both modern and 
traditional Indian medical systems (like Ayurveda, Unani, Siddha and nature-
cure) supported by state-of-the-art equipment, are attracting patients from 
across the world, and constitute a significant segment of India's services 
sector. 
Education is another field which is not only a huge segment of the 
services sector within the country, but also a foreign exchange earner by 
way of NRIs and foreign students enrolled in major medical, technological 
and other institutions in India, and also export of manpower even to the 
western world. In fact, the demand for teachers from India has begun 
growing in the United States and England in recent times. 
By virtue of having the second largest scientific and technical 
manpower in the world, India has been providing varied consultancy and 
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other services globally. There is still immense scope for India to undertake 
project and management consultancy, repair and maintenance work (on 
ships, power installations, transport equipment, medical equipment etc.) pre-
publishing services, and R&D in various disciplines, and interested parties 
from across the world are welcome to tap these and other capabilities 
available in abundance in the country. Indians have already made a mark as 
suppliers of varied services in West Asia, and are available to other parts of 
the world as consultants, medical specialists, health workers, financial and 
banking experts, educationists, and a host of other services. As a 
subcontinent with varied geographical, climatic, ethnic, cultural, religious and 
social strands intertwined, India is a one-stop destination for any tourist 
wanting a kaleidoscopic experience of life in its entirety. And, the tourism 
industry in the country is well equipped, and also growing fast to offer 
tourists with diverse interests and means, all the services needed to make 
their visit memorable. 
India is a signatory to the General Agreement on Trade in Services, 
and is actively engaged in seeking full opportunities for free movement of 
"natural persons" on a temporary basis as non-residents across borders to 
enable it to supply services globally. 
International Trade 
It is often accepted as an unquestioned truism that the freest possible 
international trade, is necessarily a good thing for everyone participating in 
that trade. The ideology of free trade dates back to Adam Smith and David 
Ricardo, and it is no accident that both theorists should be from Britain and 
have written at a time when that country was in the process of grasping the 
land and resources of other civilizations, and launching on the world's first 
Industrial Revolution after creating a conducive economic environment for it 
by forbidding its colonies to manufacture anything and forcing them to 
specialize in producing the wage goods and raw materials its own industry 
needed. Neither theorist was English, for Smith was a Scotsman while 
Ricardo's forebears came originally from Spain. The free trade that they 
advocated has been much misunderstood; it was the freeing of British trade 
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from its own monopoly trading companies, but very much while retaining 
control of subjugated colonies; hence the freedom to Britain to continue to 
industrialize at the expense of other nations and peoples, and definitely not a 
general freedom for any potential rival to do likewise. 
Of course, the modern theory of international trade is associated above all 
with David Ricardo and is an elaboration and development of Ricardo's 
theory of comparative advantage. The essence of the ideology of 
international free trade can be said to reside in this theory, for it says that 
specialization and trade is necessarily of mutual benefit to both parties 
entering into trade as long as relative cost differences in producing goods 
exist, even where one country may produce all goods at a lower absolute 
cost than does the other. The theory has been immensely influential and 
has been used to explain not only the trade between countries of equal 
economic strength, e.g. intra-European trade, but also the pattern of 
international trade in which the colonies and subjugated areas came to 
specialize in agriculture while the European countries specialized in 
manufactures; and to argue that not only the colonizer but the colonized too 
benefited from this pattern of specialization and trade. 
There have been two very important types of cost in the present era 
of loan-conditional liberalization and WTO discipline : the first is the re-
emergence of an inverse relation between agricultural exports and domestic 
food availability, and the second is de-industrialisation. To understand the 
first type of cost we have to conceptualise tropical land as akin to a non-
renewable resource. Usually it is the fossil fuels alone and the minerals 
which are thought of as being non-renewable. But we have to recognise that 
land is not homogeneous in productive capacity, and that the earth's bio-
diversity and botanic diversity is concentrated in the tropical lands. It is clear 
that there is a limited supply of these lands, for unlike in the century 
when cultivable wastes existed, by now there are no open frontiers, the limits 
of physical expansion have been reached and only the vast tropical 
rainforests remain whose ongoing destruction carries serious adverse 
environmental implications. In big countries like India and China total 
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cultivated area is no longer expanding, in fact it is shrinking. Our land now is 
virtually like a non-renewable resource. It is not completely non-renewable: 
sown area can still be expanded if enough investment is pumped in, 
especially into irrigation. But the regime of neo-liberalism is precisely one of 
macroeconomic contraction, 'withdrawal of the state' and falling productive 
investment, and in this context tropical land must be conceptualized as non-
renewable. 
But the global asymmetry of demand, established over two centuries 
ago, continues: the world's rich countries which account for 75% of global 
income although they have hardly 16% of world population, cannot produce 
in their own countries anything but a small fraction of the highly diversified 
consumption basket on which their populations have come to depend, and 
they want access to our more productive, bio-diverse but limited lands on the 
one hand, and on the other hand access to our markets for the few primary 
goods they can succeed in producing,(notably food grains), and for their 
manufactures. Their high living standards are crucially dependent on the 
physical availability of our products. 
The solution developed earlier under colonial and imperial systems 
where there was direct political control, was simple: first, protect metropolitan 
industry through trade barriers to the inflow of cheaper manufactures based 
on ample supply of raw materials, from countries like ours; second, promote 
in the colonies the export of the wage-goods and raw materials required for 
running metropolitan industries; third, keep the colonial markets completely 
open to the flooding in of manufactures from the metropolis, and fourth, 
monopolize invisible incomes (at that time, from shipping and financial 
services). This remains the basic agenda of the advanced imperialist 
countries today although the economic mechanism has changed to debt-
conditional policies and a trade discipline operating through international 
organizations, (while invisible incomes have changed to modern forms of 
financial and communication services, the electronic entertainment industry, 
and returns to research in pirated bio-resources). Advanced countries 
continue to protect their own producers, continue to demand that'we export 
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tropical primary products or at most simple labour-intensive manufactures 
and continue to seek market access for their manufactures, their surplus 
temperate crops and for invisible services. 
As regards the costs of these policies, in particular the second one, to 
the subjugated nations then (and the developing nations today), the single 
most important in my view, is the fact that nutrition levels of our people were 
lowered and in extreme cases mass starvation resulted. An inverse relation 
necessarily developed between primary product exports and food 
consumption of the colonized populations. While demanding an increasing 
supply of the products of tropical lands, the foreign rulers did not put in 
adequate Investment to raise productivity, hence increasing primary exports 
could only take place by diverting land and resources away from producing 
the necessary food consumption of the people. 
The costs of the 'free trade' instituted under loan conditional trade 
liberalisation in India from 1991 and accelerated after the signing of GATT 
94, are exactly the same as in colonial times. They are the same because 
the agenda of imperialism is the same although conditions are so different. 
The dependence of Northern populations on Southern bio-diversity has 
increased, not declined, despite sporadic attempts to find laboratory 
substitutes for natural tropical products; hence the present WTO regime 
insists on the prising open of third world land in order to alter cropping 
patterns and increase exports of those primary products which advanced 
countries cannot produce themselves, and prise open third world markets to 
free imports of the wheat and processed dairy products of which they have 
a glut. 
The second great historical cost of 'free trade' to our economies has 
been de-industrialization. Forcibly open and trade liberalized economies like 
ours and other subjugated countries too, underwent a destruction of their 
traditional manufactures and the occupational structure moved towards 
higher dependence on the primary and tertiary sectors. This resulted from 
one-way free trade, viz. a situation where the North protected its own 
industry by various means and opened up the subjugated markets of the 
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third world countries. That agenda too remains unchanged; market access is 
a prime objective of the earlier and ongoing loan conditional liberalization 
and of the prejsent WTO regime which is its continuation. Although on paper 
the provisions on market access are to be applicable to all countries, in 
practice steps are taken to ensure differential market access, viz, opening 
the advanced country door a very little to third world exports of manufactures 
but forcing open the third worlds' doors wide to unrestricted inflow of 
advanced country manufactures. This has already resulted in substantial 
de-industrialization in many Latin American countries in the last two decades 
and the process Is now underway in India as well. 
A development was the grov\rth of monopoly through mergers and 
take-overs in the already oligopolistic sphere of global agro-business 
corporations, in the course of the late seventies and the decade of the 
eighties. These are now giant vertically integrated companies each with a 
wide range of interests ranging from pesticides, fertilisers, genetically 
engineered seeds, farm machinery, plantation production for export, 
exportable crops acquisition through contracts, and operation of agro-
processing and livestock industries. The existing international agreements 
on plant-breeders' rights have been found to be inadequate by these 
corporations, which have their eye on the immense gene pool which tropical 
bio-diversity represents, which though located in developing countries, they 
see as providing the free raw material for their laboratory research leading 
to highly profitable potential applications in the sphere not only of agriculture 
and pest control but also medicines, cosmetics, health foods and so on. 
Companies like Monsanto took a very active part in mobilising other TNC 
executives, formulating the TRIPS provisions and lobbying the US 
government to incorporate the precise provisions they wanted. The 
provisions of the TRIPS agreement in relation to bio-resources are tailor 
made and designed to introduce into new regions and strengthen elsewhere 
the monopoly control of these giant TNCs, over drugs, chemicals, and bio-
technology comprising new varieties of plants including genetically modified 
varieties, and over genetically modified organisms in general. 
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The traditional rights of local plant breeders are not the issue at all; 
modification of the existing patent laws are sought solely to extend the 
period of monopoly that a patent confers, and to restrict the ease with which 
others can at present reproduce the patented product. Given that the entire 
process of research by the TNC's is based upon the pirated genetic 
materials from third world countries over which then a monopoly is instituted, 
and is to be enforced by international policing organisations like the WTO. 
Highlights of India's Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 
^India's GDP during fiscal year 1999-2000, grew by 5.9 per cent at 
fixed prices compared to 6.8 per cent in 1998-99. Thus the expected GDP 
for 1999-2000 is Rs. 11,45,436 crores while that in 1998-99 was Rs. 
10,81,834 crores. The base year for these figures is 1993-94. The slowdown 
in 1999-2000 is due to a decline in the agricultural sector which has recorded 
a mere 0.8 per cent growth in 1999-2000 compared to the robust 7.2 per 
cent in 1998-99.Despite the paltry growth in the agricultural sector, the GDP 
grew by 5.9 per cent - thanks to a 7 per cent growth in the_manufacturing 
sector. 
Despite the year-on-year differences mentioned above, the fact is that 
the Indian economy is growing faster than ever before. Between 1992-93 
and 1997-98, India's GDP at 1980-81 prices has recorded a trend growth 
rate of 6.9 per cent compared to 5.5 per cent through the decade of the 
1980s (i.e. 1980-81 to 1990-91). Never once has the growth rate fallen 
below 5 per cent since 1991-92 when it grew by only 1 per cent and when 
the economic liberalisation process started. 
The reason why GDP growth has remained strong since 1991-92 is 
that the contribution of non-agricultural sectors has considerably increased. 
This has enabled the economy to withstand sharp declines in the agricultural 
sector and yet register good overall growth. For example: in 1995-96, 
agricultural output rose by a negligible 0.2 per cent, yet India registered its 
most impressive GDP growth ever: 8.6 per cent. 
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Throughout the 1990s, i.e. from 1990-91 to 1998-99, agriculture's 
share in the GDP has fallen by 4.10 per cent from 30.93 per cent to 26.83 
per cent. The declining role of the agricultural sector in the Indian economy 
Is the most noteworthy development. In the 1980s and earlier, fortunes in the 
agricultural sector used to determine the GDP growth rate as is typical of the 
less developejd economies. With the increasing contribution of the non-
agricultural sectors, the Indian economy is arguably undergoing a structural 
shift towards the fundamentals of a developed economy (in the developed 
economies, the industrial and service sectors contribute a major share in 
GDP while agriculture accounts for a relatively lower share). 
Of the non-agricultural sectors, it is the service sector that has shown 
maximum growth and has gained at the expense of both the agricultural and 
industrial sectors. The service sector's share in GDP has grown from 43.69 
per cent in 1990-91 to 51.16 per cent in 1998-99. In contrast, the industrial 
sector's share in GDP has declined from 25.38 per cent in 1990-91 to 22.01 
per cent and 1998-99. The agricultural sector's share too has fallen as 
mentioned above. 
It has been pointed that if the service sector bypasses the industrial 
sector, economic growth can be distorted. It is true that, in India, the service 
sector's contribution in GDP has sharply risen and that of industry has fallen. 
But, there are others who argue that India's service has grown not because 
the industrial sector has slowed down. Rather, they say, India's industrial 
sector has indeed grown steadily (except in 1998-99) and three times 
between 1993-94 and 1998-99, industry surpassed the growth rate of GDP. 
Thus, the service sector has grown at a higher rate than industry. The rise of 
the service sector therefore does not distort the economy. The fact that the 
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service sector now accounts for more than half the GDP probably marks a 
watershed in the evolution of the Indian economy. 
Within the services sector, the share of trade, hotels and restaurants 
increased from 12.52 per cent in 1990-91 to 15.68 per cent in 1998-99. The 
share of transport, storage and communications has grown from 5.26 per 
cent to 7.61 per cent in the years under reference. The share of construction 
has remained nearly the same during the period while that of financing, 
insurance, real estate and business services has risen from 10.22 per cent 
to 11.44 percent.'' 
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Growth in Foreign Trade 
There has been a gigantic growth in foreign trade (i.e. exports & 
imports) and services in this period of globalisation. From 17% of GDP in 
1991 it has risen to roughly 25% of GDP in 1998. 
Looked at in absolute terms foreign trade has risen from $37 billion in 
1991/92 to $95 billion in 2000/01. Looked at in rupee terms the increase is 
even more drastic — from Rs 66,000 crores to Rs 4.3 lakh crores In the 
same period. While the dollar-figure growth was just less than a three-fold 
increase; the rupee-figure growth was as much as a six-fold increase, due to 
continuous devaluation of the rupee. Over-and-above this, trade in services 
(tourism, transport, IT, etc.) has also shown a marked increase in this 
decade. 
What does this mean for the Indian economy as a whole? This form of 
growth orientation means that for development, rather than depend on the 
expansion of the home market the economy is becoming dependent on 
foreign trade And the expansion of the home market can take place 
primarily through the rise in the purchasing power of the masses, which 
would mean a reduction in their poverty levels. With an export-import 
oriented economy they could not care less if the masses do not come into 
the picture of the market — foreign trade and elite consumption at home 
becomes the chief orientation for market expansion. Such an approach is 
disastrous in numerous ways; 
First, there is a limitation in this type of growth, which becomes highly 
vulnerable to the vicissitudes of international trade and commodity prices. 
With one-quarter of the GDP already dependent on foreign trade and 
services, any disturbance, like the present slowdown in the world economy, 
could have a devastating impact. Besides, with such a one-sided 
dependence, the imperialists can dictate terms to India, utilizing the threat of 
tariffs, sanctions, etc., to crush Indian exports, or can refuse to allow key 
imports, in order to blackmail and threaten the country to accept its policies. 
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Second, it further pushes the mass impoverisation of the people, 
while pampering the already rich elite; creating thereby extremes of rich and 
poor. It entails an approach to write-off over 70% of the population, which is 
barely able to reach the market (except for food and medicines), while 
boosting the incomes of the already rich. So while the PDS is scrapped, user 
charges introduced in health, water, etc. and other subsidies to the poor 
reduced, massive subsidies are given for exports and to the corporate worid 
in general. Third, with a flood of cheap imports, due to reduction of tariffs, 
indigenous industry and agriculture is pushed to the wall, leading to 
thousands of bankruptcies and enhancing rural stagnation. And fourth, due 
to world competition, exports tend to be sold at cheaper and cheaper rates, 
resulting it huge losses to the country, even though the individual exporter 
may make large profits due to the big subsidies. 
Nature of Exports & Imports 
Though globalisation has led to a flood of imports it has had little 
impact on the nature of Indian exports. As in the pre-1990 period, Indian 
exports continue to comprise a mere 0.6% of worid exports. And the 
desperation to sustain even this level has been achieved only by a 
continuous cut in export prices in dollar terms. Besides, the nature of exports 
continues to be much the same as existed at the beginning of the 1990s — 
i.e. primarily low-end manufactures and agricultural (and allied) products.^ 
As the following Table shows, except for 'chemicals', the nature of 
exports has remained basically the same. The Table gives the percentage of 
the particular category in the total exports: 
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Table: Percentage of total exports 
j 2000-01 1994-95 
Agriculture 13.5 16.0 
Ores and Minerals 2.6 3.8 
Leather 4.4 6.1 
Textiles 24.3 24.0 
Handicrafts 19.5 20.2 
Gems & Jewelry 16.7 17.1 
Chemicals 13.3 7.4 
Engineering 15.5 13.3 
Total in Rs crores 2,02,510 82,674 
Total in $ billions 44.3 26.3 
Source: Tata Year Book, 2002. 
In spite of all the hype on a leap in exports, India continues to export 
its traditional items that have low value-added. Over 70% of exports belong 
to this category. Agriculture, ores, leather, textiles, handicrafts and gems 
basically utilise sweatshop low-productivity labour to process our natural 
wealth, which is then robbed by the imperialists at exceedingly low prices. 
This is what existed earlier, it is what continues to this day. Globalisation has 
had no impact on this.' 
If one turns to imports, here too we see a similar pattern as what 
existed earlier. With the major item being crude oil, the bulk of the balance of 
the imports comprises capital and intermediate goods. All three items 
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comprise the motor of industrial growtli, which has become increasingly 
dependent on imports. 
Crude oil is not only the major source of fuel in the country. It is also 
the source material for all petroleum products, like plastics, synthetic fibres, 
etc. Imports have leaped forward, while indigenous production has been 
actually declining. Not only is production stagnant, in the last few years it has 
been falling. While crude oil production was 28.2 million tons in 1997/98, it 
fell to 24.5 mil. tons in 2000/01. Today, crude oil comprises nearly one-third 
of our total imports. 
The Table show that the bulk of the remaining items continue to be 
capital and intermediary products. If these had been produced in the 
country, it would have provided large amount of employment. Besides this, 
there has been a massive increase in edible oil imports, even though a 
surfeit existed in the country. This has totally crushed the local producer, as 
also the agriculturist. ' 
Table: Percentage of total Imports 
r 2000-01 1990-91 
Crude Oil (petrol) j 3 1 . 5 2 5 . 0 
Capital Goods 1 1 7 . 7 2 4 . 2 
Chemicals 0 . 7 5 . 3 
Iron, steel, non-ferrous metals 2 . 6 7 . 5 
Paper, newsprint, etc 0 . 9 2 . 2 
Fertilisers ' 1 . 5 4 . 1 
Drugs & Pharmaceuticals 0 . 8 1 . 1 
. . . .1 
Precious metals 9 . 7 8 . 7 
Edible Oils 5 . 9 0 . 8 
Source: Tata Year Book, 2002. 
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The Trade Deficit & BoP 
The trade deficit has increased from a mere Rs 6,860 crores ($2.8 
billion) in 1991/92 to a whopping Rs 73,530 crores ($17.1 billion) in 
1999/2000. - Due to the growing gap between imports and exports, the gap 
has been widening. This entire deficit has to be paid in foreign exchange. 
This is over-and-above the huge amount already paid out on the debt 
servicing charges and the income on foreign investment. Inability to pay 
these foreign liabilities results in a Balance of Payments (BoF') crisis, 
resulting in the IMF bailout loans and the conditionaiities that go with it, 
which we witnessed in 1981 and again in 1991. 
Ideally, exports should exceed imports (i.e. a trade surplus), so that 
the foreign exchange surplus would be sufficient to balance any such 
exceptional expenditure. So far the situation has been somewhat saved by 
the huge amounts flowing into the country by workers earning abroad and 
sending their savings back to their families in India. This has varied between 
$10 and $12 billion each year. If this were to stop, the situation would be 
near disastrous. Yet, inspite of this amount, the current account deficit 
remains at $4 to $5 billion. This deficit is finally covered by the capital flows 
into the country in the form of foreign investments, NRI deposits, foreign aid, 
etc. In other words capital flows are used to cover daily expenditure on 
imports. 
Anyhow, these large capital flows have resulted in a large 
accumulation of foreign exchange. The fact of the matter is that nine-tenths 
of the foreign exchange reserves consist of borrowed money that can 
disappear overnight — the bulk comprising of Fll, NRI deposits and trade 
credits and short-term debts. In 2001 these items comprised $36 billion of 
the total reserves of about $40 billion. 
From Dunkel to Doha 
The continuous changes in the EXIM (Export-Import) policies to bring 
India's trade policies in line with that of the 1995 WTO Accord. This has 
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resulted in reduction of import tariffs from about 400% to a mere 30%. It has 
resulted in the removal of all Qualitative Restrictions on imports. It has 
resulted in the opening out of export processing zones. It has resulted in the 
amendment of the Indian Patent Act. Bilateral agreements have sometimes 
been building blocks for regional agreements, which are now found in every 
continent. The Canada-US free trade agreement was the forerunner to 
NAFTA (North American Free Trade Agreement), which binds Canada, USA 
and Mexico, and covers both trade and investment. NAFTA in turn has 
greatly influenced the nature of negotiations for the proposed Free Trade 
Area of the Americas, covering 34 countries. 
Some governments like Australia and New Zealand argue for bilateral 
agreements as circuit breakers towards faster liberalisation because of what 
they see as slow progress in WTO negotiations. They say they are catalysts 
towards wider regional trade agreements and that they add momentum to 
global free trade. 
Some also claim that bilateral agreements can achieve binding 
agreement on contentious issues like labour standards and the environment 
which are more difficult to get at the WTO. Governments generally make 
deeper and faster commitments to free trade and investment in bilateral and 
regional agreements than they do at the WTO. However, some governments 
fear that the current wave of bilateral negotiations will undermine the 
"predictability and cohesiveness" of the multilateral trading system. 
Many governments are simultaneously involved in multilateral trade 
and bilateral/regional negotiations. The World Trade Organisation (WTO) 
with 144 member governments, oversees the multilateral trading system. But 
according to the WTO, around three-quarters of world trade is conducted 
under bilateral and plurilateral trade deals. WTO rules say that the purpose 
of bilateral or regional trade agreements should be to facilitate trade 
between the constituent countries and not to raise barriers to the trade of 
other WTO members who are not parties to the agreement. Preferential 
trade arrangements on goods between developing-country members are 
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regulated by an Enabling Clause, the provisions of which are less restrictive 
than the ones applying to industrialised countries. 
A common concern about investment agreements is that they subject 
countries to a risk of litigation by corporations from or based in another 
country, which is a signatory to the same agreement. This might be based 
on a company's objections to environmental, health, social or economic 
policies which it claims interferes with its "right" to enjoy its investment and 
profit. 
Opponents of New Zealand's bilateral agreements with Singapore 
and Hong Kong have raised concerns that the rules of origin in these 
agreements allow for the tariff-free import of goods that may have been 
largely produced in Indonesia or China, but are merely labelled as "made in 
Singapore" or "made in Hong Kong". 
Meanwhile a critical analysis of the Vietnam-USA bilateral trade 
agreement (which does not cover textiles and textile products) pointed out 
that any benefits for Vietnam are vague, unassured and largely depend on 
factors beyond Vietnam's control. But under the BTA, US firms get wide 
market access to Vietnam's market for financial, telecommunications, 
distribution, audio-visual, legal, accounting, engineering, computer, market 
research, construction, educational, health and tourism services. Local 
competitors are likely to be forced out of business. US companies will also 
get enforceable protection against expropriation. Local content and export 
performance requirements will be eliminated, while US firms will get full 
trading rights. 
The debate over linkages between trade and economic agreements 
and issues of labour standards also exists around some of the bilateral 
agreements. F'ormer US Trade Representative Charlene Barshefsky claimed 
that the US-Jordan free trade agreement was a model for how bilateral deals 
could protect the environment and ensure labour standards are followed. 
AFL-CIO President John Sweeney backed US government claims about the 
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US-Jordan agreement, saying that it represented the "inclusion of real 
workers' rights". 
In January 2002, US Trade Representative, Robert Zoellick claimed 
that the renewal of the bilateral textile agreement with Cambodia (which links 
textile import quota increases to "substantial compliance" with internationally 
recognised core labour standards and provisions of Cambodian labour law) 
is "an excellent example of the way trade agreements lead to economic 
growth and promote a greater respect for workers' rights". But Malaysia, for 
example, is critical of "the tendency to include in bilateral FTAs issues 
objected to in the WTO, such as labour and environmental standards. 
Malaysia's Ministry for International Trade and Industry says this "represents 
a back-door entry of these non-trade issues into trading rules." Many see the 
labour standards/trade linkage as a disguised form of protectionism for the 
industrialised countries. Other trade unions and labour rights organisations 
argue that free trade and investment is fundamentally anti-worker and so 
cannot be made more "worker-friendly" by the inclusion of wording about 
labour standards. 
With the removal of tariff barriers and protections for local industries, 
and of remaining regulations on investment and labour, workers are 
increasingly at the mercy of global capital which views trade and investment 
liberalisation as key to increasing its profits. 
With the privatisation and liberalisation of service sectors, which may 
be accelerated through bilateral agreements, workers also stand to lose out 
as local service providers are forced out of business because they cannot 
compete with bigger, more powerful overseas companies. Education, 
healthcare, water and other basic services are further exposed to 
international competition and run solely for profit. 
Bilateral Agreements and the Phaseout of the MultlFlbre Agreement 
From its establishment in 1974, the MultiFibre Agreement (MFA) set 
the rules for international trade in textiles and garments made from cotton, 
wool and synthetic fibre. The MFA was a framework of bilateral agreements 
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negotiated country by country, or unilateral actions that set quotas limiting 
the amount of imports of textiles and clothing from "developing" to 
"developed" countries whose domestic industries were facing serious 
damage from rapidly increasing imports. It was supposedly a temporary set 
of arrangements while the industrialised country producers adapted to the 
competition from the South. 
During the Uruguay Round negotiations of the General Agreement on 
Tariffs and Trade (GATT), which resulted in the creation of the WTO, it was 
agreed that a new interim agreement, the Agreement on Textiles and 
Clothing (ATC) would replace the MFA on 1 January 1995. This was 
supposed to mean that over a ten-year period, the MFA would be phased 
out. After that textiles and clothing would no longer be subject to quota 
restrictions. 
One of the main objectives of the governments of many developing 
countries in the Uruguay Round had been to achieve improved terms of 
trade in areas of their most important exports - including textiles and 
garments. The MFA had largely kept this area outside the scope of the 
normal rules of the multilateral trading system. 
Essentially, the MFA was designed to safeguard developed countries' 
industries, controlling the level of market access for developing country 
imports in textiles and clothing. Each year, the countries agreed on the 
quantities of specified items to be traded between them. The government of 
the exporting country then allocated licences to companies to export a 
certain proportion of each quota. 
But the phaseout of the MFA and its quota system was packaged as if 
it were a major sacrifice on the part of the powerful economies which have 
always dominated the GATTMTO talks. At the same time, the phaseout was 
used as leverage to force developing countries to make commitments to 
other WTO agreements such as TRIPS (Trade-Related Aspects of 
Intellectual Property Rights), GATS (General Agreement on Trade in 
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Services) and TRIMs (Trade-Related Investment Measures) and to agree to 
lower tariffs. 
"The MFA merely ensured that garment TNCs [transnational 
corporations] retained control over their markets and that foreign buyers 
were assured of supplies. Quota restrictions have made it convenient for 
garment TNCs to dominate and control the global garments trade. They did 
this by securing quotas, through their subsidiaries, allotted to developed 
countries. Because of this, many small and medium scale garment firms 
either integrate to the TNCs' production process (e.g. subcontracting) or 
close shop." 
With the phaseout of MFA, "the global garment market will be up for 
the taking by the best suppliers. But it will essentially remain a buyers' 
market" The ATC set up a ten year timeframe for the integration of textiles 
and clothing products into WTO disciplines in four stages. It allows importers 
to liberalise mainly in lower value sectors, but maintains discrimination 
against value-added imports, protecting their own value-added industries. It 
is also end-loaded - for the first six years of its operation only 33% of the 
sector would be liberalised, with most important items only covered in the 
last stage. Abolition of the quota on 49% on total volume of imports will not 
phased out until the last day of the transition period, 1 January 2005 
Thus far, the phaseout period has been characterised by tardy 
implementation, especially by the EU and the USA, and the replacing of 
quantitative restrictions on imports with what many in the South see as 
disguised anti-import measures like the use of anti-dumping measures, new 
unilaterally imposed rules of origin requirements and transitional safeguard 
measures against textile and garment imports from the South. The ATC also 
commits developing countries to open up their own markets for textiles and 
clothing. 
There is extensive misuse by importing countries, notably the USA, of 
the "transitional safeguard mechanism" in the ATC to protect domestic textile 
industry by curbing textile imports. In many developing countries, the 
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garment and textile industry grew due to export-led industrialisation 
strategies which were viewed as a good way to earn foreign exchange, the 
internationalisation of production through the relocating of labour-intensive 
production to low-wage countries, and the imposition and locking in of the 
export-oriented model by IMF/World Bank structural adjustment 
programmes. 
The majority of workers in this sector tend to be women from rural 
areas. Such employment has long been insecure and characterised by poor 
wages and conditions. But now many fear that the changes in international 
rules governing trade in clothing and textiles will lead to serious job losses 
and plant closures. 
The grov\rth of textile and garments industry in many countries has 
been heavily dependent on the quota allocations under the MFA. Survival of 
those industries - and the jobs that they provide - is uncertain, especially 
where domestic industries have remained limited to producing a limited 
range of products, for a relatively limited range of markets, and where there 
has been little real investment in building up either the textile and garment 
sector or diversification of the economy for the long-term. For displaced 
workers in countries which have focussed on a narrow range of export-
oriented production, especially women workers, alternative employment 
opportunities are extremely limited, if not non-existent. 
Phasing out of the MFA is inadvertently resulting in unhealthy 
competition among the SAARC countries. This may result in opportunistic 
shifting of production bases within countries. This in turn may result in further 
reduction in wages of workers and nose-diving of labour standards." 
Many apparel exporting countries fear that they will now lose more of 
their market share to China which has joined the WTO, and a small group of 
other low-cost, bigger labour market countries. Fear and uncertainty about 
China's limitless supply of cheap, skilled labour abound. South Korean 
Economic and Finance Minister Jin Nyum said that China is "turning itself 
into the worid's manufacturing plant, which will suck all manufacturing 
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facilities into it like a black hole." In turn, some unions and workers' 
organisations have pointed out that in order to be competitive within and 
among exporting countries this will increase downward pressure on wages 
and conditions. Some argue that if the market is determined by quotas 
countries with better working conditions and wages are not at a 
disadvantage. But in the post-MFA scenario, with labour costs forming a 
large percentage of production costs, countries with lowest wages and 
weakest labour and environmental standards are likely to out compete areas 
with stricter regulations and more rigorous enforcement. 
Liberalisation has marched hand in hand with the restructuring of 
work and especially casualisation and flexibility. This has led to the erosion 
of full time jobs, the growth of casual and contract labour positions and 
intensification of work. Industry strategies of contracting out and outsourcing 
work, and the casualisation of the workforce, have also eroded the unionised 
workforce 
Indo-Lanka Free Trade Agreement 
The agreement permitted 8 million pieces of garments to be exported 
to India at concessionary rates of duty, but of these only 2 million could be 
manufactured from fabric of any origin - the rest were required to be made 
of Indian fabric. Sri Lankan apparel industry and other export sectors have 
complained that this agreement has only exacerbated the existing imbalance 
of trade between Sri Lanka and India. Sri Lanka Garments stated: "The 
quota restriction, the stipulation of the use of Indian fabric, the high and 
complex duty structures prevailing in India and the introduction of "specific 
duties" on specified apparel products, after the signing of the agreement 
have contributed to this Agreement being viewed as a "non-starter" for the 
Sri Lanka apparel export industry". 
In 1997-98 workers, communities, peoples' movements and NGOs 
around the world organised in opposition to the Multilateral Agreement on 
Investment (MAI). Designed to protect the rights and interests of investors, 
and severely restrict the rights and authority of host governments and 
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countries, the MAi was negotiated in secrecy at the "rich nations' club", the 
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). 
Attempts to forge such an agreement within the World Trade 
Organisation (WTO) had been blocked mainly by the efforts of governments 
in the South, which had questioned the benefits of unregulated foreign 
investment. Many were concerned about the constraints It would put on their 
ability to set policies for national development and regulate foreign 
investment. 
Under such a legally binding and enforceable agreement how could 
countries create obligations on an investor to deal with social or 
environmental problems which might be created? How could they ensure 
employment generation from an investment? How would they be able to 
determine national policies and ensure that such international agreements 
would not deprive present and future governments of some important policy 
options? 
Structural adjustment programmes imposed by multilateral financial 
institutions like the IMF, World Bank and Asian Development Bank, often 
backed by the overseas development assistance policies of donor 
governments have already forced many economies open. Liberalised trade 
and investment policy regimes are also being accelerated and locked in by 
bilateral, regional and multilateral trade, investment and economic 
agreements. 
Workers bear a double burden as jobs are lost and wages and 
conditions further undermined. Privatisation and contracting out of public 
sector jobs leads to unemployment, underemployment, job insecurity and 
poorer wages. Meanwhile "investment" in the form of takeover of existing 
industries is almost always accompanied by restructuring the workforce. 
Such international agreements further extend the privileges of investors in 
other arrangements such as export processing zones (EPZs) and regional 
growth triangles, so that they are free to pack up shop, move and repatriate 
their profits unhampered by domestic regulation. Outside of the workplace. 
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workers' lives are affected by the corporate takeover and commercialisation 
of essential services such as water and power privatisations for private profit. 
With privatisation and deregulation have come price hikes in basic 
commodities and services, and frequently, a decline in quality of service. 
According to UNCTAD, the number of bilateral treaties for the 
promotion and protection of foreign investments increased from 385 at the 
end of the 1980s to a total of 1857, involving 173 countries, by the end of the 
1990s. By the end of 1999, there were 842 BITs involving countries of the 
Asia-Pacific region 
During the period 1990-2000 world merchandise exports grew at a 
faster rate of over 6% compared to roughly 2.5% growth witnessed in the 
world GDP World merchandise trade touched US$ 12.6 trillion in 2001; 
International trade in commercial services stood at US$ 2.8 trillion in 2001 
In global trade, India's share is less than 1% . India's merchandise trade at 
US$ 95 Bnin 2001 is less than 1/5 of that of China and 1/12 of that of all 
developing countries put together India being a founding member of the 
erstwhile GATT has lately become voice of developing economies in WTO 
India is honoring the WTO agreements reached on various sectors having 
taken policy initiatives on patents, quantitative restrictions, tariffs, 
competition policy, etc. Government of India and policy makers have a 
greater role to play as India aligns its rulebooks governing trade and 
Investment as per international agreements As dichotomy between 
developed and developing countries grows, role of WTO and that of 
emerging economies like India is bound to become more critical and 
challenging 
World Trade in 2002 and 2003 
In 2002, world trade recovered from its steep decline in 2001. From 
the first through the third quarter, world trade expanded strongly but stalled 
in the fourth quarter of 2002. The average annual rate of merchandise trade 
expansion in 2002 was therefore limited to 3% in real terms, only half the 
rate observed in the 1990s. The trade recovery benefited from strong import 
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demand in developing Asia, the transition economies and the United States. 
Sluggish import demand in Western Europe and a sharp contraction of Latin 
America's imports constituted a drag on global trade expansion. 
Manufactured goods again recorded above-average trade grov\/th while trade 
in mining products (mainly fuels) stagnated in real terms. Total merchandise 
trade growth again exceeded merchandise output growth. Exchange rates 
and price developments continued to affect trade flows. Exchange rate 
changes affect not only the competitiveness of traders but also nominal trade 
values. The depreciation of the United States dollar against the currencies of 
major traders in Asia and Western Europe since early 2002 was widely 
expected, given the prevailing current account imbalances a Currency 
baskets weighted by trade values. West European currencies are those of 
Euro Area, the United Kingdom, Switzerland, Sweden and Norway. The 
Asian currencies are those of Japan, China, Republic of Korea, Chinese 
Taipei, Singapore and Hong Kong, China. 
Western European currencies appreciated by 6% on an annual 
average basis against the dollar in 2002 leading to a strengthening of the 
region's dollar prices which lifted the dollar value of Western Europe's trade. 
Exchange rate changes had a negligible effect on Asia's nominal trade 
growth in 2002, the dollar value remaining on average unchanged from the 
preceding year. The slight average price increase reported for fuels and non-
fuel commodities contributed to the overall increase in world trade prices in 
2002. 
In April 2003, the WTO Secretariat published in a press release 
(Press 337) its first account of trade developments in 2002. The World Trade 
Report, 2003, released in August 2003, includes an economic analysis of 
2002 trade developments. International Trade Statistics, 2003 adds an 
overview section to a comprehensive set of tables and charts, provides new 
information on trade by product and intra-regional trade flows in 2002 and 
concludes by reporting briefly on trade developments in the first half of 2003. 
A combination of declining exports and rising imports by the United 
States has led to a record trade and current account deficit, the latter 
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equivalent to 5% of its GDP. United States' merchandise trade recorded a 
deficit in all seven geographic regions, with all its six major trading partners 
and in 15 of the 17 merchandise product groups distinguished in this report. 
Trade with Asia alone accounted for one half of the United States' trade 
deficit. The reliance of the global trade expansion on above-average United 
States import: growth bears severe risks. Already, a re-balancing of the 
current United States' merchandise trade deficit, solely by a reduction of 
imports, would - theoretically - imply a contraction of world merchandise 
trade by 7%. This hypothetical calculation highlights the extent to which 
global trade growth is sustained by the United States economy. China's 
trade expansion (both exports and imports) remained outstanding. In the 
1990s, China's trade growth was three times faster than global trade and 
between 2000 and 2002 its exports and imports rose by 30%, while world 
trade stagnated. China has become the fourth largest merchandise trader (if 
one counts the EU as a single trader) in 2002. Across the globe, China has 
become a major supplier and for many economies, also a major export 
destination. 
Chemicals emerged as the product group with the strongest trade 
growth over the last two years. Driven by pharmaceutical trade among the 
developed countries, its share in world merchandise exports rose above 
10%, exceeding in value not only world trade in automotive products, but 
also that of agricultural products. The steady rise in the number of regional 
trade agreements (RTAs) suggests an increase in the share of preferential 
trade at the expense of non-discriminatory multilateral trade. However, 
thanks to new Members, the share of world trade accounted for by WTO 
Members increased further to 95% in 2002 and the trade of the six major 
plurilateral RTAs combined did not expand faster than world merchandise 
trade in 2002, nor in the 1995-2002 period. 
Global merchandise output and trade volume developments by sector 
World merchandise output is estimated to have increased by slightly 
less than 1%i in 2002. All three sectors (agriculture, manufacturing and 
mining) recorded a positive albeit rather moderate growth in output. The 
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rebound in trade was stronger than that of output. The expansion of trade in 
agriculture and manufacturing again exceeded that of output, while for the 
mining sector, both trade and output recorded only marginal advances in 
2002. Comparing the trade and output developments in 2002 with those of 
the 1990s, one notices that recent growth rates are much lower, and that the 
gap between trade and output growrth in 2002 has become much smaller 
than in the previous decade, when trade and output recorded average 
growth rates of 6.5 and 2.5% respectively. 
Development of trade values by product 
The rebound of global trade in 2002 was somewhat stronger in 
nominal dollar terms than in real or volume terms. Exchange rate and 
commodity price developments contributed to the strengthening of dollar 
prices in international trade. Consequently, world merchandise exports 
recovered by 4% in value terms in 2002 after contracting by 4% in the 
preceding year. Commercial services exports expanded by 6% and therefore 
faster than merchandise trade in 2002. Among the three major commercial 
services categories, the expansion of transportation and travel services 
again lagged well behind that of other commercial services. 
All merchandise product groups benefited from the rebound of trade 
in 2002 and recorded an improved performance when compared with the 
preceding year, although two product groups recorded a further contraction 
in their export value in 2002. The variation of annual growth rates remained 
quite large among the 14 merchandise groups, ranging from less than 2 to 
10%. Among the three broad merchandise product categories, agricultural 
products and manufactured goods expanded at above-average rates while 
the global trade value of mining products (mainly fuels) decreased for the 
second year in a row. Divergent price developments contributed to this 
outcome due to the strengthening of prices of agricultural products and 
manufactured goods while those of mining products weakened slightly. 
At the more disaggregated product group level, international trade in 
chemicals and automotive products recorded outstanding growth. By 
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contrast, the steepest decline in dollar value is found in the exports of non-
ferrous metals, a development which can be attributed largely to weaker 
prices, in particular, for aluminium. 
For the second year in a row chemicals were the most buoyant 
component of world merchandise trade. World exports in this product 
category expanded by 10% and amounted to $660 billion. All three major 
importers of chemicals (EU, United States and China) recorded strong 
import demand in 2002. On the export side, large variations in growth could 
be observed among the leading exporters. While the EU, Switzerland and 
Singapore reported double-digit growth in their chemicals exports, those of 
NAFTA countries and the Republic of Korea remained roughly unchanged. 
Japan's exports of chemicals recovered by 8% in 2002 but did not fully offset 
the preceding year's decline. 
There are two elements in the recent development of world trade in 
chemicals worth highlighting. First, the strength of trade in chemicals in 
recent years can largely be attributed to the rapid expansion of trade in 
pharmaceutical products, lifting the share of chemicals in world merchandise 
trade to a new peak level of above 10% in 2002. Strong pharmaceutical 
sales in the major developed markets, the spread of production-sharing 
networks and a rise in re-imports, sustained, according to industry sources, 
global trade in pharmaceuticals. Second, the United States recorded a trade 
deficit in its chemicals trade for the first time since the second world war. 
Despite this fact, it has roughly maintained its share in world chemical 
exports since 1990. The shift from a sizeable surplus to a deficit in the trade 
balance of this sector can be entirely attributed to the dynamic development 
of the United States' imports of chemicals, which has nearly doubled its 
share since 1990 reaching 13% of world chemical imports in 2002. 
World exports of automotive products benefited from the pick up in 
global automobile production/demand and recovered strongly reaching a 
new peak level in 2002 of $630 billion. Western and Eastern Europe and 
Asia had been the regions with the most dynamic expansion of automotive 
product exports and imports. EU exports, accounting for nearly one half of 
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world exports of automobiles, rose by 10%. EU exports to third countries are 
reported to have increased more than intra-EU trade (16% versus 7% 
respectively). As automobile production in the Czech Republic, Hungary, 
Poland, Slovakia and Turkey becomes increasingly integrated into a 
European automobile production network, both exports and imports of these 
economies continue to rise. Japan's automobile exports recovered from the 
sharp setback in 2001 and expanded at double-digit rates to all regions 
except Latin America. Japan's automotive product exports to Asia rose by 
nearly one quarter, with shipments to China up by 77%. NAFTA members' 
exports of automotive products traded very largely within the region, 
increased by 4% in 2002. NAFTA imports from third countries, mainly Japan, 
the EU and the Republic of Korea, increased by more than 15%. Mexico's 
exports stagnated and imports declined in 2002, in contrast to their sharp 
rise throughout the 1990s. The Central/Eastern European countries 
continued to expand their exports and imports of automotive products at 
double- digit rates in 2002. 
A combination of trade liberalization leading to lower domestic car 
prices, rising foreign direct investment (FDI) inflows in the automobile sector 
and strong domestic demand led to an import surge of automotive products 
in China in 2002. Despite the 42% rise in China's imports of automotive 
products, its share in world imports of this product group was still only 1% in 
2002. A strong recovery of imports of automotive products was reported in a 
number of Asian economies (e.g. Australia (18%), Japan (7%), the Republic 
of Korea (49%), Chinese Taipei (11%), New Zealand (32%) and Thailand 
(12%). However, Asia's imports of automotive products in 2002 still 
remained below their 1996 peak level, while global imports of all other 
regions expanded by one third over this six year period. The current import 
level of automotive products in many Asian markets is often rather low since 
the domestic automobile industry is protected by high import barriers. 
Consequently, intra-Asian trade in automotive products is also limited and 
accounts for only one fifth of the region's exports. For all other manufactured 
goods, the share of intra-Asian trade was close to one half in 2002. Global 
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trade in automotive products continues to be driven by EU and United 
States' import demand which, combined, accounts for more than two thirds 
of world imports of automotive products. 
Although world trade in iron and steel recovered by 7% in 2002, this 
did not fully offset the decline of the preceding year. The recovery in real 
terms remained rather moderate given the strengthening of prices for steel 
trade internationally. The increase of iron and steel imports by the EU and 
the United States mainly benefited suppliers in their own geographic 
hemisphere. In the case of the EU, the beneficiaries have been Western 
European and transition economies while in the United States, NAFTA 
countries and Latin American steel exporters regained market share. An 
outstanding feature in global steel trade in 2002 was the strength of China's 
import expansion. China's steel imports rose by 27% to $13.6 billion and 
accounted for 9% of world steel imports. China's steel Imports therefore 
exceeded those of the EU from third countries, and approached in size those 
of the United States. The sharp rise in China's imports sustained the 
recovery of the major Asian steel exporters, in particular those of Japan and 
Chinese Taipei which succeeded in expanding their steel shipments to China 
by nearly 40% in 2002. International trade in clothing continued its 
expansion of the second half of the 1990s in 2002, by almost 4%, 
approximately the average rate of merchandise trade growth in 2002. The 
value of world clothing exports reached $200 billion, accounting for 3.2% of 
world merchandise exports. The three major importers of clothing, Western 
Europe, the United States and Japan which account for more than four fifths 
of world imports, recorded quite divergent developments in 2002. 
While EU clothing imports from all sources rose by 5%, those of the 
United States stagnated. In 2002, the share of imported passenger cars in 
domestic registrations was less than 2.5% in the Republic of Korea, India, 
and Malaysia. In addition, the corresponding share of imported cars 
decreased markedly in Indonesia, the Philippines, Chinese Taipei, and 
Thailand between 2000 and 2002, to levels ranging from 21 to 4.5%. those 
of Japan decreased further by 8%. As in preceding years, intra-EU trade 
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expanded less rapidly than imports from third countries, bringing down the 
share of the former in EU imports to a record low of 40%. Among the major 
suppliers of the EU market, China, Turkey and Romania expanded their 
shipments between 15 and 22% in 2002. Although Tunisia again increased 
its share in EU imports, Africa's share decreased in its principal export 
market due to the decline of EU imports from Mauritius and Madagascar. 
Madagascar's clothing exports were apparently affected by trade disruptions 
caused by civil strife in the country. The sources of US imports continued to 
shift significantly in 2002. The weight of China increased further at the 
expense primarily of high-income Asian economies such as Hong Kong, 
China, the Republic of Korea and Chinese Taipei, leaving the share of Asia 
in United States imports of clothing unchanged at 57%. Clothing imports 
from the Latin American region decreased by 2%, mainly due to the 5% fall 
of shipments from Mexico and the Dominican Republic which were only 
partly offset by the 3% increase of imports from Honduras, Guatemala and 
El Salvador. Supported by the AGOA Agreement, US clothing imports from 
Africa expanded for the second year in a row at a rate faster than total 
clothing imports and amounted to $1.67 billion or 2.5% of United States 
imports in 2002. The decline in Japan's clothing imports left the structure of 
its supplies largely unchanged. China consolidated its already predominant 
position as a supplier of clothing. In 2002, China accounted for 78% of 
Japan's imports of clothing from all sources. The collapse of the rapid 
expansion in the global information and communication technology industry 
continued to depress international trade flows in office and telecom 
equipment. Exports of office and telecom equipment, which was the most 
dynamic product category in world merchandise trade in the 1990s, 
stagnated at nearly $840 billion in 2002. The three major exporters of this 
product category, the EU, the United States and Japan all reported a further 
decrease in their shipments. The developing East Asian economies as a 
group, however, staged a strong export recovery in 2002. In particular, the 
intra-regional trade of developing Asia in office and telecom products is 
estimated to have expanded by nearly 20%, reaching $130 billion. This is a 
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remarkable development given the fact that imports of office and telecom 
equipment of Western Europe, North America and Japan continued to 
decline in the same year. China established itself as the largest supplier of 
and destination for electronic goods among the developing economies. Its 
exports of office and telecom equipment surged by 45% to $75 billion while 
its imports rose by one third to $66 billion. Among the Central/Eastern 
European countries, Hungary, Czech Republic and Poland expanded their 
exports and imports of office and telecom equipment at double-digit rates in 
2002. These three countries have become major suppliers of electronic 
goods to markets in Western Europe and in the transition economies. 
Trade by region 
The recovery of global trade in 2002 was broadly shared, with all 
regions recording an improved performance in their merchandise and 
commercial services' trade in respect of the preceding year. In the case of 
exports from North America and the Middle East, however, this meant a 
smaller rate of decline. The notable exception to this positive trend was the 
contraction of Latin America's commercial services trade and a marked 
decline of its merchandise imports (for merchandise trade). 
From an economic perspective there might be some overstatement in 
the size and rise of China's trade in office and telecom equipment in 2002. 
The reported trade numbers include shipments from processing zones which 
after being first exported and sold are afterwards returned to China. The 
value of these returned goods recorded as imports (of Chinese origin) 
amounted to $6.88 billion in 2002. However, even if one did not take into 
account this particular trade flow, China would remain the most dynamic of 
all major traders in office and telecom equipment in 2002. 
Trade of the transition economies, which is of similar size to that of 
Latin America, expanded at double-digit rates for both exports and imports 
(merchandise and commercial services) and remained, for the second year 
in a row, the region with the fastest annual trade expansion. The marked 
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difference in trade developments between Latin America and the transition 
economies can be partly attributed to different developments in FDI flows. 
While FDI flows to Latin America continued to decline, those to the transition 
economies rose further in 2002. 
In 2002, Asia recorded the strongest recovery in merchandise trade of 
all regions, almost offsetting the sharp contraction of its exports and imports 
in the preceding year. Asia's commercial services exports expanded faster 
than global exports while the region's services imports lagged behind world 
commercial services' trade expansion. Western Europe's merchandise and 
services trade values were sustained, in the short run, mainly by the price 
effects of the strength of the euro and other European currencies vis-a-vis 
the United States dollar. Weak economic growth in the region, however, 
precluded a more dynamic trade expansion. Nevertheless, Western 
Europe's share in world merchandise and commercial services trade again 
increased slightly (to 41% and 47% respectively). 
In the 1990s, Western Europe's share of both merchandise and 
commercial services trade declined sharply. Although North American 
economic activity gained momentum in the course of 2002, its nominal trade 
growth was weak. Marginal increases in services trade and a decline in 
merchandise exports led to an erosion of North America's share in global 
trade. Merchandise imports of the M/dd/e East increased strongly, still 
benefiting from high oil revenues since 2000. The region's merchandise 
exports stagnated in 2002 after declining in the preceding year. Africa's 
exports and imports of merchandise and commercial services are estimated 
to have expanded at about 2% and therefore less than world trade. 
Developments in 2002 further accentuated the two large regional 
trade imbalances in the global economy: the already large North American 
trade deficit widened and the substantial surplus of the Asian region 
increased further. North America's merchandise imports exceeded exports 
by $400 billion or 40%, while Asia's exports were 15% larger than imports. 
All other regions recorded moderate or declining surplus positions. As oil 
exporting countries reduced their trade surplus, the trade balances of the 
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Middle East and that of the transition economies moved closer to 
equilibrium. Western Europe's trade surplus strengthened slightly while weak 
domestic demand and reduced capital inflows turned Latin America's trade 
deficit into a surplus. 
Trade developments by selected regions following a standstill in 2001, 
the North American economy expanded by 2.5% in 2002. Domestic 
demand growth exceeded 3% but like GDP remained below its average 
expansion rate in the 1990s. Canada's GDP growth exceeded that of the 
United States for the fourth year in a row. Employment levels continued to 
shrink in the region, in particular, in the manufacturing sector. Inflation rates 
remained moderate despite strong fiscal and monetary policy stimuli. Trade 
did not recover as strongly as one might have expected from the pick up of 
economic activity in the region and in the world economy. Canada's exports 
and imports increased only marginally in real terms and US exports 
decreased by 4%. Only US merchandise imports recovered strongly in real 
terms in 2002 from the contraction in the preceding year. 
Merchandise export and import prices of North America continued to 
decrease slightly, in particular, those of fuels, contributing to the value 
decline in merchandise exports and limiting the rise in merchandise imports. 
North America's merchandise exports decreased by 4% overall to $946 
billion in 2002. All major product groups recorded decreases on a year-to-
year basis with above average decreases in office and telecom equipment 
(15%), mining products (9%) and other machinery and transport equipment 
(6%). Exports of automotive products, however, rose by 4.5% due to the 
recovery of intra-North American trade. North American exports decreased 
to all regions in 2002. Intra-North American shipments and exports to Asia, 
the Middle East and transition economies decreased by 2 to 3% while those 
to Latin America, Western Europe and Africa decreased by 7, 10 and 12% 
respectively. Developments in 2002 further accentuated the shift in the 
destination of North American exports to NAFTA members which accounted, 
in that year and for the first time, for more than one half of total exports. The 
shares of all the other regions were reduced between 1995 and 2002. The 
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focusing of North America's exports on NAFTA countries is accompanied by 
a steady loss of market share in Asia, Western Europe and the Middle East 
since 2000. North America's imports from Asia, Western Europe and Latin 
America increased while imports from the Middle East and Africa, with their 
high share of fuels, decreased in 2002. A comparison of the 
North American import structure in 2002 with that of 1995 reveals that 
both China and Mexico recorded substantial gains in market share at the 
expense of all other major regions and suppliers. The largest reduction in 
their share of US imports is recorded for Hong Kong, China, Japan, 
Singapore and Chinese Taipei. 
North America's commercial services exports and imports Increased 
only marginally in 2002. For travel services, a decline was recorded for both 
exports and imports while in transportation services only imports decreased. 
A strong expansion of other commercial services exports and imports in the 
United States more than offset the decrease of Canadian exports and 
imports in this services category. 
Although economic activity picked up in the course of the first three 
quarters of 2002, the average annual increase in output of Western Europe 
was further reduced to about 1%. The sluggish growth in Western Europe is 
due to the weakness of private domestic demand. Private investment and 
consumption nearly stagnated in the euro-area, expansionary fiscal policies 
led to rising public sector deficits but failed to bring back confidence to 
investors and consumers. Pending structural reforms of the social security 
system increased uncertainty regarding consumers' income prospects. The 
sluggish GDP growth led to a further rise in unemployment. Weak internal 
demand, the appreciation of the euro and other European currencies vis-a-
vis the dollar contributed to the further decrease in Western Europe's 
inflation rates. The region's current account surplus increased as both export 
volume and export prices increased more than import volumes and prices. 
The acceleration in the value of Western Europe's merchandise and services 
trade has to be attributed largely to exchange rate changes which boosted 
the region's dollar trade prices. Western Europe's merchandise exports rose 
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by 6% and thus faster than its merchandise imports which recovered from a 
2% decline in 2001. Western Europe's commercial services exports and 
imports rose by 9%. Trade in other commercial services, the largest services 
category, was buoyant, as exports and imports expanded at double-digit 
rates in 2002. 
Western Europe's merchandise exports by product group recorded an 
unusual development in 2002, with the export value of agricultural products 
expanding by nearly 7%, faster than manufactured goods.4 Among 
manufactured goods, double-digit increases are reported for both chemicals 
and automotive products (13 and 10% respectively) while exports of office 
and telecom equipment recorded a further decline of nearly 7%. Clothing 
exports increased by 6.5% to $61 billion but continued to remain below their 
1998 peak level. 
Western Europe's merchandise trade with transition economies was 
again the most dynamic regional component of its exports and imports, 
expanding at double-digit rates. EU trade with this region is now close to the 
combined trade with Africa, the Middle East and Latin America. The 
European Union's trade with North America recorded a further increase in 
the bilateral trade surplus as shipments to North America increased by 5% 
and imports decreased by 6%. 
Although the EU's merchandise exports to Asia expanded by 5% and 
thus somewhat faster than imports from that region, the bilateral deficit 
continued to widen. Trade developments between the EU and individual 
Asian countries showed significant differences in 2002. While exports to and 
imports from Japan continued to shrink for the second consecutive year, 
those with China expanded at a good rate. A recovery of intra-regional trade 
and a double-digit increase of Western Europe's exports to both North 
America and the transition economies contributed to this outcome, double-
digit rates in 2002. As a result of these divergent trends, China became the 
third largest supplier to the EU, ahead of Japan and Switzerland. Despite the 
outstanding growth of EU exports to China, these shipments are still 
equivalent to less than half of EU shipments to Switzerland. 
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In 2002, economic growth in Asia was limited to only 1.5%, 
unchanged from the preceding year and only half the average rate recorded 
for the 1990s. The aggregate growth of Asia conceals the divergent 
economic performance of Japan and of all the other economies in the Asia-
Pacific region. While Japan's economy slowed further and recorded a slightly 
negative GDP growth, developing Asia, Australia and New Zealand have 
seen an acceleration in their GDP growth. Developing Asia's 5.5% GDP 
growth in 2002 matched the average growth of the second half of the 1990s. 
Among the Asian developing economies, the recovery was less pronounced 
in Hong Kong, China, Singapore and Chinese Taipei which had already 
experienced a decline or stagnation of their output in the preceding year. 
Despite the recovery, under-employment and low investment levels remain a 
concern in most of the Asian economies and are important factors in 
explaining the pursuit of expansionary fiscal policies in many countries. 
There was a further decline in FDI inflows to Asian developing 
countries if China is excluded from the total. In Indonesia, foreign 
disinvestment continued for the fifth year in a row. The unabated strength of 
FDI flows into China and the sluggishness of FDI flows to other Asian 
developing economies is leading to a concentration of FDI inward stocks in 
three economies (i.e. China, Hong Kong, China and Singapore). In 2002, 
these three economies already accounted for more than three quarters of 
the total FDI inward stock in developing Asia in 2002. 
Asia's trade rebounded strongly from its contraction in 2001. Despite 
the strength of the recovery in its merchandise trade export and import 
growth (by 8% and 6% respectively) in 2002, the recovery remained 
incomplete as the respective trade values remained below their 2000 peak 
levels. The weakness of the nominal trade recovery has to be partly 
attributed to the further decrease in the region's dollar export and import 
prices. The depreciation of the yen against the US dollar, on an annual 
average basis, contributed to the nearly 5% decrease in Japanese export 
prices. In real terms, Asia's exports and imports are estimated to have 
expanded by about 10% and thus more than twice that of world trade. The 
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recovery in Asia's commercial services trade was somewhat weaker than 
that of merchandise trade. Commercial services exports rose faster than 
imports, a development which can be found across all three major services 
categories. For both exports and imports, transportation services was the 
least dynamic component of services trade while travel and other 
commercial services expanded somewhat faster than the average rates for 
total commercial services. 
Asia's merchandise exports by main product groups show quite 
distinct developments in 2002: 
Exports of mining products rose by 2%, agricultural products by 7% 
and manufactured goods by 8.5%. The region's exports of office and 
telecom equipment, automotive products, chemicals and iron and steel 
products all increased by more than 10%. Exports of other consumer goods, 
clothing and textiles increased between 3.5% and 7%. In a number of 
product groups, however, the recovery observed in 2002 was not strong 
enough to offset the declines in the preceding year (e.g. office and telecom 
equipment, clothing, textiles, iron and steel and mining products). 
Asia's merchandise exports by destination reveal that the rebound of 
intra-regional trade was the principal factor in overall trade expansion. The 
9% growth of intra-Asian trade exceeded the expansion rate of shipments to 
North America and Western Europe of 5% and 3% respectively. The share 
of intra-regional trade recovered and accounted for nearly one half of Asia's 
exports but still less than in 1996, before the Asian financial crisis. Asia's 
combined exports to Latin America, the transition economies, Africa and the 
Middle East accounted for 8.5% of total exports. 
One of the main features of Asia's merchandise trade development in 
2002 was the contrasting trade growth of the two largest traders in the 
region. Although Japan's trade recovered from the steep contraction of 2001, 
its export growth of 3% remained sharply lower than the average growth rate 
of the region and its imports continued to shrink. China's exports and 
imports, however, both expanded by more than 20%. Above-average rates 
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of growth for both exports and imports are reported for Cambodia, India, the 
Philippines and Viet Nam. Cambodia's trade performance is outstanding 
among the smaller traders in Asia which, in many cases, recorded a 
contraction of their exports or imports in 2002. 
Three of the four high-income newly industrialized developing 
economies in Asia (e.g. Hong Kong, China, Singapore and Chinese Taipei) 
recorded below average trade growth not only for merchandise but also for 
commercial services trade. The fourth economy, the Republic of Korea, 
experienced strong trade recovery in 2002 with its exports and imports 
matching the regional average growth rates. China, India and the Philippines 
recorded above-average growth of their commercial services exports as they 
did for merchandise trade. However, in respect of commercial services 
imports, only China recorded double-digit growth while those of India and the 
Philippines decreased. 
Trade developments in the first half of 2003 and prospects 
In the first half of 2003 world merchandise exports rose by 15% in 
dollar terms over the corresponding period in 2002, a strong acceleration 
compared to the average 4% annual growth in 2002. The main factor behind 
this buoyant nominal trade growth has been the depreciation of the US dollar 
against the currencies of major traders in Europe and Asia in the first six 
months of 2003. Higher oil and non-fuel commodity prices also contributed to 
the dollar price increase in international trade. 
The exports and imports of Western Europe and the transition 
economies expanded by more than 20% in dollar terms, largely due to price 
and exchange rate developments. In Asia, where currency changes against 
the dollar were more limited, exports rose by 15% and imports by nearly 
20%. China's trade remained the strongest component of Asia's trade. 
China's imports growth is reported to have increased by 45% and exceeded 
in value that of Japan. Partly due to higher oil prices, Japan's import growth 
was 17% stronger than that of exports (13%). The six newly industrialized 
economies expanded both exports and imports by 12.5%. Latin America's 
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imports remained unchanged from the preceding year's level while exports 
recorded an increase of 8%, thereby strengthening the region's trade 
surplus. In contrast to the Latin American trade balance, the North American 
trade deficit continued to widen in the first half of 2003, as imports rose by 
10%, or twice as fast as exports. 
Adjusted for price and exchange rate changes, a different and less 
bright trade picture emerges. OECD countries' real trade in goods and 
services (exports plus imports) expanded by only 4% in the first half of 2003. 
In addition, most of this increase has to be attributed to the trade expansion 
In the second half of 2002 as OECD exports have stagnated from the fourth 
quarter of 2002 through the second quarter of 2003 (on a seasonally 
adjusted basis). OECD countries' imports had been less sluggish and picked 
up in the second quarter of 2003, mainly due to higher imports of the United 
States. 
Developments in the first half of 2003 and the improvements of the 
leading indicators in the third quarter lead to a projection of world 
merchandise trade growth of 3% for 2003, basically unchanged from the 
preceding year's rate. 
WTO, GATS and Future of Higher Education in India 
The service sector industry in the area of education as 'service' with a 
huge global market in which students, teachers, and non-teaching 
employees constitute resource. Education, at all levels, will continue to grow, 
because it cultivates the human mind and makes people important and 
useful in the all-round development of a country. However for the corporate 
sector it will grow as a big service industry. Global public spending on 
education at present is estimated to exceed one trillion US dollars, that is 
about Rs 48,00,000 crore, representing the cost of over 50 million teachers, 
one billion students and hundreds of thousands of educational institutions 
throughout the world. Though predominantly a government supported 
service, most governments are, as a consequence of neo-liberal economic 
reforms, withdrawing from it. The government of India through extensive 
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privatisation, commercialisation and deregulation is encouraging this 
process. 
The service sector accounts for more than 60 per cent of production 
and employment in the advanced industrial countries, on an average. This 
sector accounts for two thirds of the European Union's (EU) economy and 
jobs, almost a quarter of the EU's total exports, and a half of all foreign 
investment flowing from the EU to other parts of the world. More than one 
third of economic growth of the United States over the last five years has 
been due to service exports. In 1996, the United States- provided exports of 
education and training services had reached 8.2 billion dollars, and its trade 
surplus in education amounted to 7 billion dollars. Higher education was the 
fifth largest service exported by the US. Therefore, the pressure of the 
United States on WTO member countries in relation to trade in education 
service is clearly understandable. 
WTO AND GATS 
The World Trade Organization (WTO), established by replacing the 
General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs at the Uruguay Round in 1994, is a 
forum for corporate interests to push their agenda. The General Agreement 
on Trade in Services (GATS) covered in the WTO, also a product of the 
Uruguay Round, is a legally enforceable agreement aimed at deregulating 
international markets in- services, including education. Before this 
agreement, trade agreements used to be in relation to eliminating tariffs and 
other barriers for the goods produced in one country and sold in other 
countries. Some services used to be exchanged but there was no 
mechanism for trade in services, because they were considered to be place 
specific and thus non-tradeable. According to the European Commission, the 
GATS is "first and foremost an instrument for the benefit of business." 
The objective of GATS is to liberalise trade in services as quickly as 
possible. It is clear from the preamble of GATS that it is a "multilateral 
framework of principles and rules for trade in services with a view to the 
expansion of such trade under conditions of transparency and progressive 
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liberalisation" and with a 'desire' for the "early achievement of progressively 
higher levels of liberalisation of trade in services through successive rounds 
of multilateral negotiations." 
Equipped with WTO-enforced trade sanctions, the "multilateral 
negotiations" would expand the takeover of service delivery by transnational 
corporations in such critical areas as: health care; hospital care; home care; 
water resources; environmental protection services, and many others. 
The WTO has defined and drawn up the rules so as to give itself 
enormous powers. According to the WTO, 'The GATS is the first multilateral 
agreement to provide fully enforceable rights to trade in all services. It has a 
'built-in' commitment to continuous liberalisation through periodic 
negotiations. And it is the world's first multilateral agreement on investment, 
since it covers not just cross-border trade but every possible means of 
supplying a service, including the right to set up a commercial presence in 
the export market." The WTO has explicitly stated that one of the 
advantages of the GATS is that it will help "overcome domestic resistance to 
change". 
The US, the European Union (EU), Japan and Canada are the main 
powers behind the GATS. Though WTO membership consists of nation 
states, its agenda is shaped by the transnational corporations (TNCs) of 
these countries that sit on all the important "advisory" committees and 
determine detailed policy. GATS has two components: (i) The framework 
agreement containing 29 articles, and (ii) a number of Annexes, Ministerial 
decisions, etc., as well as the schedules of commitments by each member 
government, which bind them to allow market access, and/or remove 
existing restrictions to market access. This agreement covers all services, 
including education. 
BASIC RULES OF GATS 
Basic rules of GATS will apply to services like education in the 
following distinct ways: 
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1. A general framework of obligations that applies to all member 
countries of WTO includes two principles of "Most Favoured Nations 
Treatment", and "National Treatment". 
"The Most Favoured Nations Treatment implies: there should be no 
discrimination between the members to the agreement. 
The principle of "National Treatment" suggests that "each member 
shall accord to services and service suppliers of any other member, in 
respect of all measures affecting the supply of services, treatment no less 
favourable than that it accords to its own like services and service suppliers." 
The rules of "most favoured nations" and "national treatment" are thus 
aimed at eliminating all restrictions on big business. Under these rules, 
governments must treat each nation's corporations equally, which will 
effectively end all attempts by the developing countries to insulate their 
economies to some degree from the world market. 
2. Each member country will have to make a request offer for a 
particular service to be a part of the agreement. That is, a member country 
can decide which service sector it would like to cover under GATS rule. 
3. A member maintaining practices which may "restrain competition 
and thereby restrict trade in services", is directed to "enter into consultation 
with a view to eliminating them", when requested by another member. In 
case of disagreement between members, the Council for Trade in Services 
"shall refer the matter to arbitration" the decision of which "shall be final and 
binding on the members." 
4. Members have to ensure that all measures are administered in 
reasonable and impartial manner. 
Education and GATS 
When the services are entirely provided by the government, they do 
not fall within the GATS rule. For a service to be out of the purview of the 
GATS rule it has to be entirely free. However, when the services have been 
provided either by the government partially or some prices are charged (as 
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happens in education where some fees is charged), or provided by the 
private providers, they shall fall under the GATS rule. 
The informal WTO Classification List (W/120) divides educational 
services into five parts: (a) primary education services; (b) secondary 
education services; (c) higher education services; (d) adult education, and 
(e) other education services. 
The idea behind this is the creation of an open, global marketplace 
where services, like education, can be traded to the highest bidder. GATS 
covers the educational services of all countries whose educational systems 
are not exclusively provided by the public sector, or those educational 
systems that have commercial purposes. Since total public monopolies in 
education are extremely rare, almost all of the world's educational systems 
fall under the GATS umbrella. In India, we cannot get exemption in 
education from the application of GATS because education at all levels, 
particularly at higher education level, is not entirely free (i.e. some fees has 
to be paid). 
Services: rules for growth and investment 
The General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) is the first and 
only set of multilateral rules governing international trade in services. 
Negotiated in the Uruguay Round, it was developed in response to the huge 
growth of the services economy over the past 30 years and the greater 
potential for trading services brought about by the communications 
revolution. 
Services represent the fastest growing sector of the global economy 
and account for 60% of global output, 30% of global employment and nearly 
20% of global trade. When the idea of bringing rules on services into the 
multilateral trading system was floated in the early to mid 1980s, a number of 
countries were sceptical and even opposed. They believed such an 
agreement could undermine governments' ability to pursue national policy 
objectives and constrain their regulatory powers. The agreement that was 
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developed, however, allows a high degree of flexibility, both within the 
framework of rules and also in terms of the market access commitments. 
The General Agreement on Trade in Services has three elements: 
the main text containing general obligations and disciplines; annexes dealing 
with rules for specific sectors; and individual countries' specific commitments 
to provide access to their markets, including indications of where countries 
are temporarily not applying the "most-favoured-nation" principle of non-
discrimination. 
Total coverage The agreement covers all internationally-traded 
services — for example, banking, telecommunications, tourism, professional 
services, etc. It also defines four ways (or "modes") of trading services: 
Services supplied from one country to another (e.g. international 
telephone calls), officially known as "cross-border supply" (in WTO jargon, 
"mode 1") consumers or firms making use of a service in another country 
(e.g. tourism), officially "consumption abroad" ("mode 2") a foreign 
company setting up subsidiaries or branches to provide services in another 
country (e.g. foreign banks setting up operations in a country), officially 
"commercial presence" ("mode 3") individuals travelling from their own 
country to supply services in another (e.g. fashion models or consultants), 
officially "presence of natural persons" ("mode 4") 
Most-favoured-nation (MFN) treatment Favour one, favour all. 
MFN means treating one's trading partners equally on the principle of non-
discrimination. Under GATS, if a country allows foreign competition in a 
sector, equal opportunities in that sector should be given to service providers 
from all other WTO members. (This applies even if the country has made no 
specific commitment to provide foreign companies access to its markets 
under the WTO.) 
MFN applies to all services, but some special temporary exemptions 
have been allowed. When GATS came into force, a number of countries 
already had preferential agreements in services that they had signed with 
trading partners, either bilaterally or in small groups. WTO members felt it 
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was necessary to maintain these preferences temporarily. They gave 
themselves the right to continue giving more favourable treatment to 
particular countries in particular services activities by listing "MFN 
exemptions" alongside their first sets of commitments. In order to protect the 
general MFN principle, the exemptions could only be made once; nothing 
can be added to the lists. They are currently being reviewed as mandated, 
and will normally last no more than ten years. 
Individual countries' commitments to open markets in specific sectors 
— and how open those markets will be — are the outcome of negotiations. 
The commitments appear in "schedules" that list the sectors being opened, 
the extent of market access being given in those sectors (e.g. whether there 
are any restrictions on foreign ownership), and any limitations on national 
treatment (whether some rights granted to local companies will not be 
granted to foreign companies). So, for example, if a government commits 
itself to allow foreign banks to operate in its domestic market, that is a 
market-access commitment. And if the government limits the number of 
licences it will issue, then that is a market-access limitation. If it also says 
foreign banks are only allowed one branch while domestic banks are allowed 
numerous branches, that is an exception to the national treatment 
principle. 
These clearly defined commitments are bound like bound tariffs for 
trade in goods, they can only be modified after negotiations with affected 
countries. Because "unbinding" is difficult, the commitments are virtually 
guaranteed conditions for foreign exporters and importers of services and 
investors in the sector to do business. 
Governmental services are explicitly carved out of the agreement and 
there is nothing in GATS that forces a government to privatize service 
industries. In fact the word "privatize" does not even appear in GATS. Nor 
does it outlaw government or even private monopolies. The carve-out is an 
explicit commitment by WTO governments to allow publicly funded services 
in core areas of their responsibility. Governmental services are define^d in the 
agreement as those that are not supplied commercially and do not compete 
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with other suppliers. These services are not subject to any GATS disciplines, 
they are not covered by the negotiations, and commitments on market 
access and national treatment (treating foreign and domestic companies 
equally) do not apply to them. 
GATS' approach to making commitments means that members are 
not obliged to do so on the whole universe of services sectors. A 
government may not want to make a commitment on the level of foreign 
competition in a given sector, because it considers the sector to be a core 
governmental function or indeed for any other reason. In this case, the 
government's only obligations are minimal, for example to be transparent in 
regulating the sector, and not to discriminate between foreign suppliers. 
GATS says governments must publish all relevant laws and 
regulations, and set up enquiry points within their bureaucracies. Foreign 
companies and governments can then use these inquiry points to obtain 
information about regulations in any service sector. And they have to notify 
the WTO of any changes in regulations that apply to the services that come 
under specific commitments. 
Since domestic regulations are the most significant means of 
exercising influence or control over services trade, the agreement says 
governments should regulate services reasonably, objectively and 
impartially. When a government makes an administrative decision that 
affects a service, it should also provide an impartial means for reviewing the 
decision (for example a tribunal). 
GATS does not require any service to be deregulated. Commitments 
to liberalize do not affect governments' right to set levels of quality, safety, or 
price, or to introduce regulations to pursue any other policy objective they 
see fit. A commitment to national treatment, for example, would only mean 
that the same regulations would apply to foreign suppliers as to nationals. 
Governments naturally retain their right to set qualification requirements for 
doctors or lawyers, and to set standards to ensure consumer health and 
safety. 
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When two (or more) governments have agreements recognizing each 
other's qualifications (for example, the licensing or certification of service 
suppliers), GATS says other members must also be given a chance to 
negotiate comparable pacts. The recognition of other countries' qualifications 
must not be discriminatory, and it must not amount to protectionism in 
disguise. These recognition agreements have to be notified to the WTO. 
Once a government has made a commitment to open a service sector 
to foreign competition, it must not normally restrict money being transferred 
out of the country as payment for services supplied ("current transactions") In 
that sector. The only exception is when there are balance-of-payments 
difficulties, and even then the restrictions must be temporary and subject to 
other limits and conditions. 
The Uruguay Round was only the beginning. GATS requires more 
negotiations, which began in early 2000 and are now part of the Doha 
Development Agenda. The goal is to take the liberalization process further 
by increasing the level of commitments in schedules. 
International trade in goods is a relatively simple idea to grasp: a 
product is transported from one country to another. Trade in services is 
much more diverse. Telephone companies, banks, airiines and accountancy 
firms provide their services in quite different ways. The GATS annexes 
reflect some of the diversity. 
Instability in the banking system affects the whole economy. The 
financial services annex gives governments very wide latitude to take 
prudential measures, such as those for the protection of investors, 
depositors and insurance policy holders, and to ensure the integrity and 
stability of the financial system. The annex also excludes from the 
agreement services provided when a government is exercising its authority 
over the financial system, for example central banks' services. 
The telecommunications sector has a dual role: it is a distinct sector 
of economic activity; and it is an underiying means of supplying other 
economic activities (for example electronic money transfers). The annex 
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says governments must ensure that foreign service suppliers are given 
access to the public telecommunications networks without discrimination. 
Under this annex, traffic rights and directly related activities are 
excluded from GATS's coverage. They are handled by other bilateral 
agreements. However, the annex establishes that the GATS will apply to 
aircraft repair and maintenance services, marketing of air transport services 
and computer-reservation services. 
GATS sets a heavy work programme covering a wide range of 
subjects. Work on some of the subjects started in 1995, as required, soon 
after GATS came into force in January 1995. Negotiations to further 
liberalize international trade in services started in 2000, along with other 
work involving study and review. 
Negotiations 
Negotiations to further liberalize international trade in services started 
in early 2000 as mandated by GATS (Article 19). 
The first phase of the negotiations ended successfully in March 2001 
when members agreed on the guidelines and procedures for the 
negotiations, a key element in the negotiating mandate. By agreeing these 
guidelines, members set the objectives, scope and method for the 
negotiations in a clear and balanced manner. They also unequivocally 
endorsed some of GATS' fundamental principles — i.e. members' right to 
regulate and to introduce new regulations on the supply of services in pursuit 
of national policy objectives; their right to specify which services they wish to 
open to foreign suppliers and under which conditions; and the overarching 
principle of flexibility for developing and least-developed countries. The 
guidelines are therefore sensitive to public policy concerns in important 
sectors such as health-care, public education and cultural industries, while 
stressing the importance of liberalization in general, and ensuring foreign 
service providers have effective access to domestic markets. 
The 2001 Doha Ministerial Declaration incorporated these 
negotiations into the "single undertaking" of the Doha Development Agenda. 
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Hence, they are mandated to conclude by 1 January 2005. Since July 2002, 
a process of bilateral negotiations on market access has been underway. 
Negotiations started in 1995 and are continuing on the development 
of possible disciplines that are not yet included in GATS: rules on emergency 
safeguard measures, government procurement and subsidies. Work so far 
has concentrated on safeguards. These are temporary limitations on market 
access to deal with market disruption, and the negotiations aim to set up 
procedures and disciplines for governments using these. The negotiations — 
which have been difficult — are due to end in March 2004, but the results will 
come into effect at the same time as those of the current services 
negotiations. 
Work started in 1995 to establish disciplines on domestic regulations 
— i.e. the requirements foreign service suppliers have to meet in order to 
operate in a market. The focus is on qualification requirements and 
procedures, technical standards and licensing requirements. By December 
1998, members had agreed disciplines on domestic regulations for the 
accountancy sector. Since then, members have been engaged in developing 
general disciplines for all professional services and, where necessary, 
additional sectoral disciplines. All the agreed disciplines will be integrated 
into GATS and become legally binding by the end of the current services 
negotiations. 
When GATS came into force in 1995, members were allowed a once-
only opportunity to take an exemption from the non-discrimination between a 
member's trading partners. The measure for which the exemption was taken 
is described in a member's MFN exemption list, indicating to which member 
the more favourable treatment applies, and specifying its duration. In 
principle, these exemptions should not last for more than ten years. As 
mandated by GATS, all these exemptions are currently being reviewed to 
examine whether the conditions which created the need for these 
exemptions in the first place still exist. And in any case, they are part of the 
current services negotiations. 
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Countries that have liberalized on their own initiative since the last 
multilateral negotiations w/ant that to be taken into account when they 
negotiate market access in services. The negotiating guidelines and 
procedures that members agreed in March 2001 for the GATS negotiations 
also call for criteria for taking this "autonomous" or unilateral liberalization 
into account. These were agreed on 6 March 2003. 
Special treatment for least-developed countries (Article 19) 
GATS mandates members to establish how to give special treatment 
to least-developed countries during the negotiations. (These "modalities" 
cover both the scope of the special treatment, and the methods to be used.) 
The least-developed countries began the discussions in March 2002. As a 
result of subsequent discussions, Members agreed the modalities on 
3 September 2003. 
Assessment of trade in services (Article 19) 
Preparatory work on this subject started in early 1999. GATS 
mandates that members assess trade in services, including the GATS 
objective of increasing the developing countries' participation in services 
trade. The negotiating guidelines reiterate this, requiring the negotiations to 
be adjusted in response to the assessment. Members generally 
acknowledge that the shortage of statistical information and other 
methodological problems make it impossible to conduct an assessment 
based on full data. However, they are continuing their discussions with the 
assistance of several papers produced by the Secretariat. 
Air transport services At present, most of the air transport sector 
— traffic rights and services directly related to traffic rights — Is excluded 
from GATS' coverage. However, GATS mandates a review by members of 
this situation. The purpose of the review, which started in early 2000, is to 
decide whether additional air transport services should be covered by GATS. 
The review could develop into a negotiation in its own right, resulting in an 
amendment of GATS itself by adding new services to its coverage and by 
adding specific commitments on these new services to national schedules. 
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Impact of GATS 
The creation of the GATS was one of the landmark achievements of 
the Uruguay Round, whose results entered into force in January 1995. The 
GATS was inspired by essentially the same objectives as its counterpart in 
merchandise trade, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT): 
creating a credible and reliable system of international trade rules; ensuring 
fair and equitable treatment of all participants (principle of non-
discrimination); stimulating economic activity through guaranteed policy 
bindings; and promoting trade and development through progressive 
liberalization. 
While services currently account for over 60 percent of global 
production and employment, they represent no more than 20 per cent of total 
trade (BOP basis). This — seemingly modest — share should not be 
underestimated, however. Many services, which have long been considered 
genuine domestic activities, have increasingly become internationally mobile. 
This trend is likely to continue, owing to the introduction of new transmission 
technologies (e.g. electronic banking, tele-health or tele-education services), 
the opening up in many countries of long-entrenched monopolies (e.g. voice 
telephony and postal services), and regulatory reforms in hitherto tightly 
regulated sectors such as transport. Combined with changing consumer 
preferences, such technical and regulatory innovations have enhanced the 
"tradability" of services and, thus, created a need for multilateral disciplines. 
The GATS applies in principle to all service sectors, with two 
exceptions. 
Article 1(3) of the GATS excludes "services supplied in the exercise of 
governmental authority". These are services that are supplied neither on a 
commercial basis nor in competition with other suppliers. Cases in point are 
social security schemes and any other public service, such as health or 
education, that is provided at non-market conditions. 
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Further, the Annex on Air Transport Services exempts from coverage 
measures affecting air traffic rights and services directly related to the 
exercise of such rights. 
The GATS expressly recognizes the right of Members to regulate the 
supply of services in pursuit of their own policy objectives, and does not seek 
to influence these objectives. Rather, the Agreement establishes a 
framework of rules to ensure that services regulations are administered in a 
reasonable, objective and impartial manner and do not constitute 
unnecessary barriers to trade. 
Obligations contained in the GATS may be categorized into two broad 
groups: General obligations, which apply directly and automatically to all 
Members and services sectors, as well as commitments concerning market 
access and national treatment in specifically designated sectors. Such 
commitments are laid down in individual country schedules whose scope 
may vary widely between Members. The relevant terms and concepts are 
similar, but not necessarily identical to those used in the GATT; for example, 
national treatment is a general obligation in goods trade and not negotiable 
as under the GATS. 
Developing country interests have inspired both the general structure 
of the Agreement as well as individual Articles. In particular, the objective of 
facilitating the increasing participation of developing countries in services 
trade has been enshrined in the Preamble to the Agreement and underlies 
the provisions of Article IV. This Article requires Members, inter alia, to 
negotiate specific commitments relating to the strengthening of developing 
countries' domestic services capacity; the improvement of developing 
countries' access to distribution channels and information networks, and the 
liberalization of market access in areas of export interest to these countries. 
While the notion of progressive liberalization is one of the basic tenets 
of the GATS, Article XIX provides that liberalization takes place with due 
respect for national policy objectives and Members' development levels, both 
overall and in individual sectors. Developing countries are thus given 
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flexibility for opening fewer sectors, liberalizing fewer types of transactions, 
and progressively extending market access in line with their development 
situation. Other provisions ensure that developing countries have more 
flexibility in pursuing economic integration policies, maintaining restrictions 
on balance of payments grounds, and determining access to and use of their 
telecommunications transport networks and services. In addition, developing 
countries are entitled to receive technical assistance from the WTO 
Secretariat. 
In services, the Uruguay Round was only a first step in a longer-term 
process of multilateral rule-making and trade liberalization. Observers tend 
to agree that, while the negotiations succeeded in setting up the principle 
structure of the Agreement, the liberalizing effects have been relatively 
modest. Barring exceptions in financial and telecommunication services, 
most schedules have remained confined to confirming status quo market 
conditions in a relatively limited number of sectors. This may be explained in 
part by the novelty of the Agreement and the perceived need of Members to 
gather experience before considering wider and deeper commitments. 
Moreover, many administrations needed time to develop the necessary 
regulation — including quality standards, licensing and qualification 
requirements — that ensures that external liberalization is compatible with, 
and conducive to, core policy objectives (quality, equity, etc.) in socially or 
infrastructurally important services. 
More than six years have passed since the Agreement's inception, 
and the economic importance of services — in terms of production, income, 
employment and trade — has continued to rise. There thus appears ample 
scope for new and/or improved commitments in new negotiations. 
World Bank Report 2004: Making Services Work For Poor People 
The World Bank released its annual World Development Report 2004, 
which addresses why government services fail poor people and how they 
can be improved. Drawing on successful examples from around the globe, 
the report recommends putting the world's poor at the center of the provision 
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of basic services sucli as health, education, water and electricity. 
India submits service sector 'request list' to WTO members 
India has submitted a "request list" on service sectors of interest to 
the country to a number of member countries of the World Trade 
Organisation (WTO). 
According to the Annual Report 2002-03 of the Department of 
Commerce released here, the service sectors for which "request list" has 
been submitted include architectural services, audio-visual services, 
computer and related services, health services, maritime services and 
tourism servicesOn imports of sensitive items, the report indicates that, 
barring import of crude palm oil, import of all other sensitive items showed a 
negative growth during the period April-November 2002. The total import of 
300 sensitive tariff lines for the period April-November 2002 stood at Rs 
8,605 crore against Rs 7,663 crore for the corresponding period of the 
previous year. 
WTO services talks: India submits proposals 
Even as negotiations for services at the World Trade Organisation 
pick up pace, India has submitted proposals seeking easier market access 
for professionals in the health sector as part of its drive for liberalisation in 
"movement of natural persons" This is just one of the areas where India 
wants reciprocal facilities from developed countries which have been 
seeking greater presence of their financial and banking services here. The 
Indian proposal is part of a series of request lists being issued by all WTO 
member-countries interested in taking part in the services negotiations under 
the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS). 
Official sources say the Indian wish list for services is focussed on the 
"movement of natural persons" which is basically about allowing greater 
ease of movement for skilled workers from one country to another. With the 
country's huge educated and skilled workforce, the effort is to capitalise on 
this area of strength for the economy. Movement of these professionals 
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largely for short-term work prospects is being hampered by developed 
countries due to various types of non-trade barriers. 
That the scenario for movement of professionals to one of the biggest 
markets, the U.S., worsened after the September 11 terrorist attacks. While 
fears on security issues can be appreciated, it is felt such countries should 
be able to distinguish between genuine academics and professionals 
seeking employment and terrorist elements. 
The U.S., on its part, is seeking to establish greater commercial 
presence in this country especially in the financial services sector. The 
principle of reciprocity, however, would have to apply since India would then 
seek easier market access for its workforce. 
Among the areas where this country is seeking easier movement for 
natural persons are information technology where barriers for software 
professionals need to be eliminated. Similarly, greater market access will be 
sought for professionals in accountancy, education and communications, 
including audio-visual services. The proposal for allowing easier movement 
of doctors and other health service providers is the latest request list made 
by India which will demand more liberalisation in all these areas by the 
developed worid. 
The Commerce Ministry is currently holding consultations with other 
related Government departments and academic institutions before finalising 
the request lists for other areas. 
In the case of IT, considered the most important area for the services 
negotiations, discussions are now being held with the IT and 
Communications Ministry. Several detailed studies have also been 
commissioned on these issues from institutes such as the Indian Council for 
Research in International Economic Relations (ICRIER) while talks are also 
being proposed with all the stakeholders. 
Meanwhile, the WTO is trying to dismiss reports that these 
negotiations will help in liberalisation or privatisation of Government services 
including health, water distribution and education. 
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Describing these suggestions as untrue, the WTO has said that such 
sectors have rarely been discussed in the negotiations and the principal 
focus of talks lies in other service sectors. 
Highlighting the tremendous interest of member-countries in the 
negotiations, the WTO has said that till the end of the June, as many as 55 
WTO members have tabled written proposals either individually or jointly as 
in the case of the European Union and Mercosur. Of these, 32 are 
developing countries. 
WTO and India's performance 
The World Trade Organisation (WTO) in June 2003 congratulated 
India for its reform process that had led to an annualised 6 per cent 
economic growth during the last decade, but expressed concern over high 
tariffs and Increased use of anti-dumping measures by New Delhi. 
The commendation came at the conclusion of a review of India's trade 
policy conducted by the WTO at Geneva on June 19-21, 2003. 
During the review which attracted a high level of participation and 
interest, WTO members complimented India for its strong economic 
performance which had resulted from continued economic reform, including 
trade liberalisation, lower government involvement and liberalisation of key 
service sectors, an official release said here. 
Many delegations stressed that India's efforts would be greatly 
enhanced if its trading partners took steps to reduce, if not remove, the 
impediments to India's exports, especially in the context of the new 
negotiations in line with the Doha Work Programme. There was, however, 
concern about India's increased use of anti-dumping measures as also 
labelling, certification and standard requirements. 
Concerns were also expressed over the high tariffs, subsidies, the 
large stock of foodgrains and small sector dereservation. 
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A view was conveyed that additional measures were needed if tiie 
ambitious growth targets were to be met, the release said. 
Reiterating its support for the WTO and the Doha work programme, 
India said the anti-dumping investigations were being conducted strictly on 
the basis of anti-dumping rules that were fully in accordance with the WTO 
trade agreement. 
India further pointed out that the actual trade affected by these 
measures was not significant. In all, the 39 measures against the U.S. and 
the EU, for instance, accounted for less than 0.1 per cent of all of India's 
total imports. 
Responding to queries on agriculture. New Delhi said various 
measures had been undertaken including removal of export restriction on 
agricultural products and allowing freer inter-state movement of foodgrains. 
India said further liberalisation would depend on how the trading 
partners commit themselves to reduction in export subsidies and domestic 
support. 
In textiles, India said several initiatives had been undertaken including 
dereservation of readymade garments and technological upgradation. 
New Delhi said the slower phasing out of the quota restrictions, tariff 
peaks in developed markets for quota items and repeated trade defence 
action were coming in the way of increased market access for developing 
countries like India. 
In respect of service sector, it was recognised that significant 
progress had been made in the reform in telecommunications, banking and 
insurance sectors. Further, it was noted that the success of India's software 
sector was indicative of its ability to compete globally. 
India was also commended for its efforts to enforce protection of 
Intellectual Property Rights both through the adoption of new legislation and 
through educational awareness campaign. 
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The India delegation was led by the Commerce Secretary, Dipak 
Chatterjee, who in his address at the WTO on June 19 highlighted the 
initiatives taken by the Government, particularly in the lowering of customs 
duties, deregualtion in the number of service sectors such as banking, 
insurance and telecom and the liberalisation of the foreign direct investment 
regime. The trade review for India is conducted by the WTO once in four 
years, with the last one having been held in 1998. 
India wants trust in WTO restored 
A select group of proactive members of the World Trade Organisation 
concluded the three-day conference in Tokyo in February 2003 without 
settling any of the persistent differences across the development divide. 
However, India suggested a six-point road map for future negotiations 
between the developed bloc and the developing countries before and during 
the WTO's next plenary ministerial conference at Cancun in September 
2004. 
On a parallel track, ''market access in the developing countries needs 
to be carefully calibrated so that social tensions in the rural areas do not 
occur". He also underlined that '"adequate bound rates and special 
safeguards must be available to prevent surge of imports". 
Outlining the last two inter-linked points of the Indian plan, Mr. Jaitley 
called for a fast-paced consensus-building, wherever feasible, ahead of the 
Cancun meeting, so that only the most important issues would be left to be 
decided there. He also warned against slippages as regards the deadlines 
set at Doha. 
As for the non-farm sector, India called for an "increased (global) 
market access for products of export interest to India such as textiles, leather 
and other goods". Indicating India's strong interest in the services sector, the 
Minister turned the spotlight on "the movement of natural persons as 
service-providers" and asked for a "greater (global) liberalisation in (respect 
of) this mode of delivery of services". 
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On the so-called "Singapore issues", such as investment and 
competition policy, he said that these matters could not be treated as the 
direct concerns of the WTO which should stay focussed on trade-specific 
problems. 
In a related context, India called for "stronger discipline in anti-
dumping and anti-subsidy" so that there would be no negation of market 
access that the developing countries might obtain through reductions in 
tariffs and the removal of non-tariff barriers. 
While the deep differences over farm trade talks precluded any 
specific accords between the rich countries and the developing bloc at this 
juncture, the Tokyo meeting was also rocked by disagreements on how the 
poor could access patented medicines. 
The buzz words would be efficiency and productivity. "Success will lie 
with those who exhibit competitiveness in price and quality." Wasteful labour 
practices, inefficient production technology, cumbersome trading methods 
and compare themselves with the best in the world. Though India is the 13th 
largest gross domestic product country in the world, it lacks competitiveness. 
From 1990-98, the Indian GDP grew at an annual rate of 6.1 per cent. 
With a global average of 2.4 per cent, this was among the highest in the 
world. India has the world's largest irrigated area and the world's largest 
producer of tea, butter and ghee, the second largest producer of rice, wheat, 
milk and sugar, and the world's third largest producer of tobacco. 
India accounts for 21.7 per cent of the world's output of rice, 11.2 per 
cent for wheat and 14.9 per cent for cotton (lint). India is fourth in the 
production of tractors. India's export share in the world is 0.7 per cent. This 
is low by global standards and has also come down over the years, reflecting 
erosion in competitiveness. India's major export categories include textiles 
and garments, leather and manufactures, chemicals and pharmaceuticals, 
gems and jewellery, jute and manufactures and engineering goods. 
Barring rice, spices, tea and gems and jewellery, in none of these 
sectors is India's share of the world market sufficiently high. Even textile and 
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garments had failed to be the engine of export growth that it has proved to 
be in East Asia. 
WTO mulls special visa for services 
The World Trade Organisation is exploring the possibility of starting a 
special General Agreement on Trade in Services visa in order to facilitate 
movement of service professionals between countries. "We are considering 
a GATS visa because it can serve as a special category visa allowing 
service professionals to travel to other countries for a certain period of time. 
The main objective is to distinguish movement of people to other countries 
for work and not for seeking permanent residence," said WTO deputy 
director-general Roderick Abbot during an informal interaction with reporters. 
In market access in the services sector, there has not been much 
movement on the discussions on Mode 4, which deals with the movement of 
natural persons. 
This area is important to India, which has a sizeable population of 
service professionals in sectors like information technology, engineering and 
medicine. 
Commenting on the issue. Abbot said: "Immigration needs to be dealt 
with as a commercial issue by countries. However, there is a hesitation since 
countries afflicted by terrorism are keen to regulate the flow of foreigners." 
It is in this context that the WTO is considering a special category 
visa. 
Abbot said under the services negotiations, India should push for 
specific commitments in areas like software from countries which have not 
done so, like Japan. He also said thirty papers had been submitted to the 
working group on investment. The main objective of having investment and 
competition under the WTO is to ensure that a foreign company is not put at 
any disadvantage by a local government. "These issues will not determine 
the policy of the local government but will be restricted to providing the right 
regulatory environment," he said. He, however, clarified that there was no 
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possibility of labour being included in the negotiations at any stage. "As far 
as labour is concerned, it is a dead issue. There is no need to fear that 
labour can be used as a form of sanctions by another country," he said, 
adding that there was a near consensus that labour-related issues should be 
dealt by the International Labour Organisation. 
The rules and regulations of the World Trade Organisation will 
henceforth have a profound impact on the way Indians do business. All 
import curbs will be a thing of the past and India will begin doing business 
under the WTO regime. With the government amending the Patent Act 1970 
to comply with the requirements of the Trade Related Intellectual Property 
Rights of the WTO and agreeing to phase out the controls on all imports, the 
month of April, 2001 will be the beginning of a new trade game in the 
country. "Indian industries will have to adjust to the situation with the removal 
of the quantitative restrictions on imports after April 1, 2001" says Raghu 
Mody, president of the Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry of 
India. Trade and industry bodies like Assocham, the Confederation of India 
Industry and the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry 
have been advocating that the government should 'cushion' the impact of the 
QR removal. Mody points out that hiking import duties by 100 or more 
percentage levels could absorb the effect of the QR removal. 
It is not that Indian companies are not ready for the change. Many of 
them are in fact designing new strategies for survival. 
But farmers, manufacturers, and big and small industrialists are 
anxious. As India becomes an open market, many fear free imports of cheap 
Chinese and Taiwanese goods will be a real threat to the Indian 
manufacturing sector. 
Already the CI I and Assocham have decided to send trade 
delegations to China to study how companies there are able to produce 
goods so cheaply. What are the sensitive items, which are currently under 
the quantitative restrictions imposed on the balance of payments grounds 
list? There are many. But the few important ones are all electronic hardware. 
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meat, ready-made dresses, vegetables, milk, fruits, food oils, toys, shoes, 
batteries, leather, engineering goods, cotton yarn, granite, unwrought 
aluminium, diamonds, industrial raw materials and automobile items. 
"Coming are the months for the consumer. There will be a variety of foreign 
consumable, electronic, automobile and garment items that will be freely 
available to consumers in India. The only fear is whether the complete 
removal of import curbs will badly affect the small-scale industry and the 
agriculture sector in India," But at the same time free movement of goods 
and services under the WTO rules will ultimately help India. 
In industrialised countries, tariffs have been reduced on manufactured 
products by an average of 40 per cent because of the WTO regulations. 
The reduction in tariffs would offer a great opportunity to India to 
export its products to all developed countries, which are WTO members. In 
sectors like garments, engineering products and leather, where India 
continues to be a leader, the country would benefit further with a great export 
potential thanks to the new WTO rules. 
The tariff reduction will result in production of value-added services. 
This could lead to many new enterprises coming up. "Let us clarify that the 
WTO is no invasive army waiting to tear at our borders. It represents a body 
of agreements that we have voluntarily entered into," Seshasayee added. 
Over the past few months, Indian markets have been flooded with a plethora 
of imported foods: Chinese toys and apparel, Taiwanese gadgets, Swiss 
cheese, New Zealander apples, Thai biscuits, Brazilian chocolates.... the list 
keeps on growing. 
These imports have been allowed with India setting out to fulfil its 
commitment to the World Trade Organisation under the agreement on 
agriculture (AoA) to improve market access for foreign foods. The time is 
ripe now for a flood of food imports to inundate India with the WTO's dispute 
settlement panel rejecting India's stand on quantitative restrictions. 
India had entered into bilateral pacts with its trading partners for a six-
year phasing out of QRs from April 1, 1997 to March 31, 2003. However, this 
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timeframe was not acceptable to the US which took India to the disputes 
settlement process. India has been progressively phasing out QRs. In the 
1997-98 policy it freed 406 items, in 1998-99 it freed 896 items and put 414 
under special import license. Most items under QRs are agricultural items on 
which import restrictions were imposed to safeguard the interests of India's 
large agricultural community. Two-thirds of Indian farmers are in the small 
and marginal category. Yet, most people feel that with a level playing field 
these farmers will be more than able to compete with their western 
counterparts in agricultural production and export. However, this has been 
denied to them. 
India's domestic support to its farmers is pathetically low, compared to 
what the developed nations offer their farmers ~ even after providing for 
fertiliser, electricity, irrigation, seed subsidies. 
Under the agreement on agriculture (AoA), developed countries have 
reduced their domestic subsidies by 20 per cent, which will not make a major 
difference in terms of reducing the inequity between farmers in developed 
and developing countries. Apart from domestic subsidies to farmers, 
developed countries also provide massive export subsidies to their agri-
business corporations which enable them to dump agricultural surpluses 
(generated thanks to the huge domestic subsidies) in developing countries 
at less than cost of production. 
Those who will be most affected by the removal of QRs are the small 
and marginal farmers and industries which constitute a very big section of 
the Indian economy. Given their small size, they need more time to equip 
themselves to face the challenges of a QR-free regime. 
Foreign companies, with their incredible economies of scale, heavy 
subsidies, control over technology and aggressive promotional techniques, 
are bound to have an edge over Indian companies in terms of quantity, 
quality and price. This is over and above the fact that India's import of 
consumer goods anyway exceeds that of capital goods. Another fear that 
has been expressed by many an analyst is that large-scale production could 
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lead to supply of these goods exceeding demand. This may result in a drop 
in prices and soon spell loss of job opportunities, retrenchment, closures of 
industries and stoppage of production. 
Meanwhile, the government has had numerous meetings with various 
industry organisations to elicit their views on the impact of the removal of 
import curbs or quantitative restrictions on hundreds of tariff lines and its 
repercussions on the local business. 
Senior industry official opine that small-scale industries would bear 
the brunt of QR removal. As such a strategy to help local manufacturers 
compete with imports would soon have to be devised. "The small-scale 
industries will need more support to face the challenge of the opening up of 
the markets to foreign manufacturers. Bigger players would be better 
equipped to meet the invasion head-on," says a senior industry association 
member. 
Some analysts believe that the government should not hesitate to 
increase applied rates of tariffs if the local industry is hurt by imports. 
However, they state that the hike in duties should not be high enough to give 
a boost to illegal imports. The inter-ministerial group on QRs acts as an 
institutional mechanism for receiving suggestions on the suitable measures 
and strategies that need to be adopted to safeguard the interests of the 
domestic industry and to create a level playing field in the wake of the 
complete elimination of QRs by March 31, 2001. 
Ever since the removal of QRs on 714 items from April 1, 2000, the 
government has been taking supportive steps for domestic industry, 
including increase in customs duties on a range of agro-items and initiation 
of suo motu anti-dumping probe with a view to providing them some breather 
to brace up to competition. 
As per WTO agreements, member countries should not prohibit or 
restrict trade by imposing quotas, licensing, or by any other measures. 
Ever since India became a member country of the WTO in 1995, the 
country is committed to reducing tariffs on capital goods, components, 
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intermediaries and industrial raw materials. But developing countries like 
India were permitted to maintain quantitative restrictions (QRs) due to 
balance of payment (BoP) position. India initially committed to phasing out 
the QRs ground for around 3,000 tariff lines in a phased manner by the year 
2003. 
But India did not want to wait for long. It has been abolishing QRs 
step by step over the last three years. In 1999, India removed restrictions on 
894 items. Then India pledged to the WTO that it has decided not to wait till 
the year 2003, but abolish all import curbs by April 1, 2001. Everyone agrees 
that the WTO rules have had a profound impact on the way Indian economy 
and businesses have been functioning since 1995. 
But now that the time has come when the QRs are being completely 
abolished. How will it affect the Indian businesses is the worry of 
industrialists and agriculturists? The most concerned lot includes the 
pharmaceutical companies, the automobile companies, the food 
manufacturers, electronic equipment manufacturers and the information 
technology sector. 
Indian industry braces for WTO regime 
Under the new WTO regime, the Indian companies are preparing and 
designing new strategies for survival. Soon product patents will be 
introduced in the country. Product patents did not exist in India. What we 
have had were "process patents" by which an identical product could be 
manufactured by another process. But the emergence of products patents 
will radically change the way companies do business. No longer will 
companies be allowed to manufacture a similar product using a different 
process. 
The removal of quantitative restrictions and the imposition of the 
patents regime means that companies will be forced to compete. Companies 
will set new investments in research and development. Companies will also 
be forced to target niche markets and tailor their products according to the 
market requirements. The implementation of WTO's Trade Related 
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Intellectual Property Rights gives standard protection to copyrights, trade 
marks, layout designs and product rights. 
There are many possibilities that Indian exports could even be 
banned because of the product patents. For instance, exports can be barred 
if the product in question violates patent rights in the importing country. 
Software programmes and data applications will have to be protected under 
the patents law. Pharmaceutical companies will face a series of product 
patents issues. But how will the removal of all import curbs and the 
beginning of the patents' regime affect various sectors of the Indian 
industry? 
Here is the likely impact of the WTO rules on some crucial sectors in 
India. 
Agriculture 
The WTO agreement on agriculture provides for: reduction of 
domestic subsidies, reduction in export subsidies, tariff reduction, and 
bindings to provide market access. Activists cry foul that Indian agriculture, 
already reeling urider severe drought and fall in cash crop prices, will die 
once the import curbs are removed and free flow of food items are allowed 
into India. 
"There is going to be 'madness' in the agriculture sector. Farmers will 
be hit hard by the WTO regime. What happens to our vegetable oils, rice, 
rubber, coconuts and fruits, if similar items can be imported cheaply from 
other countries," asks K Sundaran, a social activist espousing farmers 
causes in South India. He says currently there is a massive distortion in the 
international trade in agriculture. Industrialised countries have been giving 
huge domestic subsidies to their agricultural sector that there is excessive 
production, import restrictions and dumping of agri-products in international 
markets. 
But despite the concerns of farmers, many believe the WTO rules will 
not adversely affect the Indian agriculture as it is made out. Developed 
nations have committed to the WTO that they would reduce subsidies and 
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tariff. So then better overseas markets will be available for Indian agricultural 
products. That will further improve the country's rural employment and 
safeguard the food security. Another advantage for India is that the subsidy 
reduction requirement under WTO is not applicable to the country. As per 
the WTO rules, countries having less than $1,000 per capita income 
annually do not fall under the subsidy reduction requirement. 
Pharmaceuticals 
India has one of the most efficient pharmaceutical industries in the 
world. 
Pharmaceutical firms grew mainly thanks to the absence of patent 
protection of medical drugs in the country. For instance, Indian companies 
are now producing their own AIDS drugs, which are available cheaply, 
compared to the original products from foreign countries. 
But the imposition of the new WTO rules will begin to threaten India's 
achievements in the pharmaceutical field. The Indian Patents Act, introduced 
in 1970, boosted Indian pharma companies. The Act allowed them to 
develop and patent alternative processes for products discovered and 
patented elsewhere. 
According to the Indian Drug Manufacturers' Association, self-
sufficiency in Indian pharmaceutical sector is more than 70 per cent. 
"Worldwide, India is a country of very low prices for high-quality medicines," 
points out the IDMA president Nishchal H Israni. 
But now the rules of the game in the pharmaceutical industry will 
change as India has committed to toe the WTO line on product patents. 
Product patent rules and Exclusive Marketing Rights (EMR) under the WTO 
could effect a paradigm shift in India's pharma majors. 
As per the EMR provision, a product for which original patent was 
granted prior to 1995, is not fit for an EMR in the country. This has forced 
nine leading domestic pharma companies to form the Indian Pharmaceutical 
Alliance that has demanded a more transparent WTO regime for EMR 
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grants.How will the WTO rules affect 500,000 employees working in roughly 
20,000 pharn-ia firms in the country? Well, many expect a spate of mergers, 
acquisitions and alliances in the domestic pharmaceutical industry in the 
coming years. 
Information technology 
Under the Information Technology Agreement signed under the WTO, 
Indian hardware and software companies can become major players In the 
value-added arena. Availability of high-skilled of IT personnel and low cost of 
labour and operation will allow India to compete in the international market. 
Textiles and clothing 
The WTO agreement on textiles and clothing states that the Multi-
Fibre Agreement (MFA) will eventually be eliminated. MFA at present groups 
the major importer countries ~ the United States, Austria, Canada, the 
European Community, Finland and Norway ~ who apply restrictions by way 
of quota. 
Exporting countries like India are a part to the MFA. The phasing out 
of MFA will boost textile exports from India. It will also increase investment in 
textiles and joint ventures. But the risk is that as India opens up its market 
from next month, import of textiles and clothing will considerably increase 
from countries like China, the Unites States, Taiwan and Indonesia.This will 
force many textile manufacturers to modernise their mills and improve 
quality. 
The services sector 
As per the WTO rules, two obligations apply to all services, They are 
the Most Favoured Nation (MFN) treatment and transparency by way of 
publication of all laws and regulations. Which in other words means that 
areas like banking, insurance, investment banking, health, and many other 
professional services that are opened up will be bound by the WTO 
commitments. 
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India will have to open up its services sector to other WTO member 
countries. The result: many overseas service providers will enter into the 
services sectors in the country, thereby reducing the chances of domestic 
enterprises. 
But experts believe India need not be frightened of the WTO rules on 
services because the country at present has a distinct competitive 
advantage in many areas that include health, engineering construction, 
computer software and other professional services. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 
The present study is an attempt to evaluate the likely impact of GATS 
on India's service sector under WTO provisions. India is a country with vast 
service sector v\/hich contributes more than 50% to the GDP of the country. 
This is indeed a very good sign from the point of view of development of the 
country. On the export from also services contributes nearly 25% of the total 
export of the country. Over the period of time India's share in world services 
exports has risen i.e. (1.3% in 2002 as compared to 0.57% in 1990). 
As services are increasingly dominating the economic activities of 
countries at virtually every stage of development, liberalising trade in 
services is necessary for integration of world economy. The services sector 
is one of the areas, which India needs to focus on sharply to increase its 
share in the Global Services trade. 
The main objectives of the GATS are the expansion of trade in 
services, progressive liberalization of such trade through negotiations, 
transparency of rules and regulations, and increasing participation of 
developing countries. Efficient services are crucial to an economy's global 
competitiveness. High levels of protection granted to the service sector by an 
economy through its regulatory policies create inefficient service sector and 
thereby reduce the effective protection to various sectors of production in the 
economy. 
India's schedule under the GATS provides for specific commitments 
covering business services, communications, construction work for civil 
engineering, financial services, health-related and social services, and 
tourism services. The extent of commitments varies across sectors with 
certain restrictions on market access and national treatment under the four 
modes of supply of services. India has not made any commitments on 
services relating to distribution; education; environment; recreation, culture, 
and sporting; transport; and other services not included elsewhere. India has 
made commitments in 33 activities, compared with an average of 23 for 
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developing countries. It has demonstrated success in the export of software 
services. 
India especially needs to push for liberalization of domestic sen/ice 
markets, laying more emphasis on competition than on change of ownership. 
It is imperative to undertake domestic deregulation to encourage economic 
efficiency in remedying market failures and pushing social goals. 
Furthermore, external service markets need to be liberalized effectively by 
the elimination of both explicit restrictions and implicit regulatory barriers. 
Those efforts would lead GATS negotiations into a "virtuous cycle of 
mutually beneficial liberalization." India's dynamic and growing software 
sector would transform the country into a global software powerhouse even if 
the industrial countries continue to impose restrictions on the movement of 
foreign workers. 
There is a compelling need to take great initiative in the process of 
GATS negotiations to put forward developing country points of view lest 
these countries have to accept sectoral agreements in which they did not 
fully participate. The industrial countries must listen to the needs and 
aspirations of the developing countries and adhere to the basic lessons of 
comparative advantage. The gains are going to be shared by the industrial 
as well as the developing economies, and both groups should participate 
actively to ensure more equitable distribution of the resulting gains. Keeping 
In view specific provisions for freer movement of capital under GATS 
commitments, similar provisions must also address the freer movement of 
labour. Negotiations, since the conclusion of the Uruguay Round 
Agreements have focused on financial services, insurance, and maritime 
transport. Simultaneous negotiations on all services must proceed so as to 
keep the interests of India and other developing countries fully involved. 
An important single factor that can help India improve the efficiency of 
its service sector and compete with international service providers lies in the 
certainty with which the country commits itself to future liberalization while 
binding the status quo. Serious analysis of strengths, weaknesses, and 
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opportunities for services liberalization should be undertaken with a liberal 
view toward future commitments. Strengths and opportunities should be fully 
exploited in the future negotiations, and perceived weaknesses should not 
hinder the process of further liberalization The optimum solution lies in 
dealing with existing weaknesses and avoiding the closing of the economy to 
forces of international competition. 
For India, no aspect of the Uruguay Round has engendered as much 
concern as TRIPS (trade-related intellectual property rights). With some 
exaggeration, It came to symbolize af( that was wrong with the World Trade 
Organization (WTO), as well as multilateral engagement, greedy 
multinationals, and even globalization as a whole. As with most impassioned 
rhetoric, although there was some misunderstanding and misrepresentation, 
an essential kernel of truth underlay the rhetoric. On balance, the TRIPS 
agreement on its own will impose welfare costs on India, at least in the key 
pharmaceuticals sector. 
Today, of course, the mood on intellectual property (IP) is vastly 
different. At Seattle the presence of the IP lobby was token and concerned 
more with preventing serious backsliding on TRIPS than with advancing a 
new IP agenda. So the good news about TRIPS for India Is that in the near 
future, external pressure on IP issues is going to be minimal. This Is so for 
four reasons. 
First, there is the strong influence of civil society groups within 
industrial countries championing causes that can be argued to be at odds 
with IP protection. 
For example, the sanctity of human and animal life is perceived to be 
at variance with efforts to patent biotechnologlcal inventions, and 
technologies such as the terminator gene are felt to run counter to 
environmental protection and the preservation of biodiversity. 
Second, there is the inevitable intellectual/ideological backlash to the 
headlong embrace of free markets associated with the last 10-15 years. As 
the pendulum swings back, there is a greater focus now on the abuse of IP 
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protection and a corresponding emphasis on competition and contestabiiity. 
The recent IP-related cases in the United States involving the prosecution of 
Microsoft, Intel, and the class action suit against Monsanto exemplify this 
new/ climate. 
Third, private sector pressure in IP-related industries has diminished 
in the last few years, reflecting the success of the Uruguay Round. Many of 
the key commercial issues, at least the big-ticket items such as 
pharmaceuticals and chemicals, were resolved in TRIPS to the broad 
satisfaction of IP-related companies. 
Although issues and concerns remain, they are not of the same order 
of magnitude as those that, existed prior to the Uruguay Round. Finally, 
developing countries have successfully conveyed the sense that the 
Uruguay Round was imbalanced in its outcome, with TRIPS contributing 
critically to that imbalance. It would simply be too difficult now to force 
developing countries to swallow more of the TRIPS pill. On the other hand, 
the more sobering news is that many challenges on intellectual property lie 
ahead for India and they will need to be addressed, even without the 
external pressure. The Doha declaration can be read as a clear signal that 
any pressure for increasing levels of IP protection around the world is 
unlikely in the foreseeable future. And in the case of pharmaceuticals, the 
declaration arguably can be seen as a political reaffirmation that TRIPS can 
be used flexibly by developing countries to mitigate the impact of IP 
protection without eliciting pressure-bilateral or through the WTO dispute 
settlement process from industrial-country trading partners. 
The next phase of issues is going to differ from the previous one in 
one key respect. In the past, India's main task in IP was defensive: to resist 
external pressure. Although obviously difficult, given the magnitude of the 
pressure, it was easy to know what had to be done. Now, however, India has 
"to do" rather than "not do' which entails its own set of challenges. These 
challenges affect India in each of its locations on the knowledge-creation 
spectrum: as net user, potential net creator, and net creator. This study 
argues that the challenges are fivefold: 
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1. To use TRIPS as a mechanism for enforcing India's market access rights 
in the WTO 
2. To develop policies and mechanisms that serve to mitigate the most 
egregious effects of the TRIPS agreement 
3. To seek changes in the TRIPS agreement that allow India to contribute 
constructively and significantly to public health crises in developing 
countries, such as the AIDS crisis in Africa 
4. To identify where India's interests lie in relation to the new technologies 
(plants, biotechnology) and appropriately adapt intellectual property rights 
(IPR) legislation as well as complementary institutions that would allow 
the benefits of those technologies to be harnessed while minimizing 
attendant risks 
5. To create workable institutions domestically that protect intellectual 
property and resources created in India and would serve as a basis for 
seeking their replication internationally. 
With a few exceptions, those challenges will be domestic and will 
need to be met constructively. 
TRIPS as an Enforcement Device 
There are widespread fears that the quantitative restrictions imposed 
on textiles and clothing products by industrial countries will not be eliminated 
by 2005, as required by the Uruguay Round Agreement on Textiles and 
Clothing (ATC). The stakes are high for India. Given the right domestic policy 
environment, India stands to gain from the elimination of the quotas or to 
lose if there is backtracking by trading partners. Does India have the means 
to ensure compliance with commitments or must the country resign itself to 
ineffectiveness, believing outcomes are beyond its power to influence? 
The country must change its draft-patent legislation to allow for 
retaliation in TRIPS for noncompliance by partner countries in areas 
affecting India's exporting interests. It is noteworthy that recently Ecuador 
has requested and been granted authorization by the WTO to retaliate 
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against the European Union (EU) in the area of services and IP in the 
controversial bananas dispute. 
Why TRIPS Is a Good Retaliatory Weapon 
An effective retaliatory action must possess two features: it must inflict 
loss or pain swiftly on the party being retaliated against, and to be credible it 
must be beneficial to the country taking the action. Does retaliation through 
TRIPS satisfy those two conditions? 
Effectiveness India has undertaken serious commitments on TRIPS 
from which large, multinational corporations based in industrial countries 
stand to benefit enormously. For example, the requirement to grant patent 
protection for pharmaceutical products will begin to reap profits for large, 
European and U.S. research-based companies in the early years of the new 
millennium as the first protected products come onto the market. 
Axiomatically, withdrawing TRIPS benefits would be costly and painful for 
them. Calculations by Subramanian (1995) and Watal (1998) have shown 
that the benefits of TRIPS commitments to large pharmaceutical producers 
alone could be in the millions of dollars. The first condition of retaliation is 
therefore satisfied. 
Credibility is the second condition, namely, that retaliation will actually 
make the retaliating country better off in welfare terms. Support for this 
proposition comes from many analysis showing that, under most 
circumstances, higher IP protection accorded by India makes it worse off.' 
Conversely, withdrawing TRIPS commitments, or reducing the strength of IP 
protection, must make India better off. This lends credibility to the threat of 
retaliation. It must be noted, however, that for this proposition to hold, the 
withdrawal of TRIPS benefits must be accompanied by measures to ensure 
alternative sources of supply to the market-supply that had hitherto been 
precluded by the IP protection (see below). Targeting, Proportionality, and 
Pointedness In relation to the first condition of inflicting pain, TRIPS also 
possesses other desirable properties. First, the retaliatory action can target 
the noncompliant partner country. If, for instance, the European Union fails 
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to eliminate a textile quota affecting India, the Indian authorities can target IP 
rights granted to EU nationals as the objects of retaliatory action. Second, 
the principle of proportionality-that the retaliatory action should be 
commensurate with the offending action-can be respected. The variables for 
achieving proportionality would be how many IP rights owners to affect and 
for how long. The third really compelling advantage of such retaliatory action 
is its ability to create pressure on noncomplying constituents to revert to 
compliance with WTO obligations. A typical process of political economy 
following the threat of retaliatory action would be as follows. Say India 
threatens nonacceptance of the patent applications of Pfizer and others in 
retaliation against U.S. textile quotas not being removed as scheduled; 
Pfizer and others would then have a very strong incentive to lobby the 
politicians supporting the textile industry and force remedial action. The more 
pointed the retaliatory action, the greater the incentive for the affected party 
to take remedial action-and that renders TRIPS an effective retaliatory 
instrument. 
Since India has opened up its services sector (partially) for WTO 
members only recently i.e. June 2003, it is too early to make any observation 
regarding impact of WTO on services trade but on the basis of the excellent 
performance of India's software services sector and on the basis of present 
study some suggestions can be made regarding India's social services 
sector for future research. 
Bringing some of the social services like Health, Education and 
Environment under the WTO's net would be beneficial for most of the 
developing countries particularly for India. This is quite true that India has 
abundant supply of qualified doctors and other nursing care staff. India can 
gain by trading this service. It can help in the development of health care 
through different modes of supply of health services. Through the mode of 
cross-border supply India can provide health care to remote and 
underserved segments of the population and can help upgrade skills through 
interactive electronic means. Nepal and Bangladesh import telepathology, 
teleradiology and teleconsulting services from India. 
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Similarly trade in health services via consumption abroad may 
enable exporting countries to improve their national health system by 
generating foreign exchange and additional resources for investment in 
health care. Health care treatment for various diseases in India is very cheap 
as compared to advanced countries. India may earn foreign exchange and 
can improve its domestic health care system. Under the third mode of supply 
namely Commercial presence in health services: It can benefit developing 
countries by generating additional resources for investment in and upgrading 
of health care infrastructure and technologies, generating opportunities for 
employment and by providing expensive and specialised medical services. 
The availability of private capital could reduce the total burden on 
government resources helping to reallocate government expenditure tov\/ards 
the public health care sector. 
Finally under movement of natural persons, India can gain by sending its 
qualified physicians and surgeons to other countries and earning foreign 
exchange through remittances. In India there is no dearth of qualified health 
personnel but the problem is that of their suitable placements. Most of the 
Indian doctors are under employed within the country. So if they get suitable 
employment outside the country such as gulf countries, U.K. and U.S.A., 
they can be a source of handsome foreign exchange. 
In so far as health service trade under different modes of supply is 
concerned, India is likely to be benefited by further opening up it's health 
services trade under the WTO net and should therefore advocate the further 
liberalization of this sector. 
Regarding education services it is observed that like health services 
sector this sector also has received very few commitments in the past round, 
mainly due to concern about the impact of liberalisation on quality, 
availability and costs in this sector, India also did not open up its educational 
services at the time when cabinet approved a broad strategy for the WTO 
services negotiation in June 2003. Government of India that time decided to 
consider the liberalization of this sector only after undertaking more studies 
on the sector. 
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Just like health professionals, India has very qualified teachers at 
various levels like primary education level, secondary education level and 
higher education level. On the basis of some studies it can be suggested 
that India should go for opening up of its education service sector and gain 
through trade of education services India can earn through all the four 
modes of supply. India has very effective educational testing services, the 
quality of testing services is well demonstrated by All India qualifying tests 
such as common Admission Test (CAT) of IIMs Joint Entrance Examination 
(JEE) of IITs, NET examination of CSIR-UGC and Graduate Aptitude test in 
Engineering (GATE), with some modification by way of computerization and 
use of internet facilities, India can gain from liberalisation of such services. 
Therefore India should commit to liberalise these services, however an 
adjustment period of atleast six years is necessary (Satish Y. Deodhar 
EPW-May 11, 2002) for upgradation and marketing of these services to 
potential clients. 
Earning through consumption abroad India's prospects are not too 
bright. Presently India gets some 5,455 international students from 
neighbouring developing countries (NIEPA-2001). Where as the no. of 
Indian students studying abroad is quite large nearly 40,000 (UNESCO 
1998). In view of this India should not open up trading of educational 
services through this mode of supply, as far as mode 3 i.e. commercial 
presence is concerned India is likely to gain by trading in secondary 
education services by establishing the schools in other countries. Presently 
there are more than 100 (Indian) CBSE schools abroad. Beside this India 
should also allow the foreign higher education Institutions to operate in India. 
It will help our own institutions to be more competitive, however it may take 
sometime to upgrade campus facilities etc. 
Finally India must put in its proposal to include commitments on 
movement of teachers and researchers both at secondary and higher 
education level. Presently about 10.000 secondary school teachers are 
working outside the country for sometime and increasingly there is a growing 
demand for Indian teachers, specially mathematics, sciences and English. 
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The trend will continue given the scarcity of teachers In the developed world 
and the sufficient supply of qualified teachers In India. 
In view of this it is suggested that India should go In for social services 
liberalization without any further delay. Health and education services both 
have much potential in the country. By opening up the education services 
sector India can gain by trading. 
In the last it is suggested that India should actively participate in 
further negotiations on services trade liberalisation in the next round of 
GATS scheduled to start in 2005. 
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